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Light-frame wood is the most common construction for residential and low-rise 
commercial buildings in the North America. While widespread collapses were relatively 
rare for light-frame wood buildings, widespread damages were observed for light-frame 
wood buildings in the recent past earthquake events, for example, the 1989 Loma Prieta 
and the 1994 Northridge earthquakes. The main reason is that most of these buildings were 
constructed before the development of modern seismic codes. In San Francisco, about 75% 
of the buildings were designed and built before the modern seismic building codes. Many 
of the older wood buildings, in particular, those in the Bay Area in California, have a 
structural deficiency known as the “soft-story”. These soft-story buildings often feature an 
open floor plan with first story for use as parking garage or commercial retail spaces. These 
soft-story buildings typically have large openings in the exterior walls and no or little 
interior walls.  
Accurate modeling of the nonlinear dynamic responses of light-frame wood buildings 
during the earthquake is very difficult. Light-frame wood buildings have many 
interconnected framing members and redundant elements, which render the load path less 
identifiable. In comparison, the seismic responses of the steel and concrete frame buildings 
with well-defined structural members can be modeled relatively easily by modeling only 
the main structural elements (i.e. the frames or beams and columns). In contrast, both 
structural elements (shear walls) and non-structural elements (e.g. drywalls) have 
significant influences on the seismic behavior of the wood buildings. Additionally, 
connections such as hold-downs and anchor bolts also have significant impacts on the 
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overall building responses. This means that, in order to obtain accurate results, all of these 
critical aspects must be considered in the light-frame wood building analyses. 
In this study, a new numerical package for 3D analysis of light-frame building, 
called Timber3D, is developed. This new seismic analysis package is developed as part of 
the NSF funded NEES-Soft project. This new model addresses most of the deficiencies of 
existing simplified models. Since the Timber3D model is formulated based on large 
displacement theory, it can be used to model the light-frame wood building performance 
under seismic loadings from very small deformations all the way to the collapse condition. 
This package can also be used to perform analyses for both slow and real-time hybrid tests. 
There were three major phases of this doctoral study.  
In the first phase of this study, a series of numerical models for the soft-story wood-
frame buildings were created for an NSF-funded project, called NEES-Soft. Specifically, 
four numerical models were created for various applications of the NEES-Soft project. In 
the first application, a 2D numerical model was created and utilized to perform real-time 
hybrid testing (RTHT) of a 20-ft. long wood shear wall with and without a toggle-braced 
damper as retrofit. In the second application, a 2D model was created for reversed cyclic 
analysis of a light wood-frame wall retrofitted with distributed knee-brace (DKB). In 
application number three, a series of 3D numerical models were created to perform slow 
pseudo-dynamic hybrid testing of a full-scale three-story wood-frame building to examine 
the effectiveness of various retrofits applied to the soft first story. The hybrid test was 
conducted at the NEES laboratory at the University at Buffalo.  
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In the second phase, the modeling methodology was used to perform a parametric 
study to evaluate the influence of shear wall placement scheme on the seismic performance 
of mid-rise wood buildings. There is a recent trend for 4-story and 5-story wood-frame 
buildings to feature large window openings in the perimeters, leaving only narrow wall 
piers that are not effective for resisting seismic load. As a result, many of these newer 
buildings were designed with only shear walls located along the corridors in the 
longitudinal direction and without perimeter walls as oppose to conventional design where 
shear walls are distributed along the corridors and along the perimeter walls. The design 
with shear walls concentrated in the core of the building is referred to as the “core-only” 
shear wall placement scheme. This parameter study evaluated the seismic performances of 
core-only and conventional shear wall placement schemes. The analysis results show that 
there is only a marginal difference between the collapse risk of wood buildings constructed 
with core-only and conventional shear wall placement schemes.   
In phase three, the Timber3D package was utilized to perform incremental dynamic 
analysis (IDA) for over 130 wood-frame buildings using a suite of twenty-two FEMA P-
695 ground motions. The study was conducted as part of the ATC-116 project funded by 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) via the Applied Technology 
Council (ATC). Three occupancy types for wood buildings were considered, namely, 
single-family dwellings, multi-family dwellings and commercial buildings.  The objective 
of the study was to investigate the various modeling parameters that influence the seismic 
response and performance. Five parametric studies were carried out: (1) building 
configuration, (2) collapse displacement capacity, (3) non-structural interior and exterior 
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wall finishes, (4) soil-structure interaction (SSI) and foundation flexibility, and (5) 
backbone curve shape. This study found that the performance of light-frame wood 
buildings is primarily related to the actual stiffness and strength contribution of both 
structural and non-structural elements. If the numerical models are developed without 
considering the interior and exterior wall finishes, then the predicted response and 
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In the North America, the most common construction type for residential and low-rise 
commercial buildings is light-frame wood construction. Earthquakes are one of the major 
natural hazards that threaten human life around the world. Economic losses and fatalities are 
often observed after moderate and large earthquake events. Many of the damages were 
attributed to structural deficiencies in the buildings. Although the modern building codes have 
been modified over the years to include new seismic design provisions that address the 
deficiencies observed in past earthquakes, the majority of the existing buildings were 
constructed based on the outdated codes and these buildings may be more vulnerable. 
Insufficient strength and/or stiffness in the seismic force resisting system may cause the 
building to collapse or be damaged during an earthquake. Moreover, under moderate or high 
intensity earthquakes, vertical and torsional irregularities in buildings can also lead to 
excessive deformation resulting in collapse of the buildings. 
1.1.   Motivation 
One of the seismic deficiencies observed in older building stock is known as “soft 
story” or “weak story”. In a soft-story building, one of the stories, usually the first story, has 
significantly less stiffness and strength compared to the other stories. The soft-story buildings 
were observed to perform very poorly under recent major U.S. earthquakes such as the 1989 
Loma Prieta and the 1994 Northridge in California. Many of the soft-story buildings were 
designed and constructed prior to the modern seismic design codes era (prior to 1970). The 
soft story deficiency is commonly seen in older multi-unit residential wood frame buildings 
with open floor plan in the first floor as retail or parking space. Residential wood frame 
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buildings with soft story deficiency are common in many cities in the U.S. with large portion 
of older housing stock (e.g. Bay Area in California). 
 Under the shaking of an earthquake, the first story of the soft story wood frame 
building typically experiences a relatively large displacement compared to the other stories, 
resulting in the upper stories of the soft story building behave like a rigid body. As the 
earthquake demands and damages are concentrated in the first story, there is a higher risk of 
observing pancake collapse in the first story of the soft story building than in a building 
without the soft story deficiency.  
Figure 1.1 shows two soft-story buildings after the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake 
where most of the damages were observed in the first story. As can be seen in these photos, 
the first story experienced excessive inter-story drift while the upper stories remained mainly 
as a rigid body.  In addition to soft first story, horizontal or torsional irregularity may also 
exist in certain buildings (e.g. a soft-story located at the corner of two streets). The existence 
of horizontal irregularity could increase the lateral seismic forces of the building and cause 
severe deformation and even collapse.      
 
Figure 1.1: Damaged soft-story wood-frame buildings with first story soft story after the 1989 
Loma Prieta earthquake (photos: USGS). 
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Figure 1.2 shows two soft-story wood frame buildings located in the Bay Area in San 
Francisco.   This Figure shows that these buildings have very similar designs compared to the 
near collapse wood buildings with parking area in the first floor shown in Figure 1.1. The 
Community Action Plan for Seismic Safety (CAPSS) reported that there are about 4000 of 
these kind of buildings in San Francisco in 2010. It is predicted that severe damages and even 
collapse would happen in this type of buildings during a moderate earthquake like the 1989 
Loma Prieta earthquake. These buildings should be retrofitted prior to the occurrence of the 
next major earthquake to reduce monetary losses and prevent fatalities.  
 
Figure 1.2: Two current soft-story wood-frame buildings in California, USA; (a) Photo by 
Mikhail Gershfeld, (b) Photo by Steven Pryor. 
1.2.   Research Tasks 
This research consisted of four major tasks: 
1) Development of a modeling framework for seismic analysis of light-frame wood 
buildings;  
2) Modeling of wood-frame buildings with soft-story deficiency using the modeling 
framework developed in Task 1; 
3) Modeling the seismic performances of multi-story wood-frame buildings designed 
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with conventional and core-only shear wall placement schemes; and  
4) Modeling and quantifying the collapse probabilities of short-period wood-frame 
buildings under the MCER (risk targeted Maximum Considered Earthquake) hazard 
level. 
These four research tasks are briefly explained in the following sections. 
1.2.1. Numerical Model Development 
In addition to existing buildings, the new buildings should be designed and analyzed 
to verify that no soft story deficiency prior to constructing them. Compared to structural steel 
and reinforced concrete frame buildings, light-frame wood buildings are extremely difficult 
to analyze. Unlike steel and concrete frame buildings where the main lateral load resisting 
systems are well defined, light-frame wood buildings consist of many interconnected 
elements/framing members making the load path not easily identifiable. In addition, the non-
structural elements such as drywalls have significant influence on the seismic behavior of 
light-frame wood buildings.  There is a need to develop a numerical model that can be used 
to accurately model the seismic performance of wood-frame buildings including both with 
and without the soft-story deficiency.  
Finding the best method to model the soft-story wood-frame buildings three-
dimensionally and identifying retrofit options to reduce the collapse risk are the focus of this 
dissertation study. 
1.2.2. NEES-Soft Project 
The NEES-Soft project (full name: Seismic Risk Reduction for Soft-Story Wood-
Frame Buildings) was an NSF-funded five university project (van de Lindt et al. 2012). The 
bulk of the work in this dissertation study was supported by the NEES-Soft project. The main 
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goals of this project was: (1) to develop a performance based seismic retrofit procedure for 
the soft-story wood buildings, and (2) to validate the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) P-807 retrofit methodology for light-frame wood buildings. As explained 
in detail in the previous section, the soft-story building is a structure with a relatively weak 
story compared to the other stories. This soft-story mostly happens in the first story of the 
residential or commercial buildings such as hotels and motels, which have large amounts of 
opening or garage spaces in the first story. The Community Action Plan for Seismic Safety 
(CAPSS) estimated that there are about 4000 buildings with soft-story deficiency in San 
Francisco, California. These buildings were generally constructed between 1920 and 1970. It 
means that most of these buildings were not built according to the modern seismic codes and 
therefore are not compliance with the new provisions in the current structural codes. Many of 
these buildings rely on the strengths of the horizontal wood siding, diagonal bridging for shear 
resistance, and plaster on wood lathe, which are considered as non-structural elements in the 
modern seismic code. In many cases, due to open floor plan design, there are often not enough 
wall lengths in the first story for one to retrofit or add new seismic force resisting system. To 
make matter worst, most of these soft-story wood frame buildings have been remodeled over 
the years with many layers of non-structural finishes added to them and/or replaced. As a 
result, the analyses and retrofits of these buildings have become even more difficult as the 
material properties of the existing buildings cannot be easily identified or determined.  
The NEES-Soft project included substantial tasks that involved numerical modeling 
and analysis of a number of structures, shear walls, and retrofits, PBSR (performance based 
seismic retrofit) methodology development, and a testing program at five universities as 
summarized below:  
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• Test 1: Real time hybrid testing (RTHT) of a 20-ft long wood wall with and 
without a toggle-braced damper assembly; University of Alabama Structural Engineering 
Laboratory. 
• Test 2: Reversed cyclic testing of a light wood-frame distributed knee-brace 
(DKB) assembly for seismic retrofit; California State Polytechnic University San Luis Obispo 
Structures Laboratory. 
• Test 3: Shake table testing of a wood-frame DKB assembly to collapse; 
Colorado State University Structural Engineering Laboratory 
• Test 4: Slow pseudo-dynamic hybrid testing of a full-scale soft-story wood-
frame building with various retrofits; Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation 
(NEES) laboratory at the University at Buffalo. 
• Test 5: Shake table testing of a full-scale four-story soft-story wood-frame 
building with and without seismic retrofit; Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation 
(NEES) laboratory at University of California – San Diego. 
1.2.3. Core vs. Conventional Shear Wall Placement Schemes Study 
There is a recent trend for the new 4-story and 5-story wood-frame buildings to be 
constructed with large perimeter openings (windows). With the presence of large perimeter 
openings, the over-turning forces in the narrow perimeter wall piers may exceed the capacity 
range of typical anchorage devices and tie-down systems. In response to issue arises due to 
large over-turning forces, many of these newer buildings are designed with longer-width 
shear walls located only along the corridors in the longitudinal direction of the buildings and 
without perimeter shear walls. This shear wall placement scheme is commonly known as the 
“core” shear wall scheme. Using this core shear wall scheme may reduce the seismic 
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performance of the multi-story buildings. The design of these buildings is based upon the 
rigid diaphragm assumption, which assumes the diaphragm has adequate in-plane stiffness to 
collect the shear forces of the earthquake and distribute that to the core shear walls. Accurate 
prediction of the diaphragm behavior is very important to correctly determine the shear wall 
forces. It means that finding the best way to simulate the behavior of these diaphragms, which 
may have blocking or opening, is very vital. 
The in-plane stiffnesses of structural panel wood diaphragms with various framing 
configurations was modeled in this study. The diaphragms models of different construction 
parameters were analyzed and validated against the experimental results obtained from full-
scale diaphragm tests. Then these validated diaphragms were utilized in 3D numerical models 
using the Timber3D program to quantify the relative seismic performance of light-frame 
wood buildings designed with two different shear wall placement schemes, namely, (1) the 
corridor-only or “core” scheme and (2) the traditional shear wall scheme with corridor and 
perimeter shear walls. 
1.2.4. ATC-116 project 
The target performance level in terms of the risk of collapse is the criteria for 
evaluation of the seismic load in Quantification of Building Seismic Performance Factors 
(FEMA P-695). According to the FEMA P-695 study, the collapse risk of the short-period 
buildings (with period less than 0.5 sec) is higher than that of the buildings with longer periods 
for different types of structural systems and materials although all of them were designed 
based on the same risk-targeted maximum considered earthquake (MCER). However, the 
observations in recent earthquakes, for example, using the red tag data of buildings in the 
1994 Northridge earthquake, did not show that the short-period buildings have a larger 
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probability of collapse compared to buildings with longer periods. This raises a question that 
whether the nonlinear dynamic analyses procedures are reliable enough to predict the collapse 
rate of short-period buildings. The discrepancies between the analyses and the real seismic 
performance of the short-period buildings could be attributed to many factors and 
assumptions used in the numerical models. 
The work performed in this study was conducted as a part of the ATC 116 project, 
entitled “Solutions to the Short-Period Building Performance Paradox”. The objective of this 
study was to examine the various modeling assumptions that could influence the analysis 
results and to improve the modeling for light-frame wood buildings in terms of having the 
model predicted MCER collapse rate to match the observation.  
Three different short-period light-frame wood building types were selected for this 
study including the archetypes of commercial (COM), multi-family dwelling (MFD) and 
single-family dwelling (SFD) buildings. Twenty-eight baseline models with different height 
and different seismic design levels were designed for the three aforementioned building types. 
The COM and MFD archetypes had three height levels (1-story, 2-story and 4-story), and the 
SFD archetypes had two height levels (1-story and 2-story). Each archetype was designed for 
high seismic and very high seismic design levels. All archetypes were designed based on 
ASCE 7-10; however, some SFD archetypes were designed based on prescriptive 
requirements for conventional construction. Five parametric studies were defined and 





1.3.    Research Objectives 
The nonlinear dynamic response of light-frame wood buildings during earthquakes is 
extremely difficult to model and analyze. Unlike typical reinforced concrete and steel frame 
buildings where the main structural members are well defined, light-frame wood buildings 
consist of many interconnected framing members and redundant elements that make the load 
paths and structural elements not readily identifiable. Christovasilis et al. (2009) have shown 
that bearing contacts between the framing (e.g. stud-to-sill plate and sill-plate-to-foundation), 
uplift of hold-downs and shear slip of anchor bolts have significant influence on the lateral 
behavior of wood shear walls and buildings. The previous numerical models for light-frame 
wood buildings were formulated based on small displacement theory and the diaphragms are 
either assumed to be rigid plates with three degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) in the horizontal 
plane (Folz et al. 2001) or rigid plates with 6 DOFs in three-dimensional (3D) space (Pei et 
al. 2009). In addition, the framings of shear walls were modeled as pinned connected rigid 
elements. Due to these simplified modeling assumptions, which lead to inaccurate boundary 
conditions, those simplified models were not able to accurately predict incipient collapse of 
light-frame wood buildings. 
The main objectives of this research are as follows:  
 Develop a numerical framework which can be used to accurately model the lateral 
responses and predict the collapse of light-frame wood buildings. 
 Use this numerical framework to evaluate the seismic responses and collapse 
probability of the soft-story light-frame wood buildings with and without retrofits. 
 Quantify the relative seismic performance of light-frame wood buildings designed 
with two different shear wall placement schemes, namely, (1) the corridor-only or 
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“core” scheme and (2) the traditional shear wall scheme with corridor and perimeter 
shear walls utilizing the aforementioned numerical model. 
 Examine the various modeling assumptions that could influence the analysis results 
of light-frame wood buildings in terms of having the model predicted MCER collapse 
rate matching the red-tag rate observed during the 1994 Northridge Earthquake. 
1.4.    Research Approach 
In this study, a new numerical package for 3D analysis of light-frame wood building 
was developed and used. This new seismic analysis package was developed as part of the 
NSF funded NEES-Soft project. This model could address most of the problems existed in 
the existing simplified models and capture the simulated collapse mechanism in light-frame 
wood buildings. This 3D model, which is called Timber3D, is an extension of two detailed 
2D shear wall models (Pang et al. 2010 and Christovasilis et al. 2010) created for collapse 
analysis of light-frame wood shear walls. This new package can calculate the light-frame 
wood building performance under seismic loadings from very small deformation all the way 
to collapse condition. This package can also be used to perform analyses for both slow and 
real-time hybrid tests. 
A multi-scale modeling approach is utilized to model light-frame wood buildings. The 
3D modeling of a light-frame wood building is divided into three levels. These levels are as 
follows:  
Connection level: At connection level, the hysteresis responses of fastener such as nail and 
other anchorage devices are modeled and characterized using test data. 
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Assembly level: The subassemblies of a wood-frame building, which include shear walls and 
diaphragms, are modeled in 2D using the connection data obtained from the 
connection level models. 
Building level: The in-plane shear responses of the 2D shear wall and diaphragm models are 
used as inputs in the building level model to numerically analyze the 3D 
dynamic responses of the complete building. 
More details of the multi-scale modeling approach are discussed in later chapters.  
1.5.    Organization 
Chapter Two of this dissertation provides a review of the current state-of-the-art 
numerical models developed for light-frame wood buildings and wood shear walls.  In 
addition, it includes a literature review of the tests of full-scale light-frame wood buildings. 
Chapter Three presents the modeling formulation that was used in this dissertation study. 
Chapter Four presents the development of a 2D numerical model for real-time hybrid 
simulation of a stacked wood shear wall with viscous damper. The results of the 2D hybrid 
tests are also presented in Chapter Four. Chapter Five discusses the development of a 3D 
numerical model developed for performing slow hybrid testing of a retrofitted soft-story 
wood-frame building, in which the experiments were performed in the NEES laboratory at 
the University at Buffalo. Chapter Six contains the results of the numerical models used to 
perform a parametric study on mid-rise wood buildings with different shear wall placement 
schemes. Chapter Seven includes the parametric study of the short-period buildings, which 
was conducted as a part of the ATC-116 Project. Finally, the conclusions and key findings of 





2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1.    Introduction 
Several numerical models dedicated to light-frame wood structures were developed 
in the second half of the 20th century to model the linear static responses of light-frame wood 
buildings (Christovasilis et al., 2009). These models were later evolved to include features 
for performing nonlinear static and dynamic analyses. Both commercial general finite 
element programs   and research based specialized finite element tools have been developed 
to model light-frame wood buildings.  
Finite element method (FEM) is the most common method utilized for 2D and 3D 
simulation of cyclic behavior of light-frame wood buildings because this methodology is very 
generic and flexible. Various types and levels of modeling (e.g. subassembly or shear wall 
and whole structure models) can be modeled using this methodology. The sheathing panels, 
the sheathing to framing connectors, and wood framing in a shear wall can be explicitly 
considered using the FEM methodology.  
This literature review summarizes relevant research on analysis of wood shear walls 
and light frame wood buildings under static horizontal and vertical loadings. Furthermore, as 
the sheathing-to-framing connections play a very important role in the modeling of light-
frame wood buildings, a literature review on characterization of connections is also presented.     
Shear wall is the principal lateral load resisting system in light-frame wood buildings. 
The hold-down devices which connect the end studs of the shear wall to the sill plates for 
resisting uplift and the anchor bolts which connect the sill plates to the foundation for 
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transmitting uplift and lateral loads to the foundation are very important to consider in 
analysis of a shear wall or a light-frame wood structure.   
Section 2.2 discusses previous models developed in the last four decades for static 
and monotonic analyses of light-frame wood shear walls and buildings. Section 2.3 
summarizes the FEM models developed by others for static and dynamic analyses of the light-
frame wood buildings. 
2.2.     Static and Monotonic Analyses of Light-frame Wood Shear Walls and Buildings 
In this section, it was attempted to put together the literatures which are based on the 
simplified methodology and perform static analyses under lateral forces less than the ultimate 
strength of the models; these analyses do not need too much computational time. 
A very simple wood frame shear wall model was generated by Tuomi and 
McCutcheon (1978) and McCutcheon (1985). This shear wall model assumes that the frame 
corners move in diagonal direction relative to the sheathing panels, and the rigid framing 
members have pure racking distortion. The authors attempted to use a two parameter power 
curve for the nail uni-dimensional nonlinear elastic response and create a close-form strength 
equation.   
A shear wall strength equation according to the observed deformation patterns of the 
nail connectors testing subjected to lateral loads was created by Easley et al. (1982). The 
authors suggested two equations for linear and nonlinear deformation responses of the wood 
frame shear walls using a pre-defined horizontal and vertical force distributions of the nail 
connectors. The assumed wall consisted of typical 4-ft by 8-ft sheathing panels and the nailing 
location pattern is symmetric. Then the proposed formulations were validated using a set of 
monotonic experiments on eight wall specimens and following by FEM analyses.  
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Illustrative modeling of the wood framed shear walls and proposing a shear wall 
model which has a framing racking mode and generalizing stud bending with rigid top and 
sill plates were done by Gupta and Kuo (1985). The authors considered a rigid sheathing 
translation with the center of the wall to create two modes of shear deformation in the panels. 
A static nonlinear analysis was done on this model and the model was validated using the 
experimental data and also the finite element results by Easley et al. (1982). The rigid and 
flexible stud comparison clearly states that the stud bending flexibility is not playing a very 
important role in the total force deformation behavior of the wood shear walls. Note that the 
authors did not consider any bending in the top and sill plates and this assumption was in-line 
with the FEM results produced by Easley et al. (1982) as well as the bending for the vertical 
studs. 
Then the shear wall model rigid frame elements was modified by Gupta and Kuo 
(1987a) to consider stud uplift from the sill plates. Note that it was still fixed at the foundation. 
Gupta and Kuo (1987b) attempted later to consider the uplift of sill plates from the foundation 
in another publication. The stud separation from the top plate was not considered in any of 
these models. They finally suggested a seven kinematic degree of freedom assuming uplift 
behavior in only one end with in plane static loads. The degree of freedoms consisted of two 
one vertical degree of freedom in the sheathing panels distributed linearly to all panels, two 
shear degrees of freedom in all sheathing panels, one vertical degree of freedom of the studs 
and top plates, one horizontal kinematic degree of freedom for shear deformations of the 
studs, and one vertical degree of freedom for the sill plates linearly distributed. 
Later, a model for the static experiments of a set of five experimental tests on a full-
scale one-story rectangular light frame wood building with inclined roof (Tuomi and 
McCutcheon 1974) was created by Gupta and Kuo (1987b). They generated a three-
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dimensional model assuming in plain behavior for the ceiling, the sheathed roof, and the 
walls. They sub-structured each diaphragm as a wall element and assembled global degree of 
freedom of the whole building model with the degree of freedom of the rigid wood frames.  
The degrees of freedom for this model were increased to nine. In this model the uplift of both 
ends is feasible, and wall diaphragms were perpendicular to in-plane applied force on the side 
of the building that uplift occurs. This is obvious that the bending does not have any effect 
on the wood shear wall uplift behavior of this model. 
2.3.    Finite Element Models for Static and Dynamic Analyses of Wood Shear Walls, 
Diaphragms, and Buildings 
The FEM models suggested and performed in the commercial tools or computer codes 
to calculate the static and dynamic responses of shear wall level and two and three 
dimensional light frame wood buildings are discussed in this section. 
Polensek (1976) and Foschi (1977) has been done the first FEM analyses on the wood 
shear walls. The model by Polensek (1976) just considered the out of plane behavior of wood 
shear wall subjected to perpendicular pressure to the shear wall sheathing and gravity loads, 
and did not assumed any in-pane lateral displacement. It means that this earliest research is 
not applicable to the shear walls under lateral forces. 
An FEM model for wood diaphragms was created by Foschi (1977). The authors used 
a 2-noded beam elements for the wood frames and a 12-noded plane stress diaphragm element 
for the sheathings. A 2-noded nonlinear elastic element in the displacement direction between 
framing and sheathing under in-plane forces was used for sheathing to framing connections. 
To model the frame to frame connection, three independent 2-noded nonlinear elastic element 
carrying bending moments, axial loads, and shear forces were utilized. The authors performed 
an experimental test on a 60-ft by 20-ft simply-supported wood diaphragm subjected to 
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increasing in-plane loads perpendicular to the long direction of the diaphragm, and validated 
their FEM results with the test data. The deflection prediction of the FEM model was very 
close to the test data for the middle of the 60-ft long diaphragm. 
Easley et al. (1982) used an FEM model to simulate a light-frame shear wall with 
regular dimensions. They modeled the sheathing to framing connectors using two 
independent nonlinear elastic elements, and the wood framing and sheathing through 8-noded 
plane stress elements. The connections between frame elements were pinned. The 
formulations presented by Easley et al. (1982) were suitable for wood shear wall with framing 
connection transferring the tension loads between members because their FEM formulations 
do not consider stud separation from bottom and top plates. 
A line of nonlinear connectors in the wood shear walls was illustrated by Itani and 
Cheung (1984) using four node joint elements. The framing and sheathing panels were 
simulated by utilizing beam and plane stress elements. Then they compared the results of 
their analyses with the test data, and their results were close to the monotonic response of 
shear wall tests. Falk and Itani (1989) improved this research and utilized a 20-degree-of-
freedom element to consider the deformations of all connectors in a single panel. This 
formulation proposed a less computationally intensive simulation because it is just using one 
isoparameteric plane stress element.  
An FEM model to model the exterior and interior wood shear wall sheathings was 
created by Gutkowski and Castillo (1988). To model the nail connectors, the panels, and 
framing deformations, standard FEM simulation was used, and another frame to frame 
element was used to simulate the perpendicular translations and in-plane rotation. Nonlinear 
gap elements were used to model the sheathing bearing. The authors used the testing results 
of Mallory et al. (1984) to verify their model. The test specimens included (1) plywood nailed 
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with 8d common nails, (2) both panel sheathings on each side of the wall, (3) screwed gypsum 
wall board. The FEM results of the one-side sheathed shear walls had good agreement with 
the test results, but the simulation over-estimated the double sheathed shear walls. Gutkowski 
and Castillo (1988) believed that this difference is because of the strength reduction in the 
connections due to the changes in the humidity and shrinkage of the connections.  
The modification on the model proposed by Foschi (1977) to consider out of plane 
buckling and bending of sheathing panels, sheathing panel bearing using bilinear connectors, 
three directional frame connectors was done by Dolan and Foschi (1991). They did not 
mention anything about the frame to frame connections, but it can be guessed that the 
connection is pinned. The ultimate strength of the numerical model was in a very good 
agreement with the seven 8-ft by 8-ft shear wall experimental tests under static lateral loads 
by Dolan (1989). 
Then a two-dimensional shear wall model was created by White and Dolan (1995) to 
perform nonlinear static and dynamic analysis. There was one difference between this new 
model and the previous study (Dolan 1989); the out of plane deformation was removed from 
the simulation. To consider pinching and stiffness degradation, two independent 
perpendicular elements were utilized at each connection between sheathing and faming 
elements. The hysteresis loops were the same as the hysteresis rules defined by Dolan (1991). 
The static response of this simplified model was close to the results of the detailed model by 
Dolan and Foschi (1991), and there was a good agreement with the static and dynamic 
experimental testing by Dolan (1989). 
To evaluate the wood shear wall responses subjected to the lateral loads in the 
earthquake, a simple structural tool was created by Filiatrault (1990). The author considered 
5 degrees of freedom to simulate a single panel wall assuming rigid body motion sheathing 
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under shear forces and pure deformation of the wood framing. The same 2D space was used 
for all other panels with four degree of freedom. Filiatrault (1990) used the hysteresis rule 
presented by Dolan (1989) to implement dynamic time history analyses assuming one degree 
of freedom at the top of the wall. The results of this simplified method with the efficient 
computational time was in line with the static and dynamic experimental test data by Dolan 
(1989). 
To evaluate the static behavior a light frame wood building, a computationally 
effective model using equivalent FEM methodology was developed by Kasal and Leichti 
(1992). Each shear wall was created with in plane and out of plane characteristics using a 
commercial numerical finite element package. The sheathing panels and wood framing 
elements were simulated by shell elements parallel and perpendicular to the wall plane. For 
each sheathing to framing connector, three orthogonal nonlinear elements were applied, and 
the stud to plate connections assumed to be pinned. The wall drift under static lateral in-plane 
loads was calculated, and the relationship between this lateral load and drift was used to 
provide a formulation to be used in an equivalent simplified model using diagonal truss 
elements. The same methodology was used to evaluate the torsional and bending behavior of 
the wall diaphragms. Then this process was completed to simulate a one story light frame 
wood building using proper connections between horizontal and vertical diaphragms by 
Phillips et al. (1993), but as the authors mentioned, the nail connections were not applied 
correctly, and the cyclic tests which were performed on this model could not be compared.  
A full three dimensional FEM model for light frame wood building was provided by 
Tarabia and Itany (1997a, 1997b). Two constant shear deformation and two rigid body 
translation were applied to the shear walls without any opening for the in-plane behavior of 
each wood shear wall. Each shear wall with opening had 4 more shear deformation compared 
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to the walls without openings. A shape function for the 4 corners of framing expressed the 
motion of the frames. The hysteresis rules by Kivell et al. (1981) were used to simulate the 
sheathing to framing connectors with two perpendicular elements accounting for pinching 
and stiffness degradation. The backbone curve assumed to be nonlinear exponential. The 
linear stiffnesses in shear, tension, and compression were utilized for framing connectors. The 
nail connection withdrawal was neglected, and in-plane shear and out of plane bending of the 
shear wall diaphragms were decoupled from each other. The same inter-component 
connections between horizontal and vertical diaphragms as the components in Kasal et al. 
(1994) were used in the full light frame wood buildings. The results of the static and dynamic 
tests were very close to the shear wall experimental tests by Dolan (1989), and the load 
distribution results the tested house by Phillips et al. (2003) were almost close to the 
experimental results. 
To model and perform static monotonic analysis of the wood diaphragms and light 
frame wood buildings subjected to horizontal and vertical loadings, Andreasson (2000) 
utilized a commercial FEM tool. Three uncoupled elements were utilized to simulate 
sheathing to framing and framing to framing connectors, and the beam and shell elements 
were used for beam and sheathing elements, respectively. Compression elements were used 
for bearing behavior between plates and diaphragms, and tension elements accounted to 
model anchoring connections between horizontal diaphragms and studs. The out of plane 
frame connections had linear behavior, and in-plane connection elements were assumed 
nonlinear elastic. Some case studies were conducted using this model which one of them 
deemed to calculate the gravity load needed to counteract the uplift force in the tension end 
of a racking shear wall. 
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To model the wood shear wall shear resistance under a cyclic test, each shear wall in 
three dimensional symmetric light frame wood structure was simulated by Ceccotti et al. 
(2000) with 4-noded pinned frame and a nonlinear rotational element at each connection. The 
model accounted for pinching and stiffness degradation using piecewise linear paths and 
provided by Ceccotti and Vignoli (1989) was utilized for hysteresis behavior. The elastic 
diagonal braces were used to simulate the flexibility of the floor diaphragms, but the response 
of the building with this configuration was slightly larger compared to the model with the 
rigid diaphragm. 
A three dimensional light frame wood structure model at the nail level was provided 
by He et al. (2001). This model which was a computer code could implement load controlled 
and displacement controlled cyclic static tests. This model could have a very positive impact 
in the analyses of the cyclic analyses in the light frame wood buildings, because it was micro-
modeling program and improved the past models which the sheathing hysteresis behavior of 
them was load protocol dependent. The deflection amplifications due to the effect of 
compression forces (P-Δ effects) was used in this model as well. The anchoring elements and 
frame to frame connections were not considered in this model. The cyclic shear wall tests 
performed by Durham et al. (1997) were used to verify the model, and a good agreement was 
observed for entire range of deformation. The micro-model nature of this methodology causes 
the frame work provided by the authors became very computational inefficient. This is why 
a dynamic nonlinear time history analysis has not been performed on this model.  
A simple two dimensional FEM model for cyclic analysis of the wood shear walls 
was developed by Folz and Filiatrault (2001). This model was based on a model with one 
global degree of freedom for rigid framing and four degrees of freedom for sheathing panel 
proposed by Filiatrault (1990). A hysteretic model with pinching and strength and stiffness 
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degradation and with exponential backbone curve and piecewise linear paths under cyclic 
loading was used for sheathing to framing connectors. One of the most important efficiencies 
of this study was obtaining the SDOF spring parameters and displacement-force relation in 
the shear wall analyses to be used in the building level simulation. The dynamic tests by 
Durham et al. (1997) were used for verification of this model, and compared to simplicity of 
the model, a good agreement was observed. 
Then for three dimensional seismic analysis of the light frame wood buildings a 
structural analysis tool was developed by Folz and Filiatrault (2004). The nonlinear behavior 
of this model is coming from the shear walls, and the diaphragms are completely rigid. The 
SDOF behavior of the shear walls can be obtained from the previous experimental tests or 
the shear wall simulations as described above. The Dynamic response of the three 
dimensional model was verified by a full-scaled two-story light-frame wood structure 
performed as a part of CUREE-Caltech project (Fischer et al. 2001). This numerical model 
has been used in lots of researches according to the computational efficiency although this is 
a simple model. This procedure is still considered as practice level for time history analysis 
of the light frame wood buildings. 
A three dimensional model for light frame wood building was presented by Collins et 
al. (2005). The in-plane behavior of the shear walls is based on the studies by Kasal and 
Leichti (1992). The pinching, strength and stiffness degradation in the nailing behavior are 
considered for cyclic testing and were extracted from the studies by Kasal and Xu (1997). 
Between the horizontal and vertical diaphragms, the inter-component elements were used. A 
full scale one story light frame wood building subjected to torsional cyclic load performed by 
Paevere et al. (2003) was used to verification of the results of the three dimensional model. 
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Static and dynamic analyses were performed on the wood shear walls by Xu (2006) 
using a commercial FEM tool to calculate the response of the wood shear walls. The shear 
wall model was very detailed and the results of the analyses were used in the two or three 
dimensional building level models. The most important difference between this model and 
previous models was that it considered rocking behavior of the shear walls. The frame and 
panel elements were modeled using 2-noded and 4-noded beam and shell elements, 
respectively. Two independent nonlinear elements provided by Judd (2005) were utilized for 
sheathing to framing connections.  The hysteresis rule was provided by Foliente (1995). The 
most important characteristics of the wood connections such as pinching and strength and 
stiffness degradation can be satisfied by this hysteresis model which was corrected for two 
cyclic loading scenarios. The linear behavior for the frame to frame connections was assumed. 
When the vertical studs separate from top or sill plates, no tensile resistance is considered. 
There were two boundary condition assumptions in the numerical model. The sill plate was 
fied at base for one of them, and another one was with intermediate anchorage. For the studs 
which were not anchored with holddown at the bottom, the uplift is considered, but separation 
between studs and top plates is not applicable. The results of the numerical models with full 
anchorage had a very good agreement with the test results, but the results of another model 
with intermediate anchorage with only sill plate anchor bolts were less than the test data.  Two 
diagonal struts are the shear wall elements in the model which could be obtained using the 
experimental testing or numerical simulations. The results were compared with the shake 
table test data of a two story light frame wood building by Fischer et al. (2001). The numerical 
model predictions were very close to the test data.  
A new hysteresis rule with energy-based degrading laws for light frame wood 
buildings was provided by Ayoub (2007). The sheathing to framing elements of the shear 
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wall models were simulated using the interface elements in a commercial tool. These 
elements behave independently in two perpendicular directions. The sheathing and framing 
elements were simulated using the pinned connections and shell elements, respectively. The 
results of a two degree of freedom model were compared with the shake table test data of a 
two story light frame wood building by Fischer et al. (2001). The numerical model predictions 






















3. NUMERICAL MODEL FORMULATION 
 
3.1.    Introduction 
This chapter discusses the development and formulation of a specialized 3D computer 
program developed for analyzing the inelastic dynamic response and collapse mechanism of 
the light-frame wood buildings. The Timber3D package which was developed as part of the 
NEES-Soft project was used for this purpose. The Timber3D program is operating on the 
Matlab platform and the 3D model is an extension of the 2D model developed for the collapse 
analysis of light-frame wood shear walls (Pang and Shirazi 2012).  
A co-rotation formulation and large displacement theory were utilized in Timber3D 
to properly consider the in-plane and out-of-plane motions of the diaphragms and shear walls 
at large displacements when subjected to combined gravitational and seismic loadings. The 
floor and roof diaphragms and studs were modelled using 3D, 12 degrees of freedom (DOF), 
two node frame elements that account for geometric nonlinearity. The lateral stiffness of the 
Shear walls and the stud to diaphragm and ground connections were modelled using 3D, 6-
DOF, two-node Frame-to-Frame (F2F) link elements. The shape functions were used to 
reduce the degrees of freedom of the link elements and decrease the computation time. In 
other words, the condensed stiffness matrix size depends only on the number of frame 
elements and it is independent of the number of link elements. This condensation technique 
has been successfully used to model the collapse mechanism of shear walls tested on a shake 




3.2.    Modeling Levels 
There are three main levels to generate a 3D light-frame wood building using the 
Timber3D package: connection level, assembly level, and building level. In the connection 
level, the force-displacement data obtained from tests for sheathing and framing nails are 
utilized to simulate the behavior of the connections using hysteresis models. The connection 
hysteresis parameters, which are derived from the connection level modeling, are used in the 
assembly level to simulate the shear behavior of the shear walls. Finally, at the building level, 
the hysteresis parameters determined at the assembly level along with the material properties 
of the framing members are utilized to create the 3D model of the whole building. As 
mentioned, the Timber3D package can completely simulate the 3D wood building using the 
nail test data in three steps. The three modeling levels are shown graphically in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the modeling framework for light-frame wood buildings; a) 
Connection Level (guiMSTEWfit), b) Assembly Level (guiMCASHEW2), and c) Building 
Level (Timber3D). 
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As seen in Figure 3.1, the guiMSTEWfit, guiMCASHEW2, and guiTimber3D are the 
three graphical user interface (GUI) programs developed for modeling connection, assembly 
and building in the Timber3D package, respectively. 
3.3.    3D Frame Element 
The 3D frame element has two nodes with six DOFs at each node (three translations 
in the element x, y, z directions and three rotations about the element x, y, z axes) which can 
be used to model tension, compression, torsion and bending effects. The 3D frame element 
material stiffness matrix is (Cook et al. 1989): 
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where the subscript i denotes the element x, y, and z axes. A is the cross-sectional area.  Ai is 
the shear area normal to direction i. E is the modulus of elasticity. L is the element length. G 
is the shear modulus. I and J are the bending and torsional moment of inertias, respectively. 
The corresponding geometric stiffness and consistent mass matrices of the 3D frame 
element are given by Equations (3.2) and (3.3), respectively: 
                      (3.2) 
                     (3.3) 
where Pe is the axial load (tension is positive) and me is the element mass. Note that material 
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each frame element is updated at the beginning of each time step using the axial load obtained 
from the previous time step.  
3.4.    3D Link Element 
The frame-to-frame (F2F) link element is a zero-length two nodes element with six 
uncoupled DOFs (Figure 3.2).  
 
Figure 3.2: Link (frame-to-frame) element. 
The F2F link element stiffness matrix is: 
                                                                               (3.4) 
where the first three and last three diagonal terms correspond to the translational and 
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3.5.    Nodal Condensation 
In order to reduce the computation time, shape functions of the frame elements are 
utilized to eliminate the DOFs of the link elements from the global stiffness matrix (Figure 
3.3). In other words, the DOFs of the link elements are considered as the slave DOFs are 
functions of the master DOFs of the frame elements. 
 
Figure 3.3: Slave node configuration. 
The shape functions are given in the following 6x12 interpolation matrix:  
   (3.5) 
where: 
 
where r = 2x/L + 1. The interpolation matrix is used to determine the deformations of any 
arbitrary point (slave node) within the 3D frame element. 
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where the {Dc} are the deformations associated with the 6 DOFs of the link element and {Df} 
are the nodal deformations of the 3D frame element. 
3.6.    Global Stiffness and Mass Matrices 
The global stiffness matrix is given by the following expression:   
                                (3.7) 
where the nf and nc terms are the total numbers of frame and link elements, respectively. It 
should be noted that the size of the global stiffness matrix is independent of the number of 
link elements. It depends only on the number of frame elements. The interpolation matrix, N, 
is used to condense the DOFs of the link elements.  
The N1
T [Kc]j N1 and N2
T [Kc]j N2 terms in Equation (3.7) describe the influences of a 
link element on the two frame elements that are connected together by the link element. 
The global mass matrix is: 
                                                  (3.8) 
where mc is the mass of the link element. 
3.7.    Co-rotation Formulation 
The 3D model is developed based on a co-rotational formulation for geometric 
nonlinear and large displacement analysis. In co-rotational formulation, the total deformation 
of the framing members is decomposed into two components, a rigid body motion and relative 
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deformations with respect to the rotated coordinate system. At each time step, the global 
stiffness matrix is assembled based on the rotated coordinate system (black X, Y and Z axes 
shown in Figure 3.4) of the individual frame and link elements.  As seen in Figure 3.4, it was 
assumed that the wall elements do not have the co-rotation effect, but this effect was 
considered in the stud elements. 
 
Figure 3.4: Co-rotational effect in the shear walls. 
3.8.    MSTEW Model 
The Modified Stewart (MSTEW) model, which is used in this study to model the shear 
behavior of the wood shear walls, was developed by Folz and Filiatrault (2001) based on the 
initial hysteretic model proposed by Stewart (1987) for modeling the seismic response of 
shear walls. Since then, it has been widely used by the timber and earthquake engineering 
research community to model the nonlinear response of sheathing nails and shear walls (e.g. 
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Folz and Filiatrault 2001; Judd and Fonseca 2005; Pang et al. 2010; Pei and van de Lindt 
2010). The MSTEW consists of ten parameters, K0, r1, r2, r3, r4, F0, Fi, ∆, α, and β. The ten 
modeling parameters are depicted graphically in Figure 3.5 and explained in detail in Table 
3.1. The MSTEW model accounts for both the load and stiffness degradation of the shear 
walls under reversed cyclic loading. Note that the MSTEW model is also used for modeling 
the nail slip behavior of sheathing and framing nails. 
 
Figure 3.5: MSTEW model for modeling force-displacement response of wood shear walls 









Table 3.1: Definition of hysteretic parameters of MSTEW model. 
Parameter   
(see Fig. 3.5) 
Definition 
K0 Initial stiffness 
F0 
Force intercept of the asymptotic stiffness at ultimate 
strength 
FI Zero-displacement load intercept 
Du Displacement at ultimate load 
r1 Asymptotic stiffness ratio under monotonic load 
r2 
Post-capping strength stiffness ratio under monotonic 
load 
r3 Unloading stiffness ratio 
r4 Re-loading pinched stiffness ratio 
α Hysteretic parameter for stiffness degradation 



















4. REAL-TIME HYBRID SIMULATION OF A STACKED WOOD SHEAR WALL 
WITH VISCOUS DAMPER 
 
4.1.    Numerical Simulation Development 
This chapter discusses the development of a numerical model for conducting hybrid 
testing of a 3-story stacked shear wall. Two principal tasks including the numerical simulation 
and experimental testing were required for conducting the real-time hybrid simulation of the 
3-story stacked shear wall, which is part of the NEES-Soft Project. The numerical simulation 
was performed in this research study. To develop the numerical model for both tasks, Matlab 
Simulink program was utilized. The Simulink program developed was then utilized to 
conduct the full-scale testing at the Structural Engineering Laboratory of the University of 
Alabama using real-time hybrid simulation (RTHS).  
The three-story stacked shear wall model is depicted in Figure 4.1. The two upper 
stories of this shear wall set was numerically modeled in Matlab, and the bottom story was 
physically built for this real-time hybrid simulation. The bottom story was either a regular 
light frame wood shear wall or a shear wall with viscous damper. A three degrees of freedom 
lumped mass system was used to simulate the hybrid stacked shear wall system as seen in 
Figure 4.1b. The numerical mass was used for all three shear wall levels. The modified 
Stewart (MSTEW) hysteresis rule was used to model the two upper stories because the 
Matlab-Simulink code was very simple and the computational time was very low. Moreover, 
a Rayleigh damping formulation with 5% critical damping was applied to the damping matrix.  





Figure 4.1: MSTEW model for modeling force-displacement response of wood shear walls 
under cyclic loading. 
4.2.    Test Setup 
Two test specimens including the wall with damper and without damper were used to 
perform the full-scale real-time hybrid simulation of a three-story stacked shear wall at the 
University of Alabama laboratory. These tests were carried out to evaluate the effect of the 
viscous dampers on the performance of the stacked shear walls. The purpose of the test was 
to evaluate the effectiveness of using a viscous fluid damper as a retrofit for soft-story 
building.  
The dimension of the experimental sub-structure wood frame shear wall in the first 
floor was 20 ft long by 8 ft high. The specimens were built using 2x6 lumber. The first 
specimen (the wall without damper) was constructed using one window opening, one door 
opening, and three full-height wall segments. The second specimen (the wall with viscous 
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damper) was the same as the first one except that the damper and the steel toggle frame 
housing the damper were added to the middle of the wall (see Figure 4.2). The wall specimen 
with damper is shown in Figure 4.2. To distribute the horizontal load along the wall, a 
dynamic actuator was installed to the top of the wall using a loader bar. 
 
Figure 4.2: Real-time hybrid simulation setup of damped wall specimen. 
4.3.   Cyclic Test for Numerical Substructure Model Calibration 
To predict the behavior of the wood shear wall in the second and third floors, a quasi-
static cyclic test was performed on a full-scale wood shear wall specimen. As the wall 
configuration in the two upper stories was assumed to be identical, only one specimen was 
experimentally tested. As seen in Figure 4.3a, the CUREE protocol with reference 
displacement equal to 3 in was used for the quasi-static and reserved cyclic test of the upper-
story wood shear wall. The hysteresis test data along with the fitted modified Stewart 





Figure 4.3: (a) CUREE cyclic loading protocol and; (b) test versus MSTEW model 
hysteretic loops and parameters. 
4.4.  Time History Analysis 
Two test phases were conducted for the real-time hybrid simulation including the test 
for the wood shear wall without viscous damper device and the one with damper device. A 
pre-test fully numerical time history analysis was performed on an undamped 3 degree of 
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freedom model to select the suitable ground motions for the actual hybrid testing. 22 far-field 
FEMA P-695 ground motions were used for this analyses. The 22 bi-axial (44 = 22 ground 
motions x 2 components) ground motions were scaled to 30% Design Basis Earthquake 
(30%DBE), Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) and Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) 
levels for Southern California. For each ground motion and each level of hazard the peak 
inter-story drift was calculated to plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for each 
hazard level (Figure 4.4). Based on the peak inter-story CDF curves, one of the FEMA P-695 
records, the 1994 Northridge earthquake, was selected for the real-time hybrid tests. This 
ground motion is shown as black solid circles in Figure 4.4. The magnitude and peak ground 
motion of the 1994 Northridge earthquake were 6.7 and 0.52g, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.4: Peak inter-story drift distributions for the pre-test model. 
4.5.    Test Results 
Figure 4.5 shows the comparison between the experimental test results for the 
specimens with and without viscous dampers at 30% DBE and 100% DBE levels. It can be 






































seen that the energy dissipation mechanism of the viscous damper improved the performance 
of the light frame wood shear wall with the wall with damper experienced a lower peak 
displacement compared to the wall without the damper. Since displacement correlates well to 
damage, this shows that the wall with fluid damper is less prone to damages during 
earthquakes.   
Figure 4.5b illustrates that the damper increased the peak force of shear wall by 14% 
and decreased the maximum displacement by 32%. Furthermore, compared to the hysteresis 
loops of the wood shear wall which exhibited significant pinched shape, the hysteresis loops 
of the wall with damper less pinching effect indicating that a large amount of energy, 
quantified by the total area enclosed by each hysteresis loop, was dissipated by the viscous 
damper. These results show that using the viscous damper with energy dissipation mechanism 
can improve the seismic performance of the buildings. In addition, the damper assembly can 
be used to minimize the propagation of damages and seismic demands to the upper stories, 








Figure 4.5: Comparison of experimental shear wall response for physical substructure: (a) 

















5. NEES-SOFT SLOW HYBRID TESTING OF A RETROFITTED SOFT-STORY 
WOOD-FRAME BUILDING  
 
5.1.    Introduction 
The most common construction type for the residential and low-rise commercial 
buildings in the North America is light-frame wood construction.  Significant damages 
buildings earthquakes such as the 1989 Loma Prieta and the 1994 Northridge earthquakes. 
The reason of that is the most of these buildings built before development of the modern 
codes. In San Francisco, about 75% of the buildings were designed and built before creating 
the modern building codes. Lots of these buildings have soft-story such as parking garage and 
commercial spaces with large openings in the exterior parts and no interior walls. The 
Community Action Plan for Seismic Safety (CAPSS) reported that there are about 4000 of 
these kind of buildings in San Francisco in 2010. It is predicted that a large amount of damage 
and even collapse would happen in this type of building during the earthquakes, and these 
buildings should be retrofitted to reduce the monetary losses and prevent fatalities. Between 
43% and 85% of these wood buildings in San Francisco are deemed to collapse for an 
earthquake larger than Mw 7.2. According to the CAPSS report, with retrofit of these 
buildings, the risk of collapse in these buildings could be reduced to as low as 1%.  
As explained in the first chapter, the NEES-Soft project (full name: Seismic Risk 
Reduction for Soft-Story Wood-Frame Buildings) was an NSF-funded five university project. 
The main goals of this project was: (1) to develop a performance based seismic retrofit for 
the soft-story wood buildings with high risk probability; and (2) to validate the U.S. Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) P-807 retrofit methodology for light-frame wood 
buildings. One of the full-scale building tests of the NEES-Soft project was a three-story 
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wood building tested in the NEES facility at the University at Buffalo using a relatively new 
seismic testing methodology known as pseudo-dynamic hybrid testing. The focus of this 
chapter is the creation of a simulation platform to perform pseudo-dynamic hybrid testing of 
a light-frame wood building and the application of hybrid testing to evaluate the effectiveness 
of different types of retrofits on the behavior of the building. 
5.2.    Hybrid Testing 
Two different types of experimental methods have been used to evaluate the 
performance of the lateral resisting system of light frame wood buildings including shake-
table testing and quasi-static cyclic testing. 
Generally, to impose the load protocol or pre-determined displacement to test 
structure in the quasi-static cyclic testing, one or more actuators are used. In quasi-static test, 
the rate of applying the force or displacement is much smaller than the actual earthquake. It 
is obvious that the loading protocol can affect the cyclic test results, and a premature fatigue 
failure may happen under the large number of loading cycles, which may not be realistic for 
actual earthquake loads. In addition, the dynamic behavior or loading rate effect are not 
captured in quasi-static testing. 
Clearly, the shake table testing is a more realistic way for simulating the dynamic 
behavior of the buildings, but the cost of the full-scale test especially when multiple tests 
should be run is much more than the slow or quasi-static test using actuators. A shake table 
test is generally more expensive than a quasi-static test using actuators. Hence, the budget 
and the size of the shake table may limit the maximum size of the building that could be tested 
on a shake table. 
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A new experimental method, known as hybrid testing, has been very common in the 
recent years with the advancement in earthquake numerical analyses. This method allows one 
to test just a portion of the building using actuators and couple the feedbacks from actuators 
into a computer model to numerically simulate the seismic responses of the other part of the 
building. In general, a hybrid test divides the test building into two substructures: (1) physical 
or experimental substructure, and numerical or computational substructure. The physical 
substructure typically represents only a small part of the whole structure and the remaining 
part is represented numerically in a computer model. In the hybrid testing, the displacements 
are being calculated during the test with a coupled relationship between the test structure and 
the numerical model, while as discussed, the displacement or force of conventional quasi-
cyclic tests are pre-defined. Equation 6.1 describes the governing equation of motion for a 
structural system under earthquake loading: 
                                                    ( ) gMu Cu f u Mu                                                   (6.1)  
 
where u , u  and u  are the acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors, respectively; M
and C  are the mass and damping matrices; ( )f u  is the restoring force vector; and gu  is the 
applied ground motion.  
An interface applies the loads calculated through the numerical substructure to the 
physical substructure using the physical actuators or shake table. It means that the actuators 
or shake table in the hybrid tests play a connection role between the numerical and physical 
substructures. In this study, the upper stories of the three-story light frame wood building 
were the physical substructure and the two upper stories were constructed on the strong floor 
the laboratory. The choice of the upper stories as the physical substructure was because these 
stories were occupied space and retrofitting the upper stories was deemed not viable.  The 
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first story (soft-story) was the numerical substructure. The upper two stories were constructed 
at full-scale in the laboratory. Physically testing the upper two stories would allow one to 
examine the influences of various retrofit options, applied in the soft first story, on the damage 
potential of the upper stories. A schematic illustration of the hybrid testing is shown in Figure 
5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1: Open-loop hybrid test process. 
The two substructures were coordinated by the test controller. The test Controller PC 
routes the displacements from the numerical substructure to the xPC target PC. The xPC 
target then converts the displacements into commands and move the 4 actuators attached to 
the physical substructure. The force feedbacks from the physical substructure, measured at 
the actuator locations, are then routed through the Controller PC to the numerical substructure 
to be used in the numerical calculation in the next time step. 
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The numerical substructure PC housed the numerical model of the first story of the 
structure, modeled using the Timber3D package. The beam and studs were modeled using 
3D, 12 degrees of freedom frame elements, which accounted for geometric nonlinearity. The 
shear wall lateral stiffness, stud to ground and diaphragm, and interface elements accounting 
for actuator elements in the upper floors were modeled using 6 degrees of freedom frame-to-
frame elements. Figure 5.2 shows the unretrofitted numerical model. 
 
Figure 5.2: Hybrid test numerical model. 
As seen in Figure 5.2 lateral resisting system of the numerical substructure was 
defined using the shear wall link elements with the MSTEW hysteresis model, and the four 
interface hybrid elements were utilized in the actuator locations to apply the contribution of 
the physical substructure into the numerical substructure. To calculate the displacement 
response of the numerical model from the force feedbacks from the actuators during the test, 
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a modified Newmark-β was utilized. It should be noted that since the first floor of the physical 
substructure in the numerical model could move, but in reality it was fixed to the ground at 
the laboratory, the relative displacements of the actuators with respect to the ground were 
calculated and the relative displacements were sent to the actuators in the next time step.  
5.3.    Un-retrofitted Test Structure 
For the un-retrofitted model, a three-story light wood frame building (243 in by 291 
in plan dimension) with tuck-under parking was designed. The typical deficient building type 
in the California Bay Area (1920’s to 1960’s construction style) was selected to design the 
building. Figures 5.3a and 5.3b show the first and upper floor plans of this building, 
respectively. Two interior walls surround the stairwell in the first story garage area as seen in 
Figure 5.3, and the floors plans of the second and third stories are the same. Because of the 
limitations in the laboratory, the sizes of the floor plans are less than the typical soft-story 
light frame wood buildings. The gypsum wall board (GWB) and the horizontal wood 
sheathing (HWS) were two types of the wall elements utilized in the design and construction 
of this structure, and the locations of the in the floor plans are also shown in Figure 5.3. Table 
5.1 illustrates the 10 modified Stewart (MSTEW) parameters used to simulate these elements 
in the numerical model. These parameters were calculated according to the shear wall tests in 
University of Alabama structural lab (Bahmani and van de Lindt 2013). Furthermore, the 
simulated hysteresis loops for both HWS and GWB are shown in Figures 5.4a and 6.4b, 




Figure 5.3:  Floor plan of un-retrofitted test building: (a) first story; (b) second and third 
stories. 
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HWS 148 0.095 0.950 1.010 0.035 45 17.0 8.1 0.45 1.06 
GWB 450 0.023 0.040 1.010 0.010 100 6.5 1.1 0.80 1.10 
 
 
Figure 5.4:  Shear Wall hysteresis Loops for 1 ft. length of walls: (a) HWS and (b) GWB. 
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5.4.    Retrofit Strategies 
5.4.1. Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) 
Slow reversed cyclic test were performed on four identical pairs of CLT rocking walls 
as a part of NEES-Soft project, and the hysteresis results were utilized in the design and 
modeling of the CLT rocking walls of the retrofitted soft-story light frame wood building.  
Figure 5.5 shows the CLT test set-up. Each CLT dimensions were 24 in long and 96 in high, 
and the anchor shear connections were used to connect the CLT specimens to the steel base 
beam. As seen in Figure 5.5, the hold down rods connected both ends of two CLT element 
into the hold down devices. The actuator was utilized to apply the force at top left corner of 
the CLT rocking wall. The normalized to 1 ft average force-displacement data of all tests 
were used to fit the modified Stewart (MSTEW) hysteresis loop and 10 parameters to the 
experimental data. The average of test hysteresis results for all 4 specimens is shown in Figure 
5.6. The hysteresis loop shows that the maximum capacity of the data reached before the 
hysteresis loops got to the descending sections. FEMA P-807 does not allow that the 
displacements reach to more than 4 in, and as the test results could continue until over 6 in, 
these test data were used in the simulation of CLT elements of the retrofitted soft story light 
frame wood building. The frame to frame elements were used to simulate the CLT elements. 
Table 5.2 illustrates the 10 MSTEW parameters calculated using the 24 in CLT experimental 




Figure 5.5:  Reversed cyclic test set-up for CLT rocking wall (photo by JW van de Lindt). 
 
Figure 5.6: Experimental hysteresis loops of the CLT rocking wall. 
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Table 5.2: MSTEW parameters of 24 in CLT rocking wall hysteretic data. 
k0(kip/in) r1 r2 r3 r4 F0(kip) Fi(kip) Du(in) α β 
2.02 0.077 −2.615 1.501 0.015 6.08 0.133 6.97 0.70 1.07 
 
The CLT retrofit for the first story of the three story wood building was designed 
according to FEMA P-807 Guideline to resist with a 20% probability of exceedance for 4% 
target drift at Sa equal to 1.14g. This level of design is the most applicable level of design for 
the garage soft story in this building because this is the highest design level proposed by 
FEMA P-807 Guideline. Figure 5.7 shows the CLT design for the soft story of the three story 
light-frame wood building. As seen, three 24 in long by 96 in high CLT rocking wall were 
applied to each building direction. It was tried that keeping the garage area, the in-plane 
eccentricity of the building is minimized. In order to satisfy the 10% limitation for the in-
plane eccentricity of the building proposed by FEMA P-807, the CLT rocking walls were 
placed adjacent to each other widthwise in x-direction. The eccentricities between the center 
of rigidity and the geometry center were 0.24 in in x direction and 7.87 in in y direction which 
both satisfy the FEMA P-807 guideline limitation. 
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Figure 5.7:  The layout of the cross-laminated timber rocking wall soft-story retrofit. 
5.4.2.   Cantilever Column Soft-Story Retrofit Design (CC) 
The Cantilever Column (CC) retrofit for the first story of the three story wood building 
was designed according to FEMA P-807 Guideline to resist with a 20% probability of 
exceedance for 4% target drift at Sa equal to 1.14g, and the eccentricity limitation was 10% 
based on FEMA P-807 guideline. Two pairs of CC’s were used in two directions of the 
building to strengthen the principal directions of the building and remove the torsion. Figure 
5.8 illustrates the CC layout for the retrofitted soft story level. The CC rotated strength-wise 
retrofit consisted of two W10×19 columns in x-direction and two W12×14 columns in y-
direction. The eccentricities between the center of rigidity and the geometry center were 2.4 
in in x direction and 5.8 in in y direction which both satisfy the FEMA P-807 guideline 
limitation. The bilinear parameters of both type of cantilever column element is described in 
Table 5.3 and the hysteresis loops of the W10×19 and W12×14 cantilever columns are 
provided in Figures 5.9a and 5.9b, respectively. The cantilever columns were simulated in the 
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numerical model using the bilinear frame to frame element with the bilinear parameters which 
was presented in the designs. 
 
Figure 5.8:  Cantilever column soft-story retrofit layout. 









W10×19 4.86 0.05 1.88 





Figure 5.9:  Cantilever column hysteresis: (a) W10×19 and (b) W12×14. 
5.4.3. Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) Wires 
The SMA wire retrofits are a brand new option for retrofitting the soft story of light 
frame wood buildings. The passive control device supplied with shape memory alloy (SMA) 
wire was combined with a steel strut to make a scissor-jack brace and to be used to retrofit 
the ground floor. The energy would be dissipated and the eccentricity decreased utilizing this 
device. As Figures 5.10a and 5.11 show, the SMA devices were located in two sets of two 
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orthogonal braces positioned at 45° and 135° from the principal x axis. It means that each 
device was responding to the ground motions in both directions. To reduce the damages in 
the upper stories ten ½ in thick plywood sheathing walls were added to the second and third 
floor. In order to meet the story shear of upper stories, the perimeter nail spacing of 6 of them 
was 2 in and the perimeter nail spacing of 4 of them was 6 in, and the fild nailing space of all 
of them was 6 in. The extra ply wood shear walls are shown in Figures 5.10b and 5.10c (the 
thick black lines). 
 
Figure 5.10:  Test building floor plan with centers: (a) fist story; (b) second story; (c) third 
story. 
 
Figure 5.11:  Bi-axial scissor-jack brace pair with connections and SMA-steel device 
(Jennings et al., 2014). 
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The retrofit locations are provided in Table 5.4. Figure 5.12 shows the fitted hysteresis 
loops to the SMA parameters used in the numerical model. Moreover, Table 5.5 provides 10 
MSTEW hysteresis parameters of SMA and the upper story shear wall retrofits. In order to 
model the extra walls and SMA device, frame to frame elements with the proposed MSTEW 
parameters were used. 



















1 121.75 20.75 34.5 45° N.A 
2 121.75 20.75 34.5 135° N.A 
3 97 270.75 34.5 45° N.A 






1 1.75 33.5 48 90° 2--12 
2 1.75 258 48 90° 2--12 
3 213.5 97.75 48 0° 2--12 
4 21.5 289.75 36 0° 2--12 
5 93.5 289.75 36 0° 2--12 






1 1.75 33.5 48 90° 6--12 
2 213.5 97.75 48 0° 6--12 
3 93.5 289.75 36 0° 6--12 





Figure 5.12:  SMA MSTEW hysteresis loop. 
Table 5.5: MSTEW parameters for SMA retrofitted building. 




1 74.30 0.008 0.080 1.200 0.040 13.00 0.90 1.56 0.75 1.10 
2 74.30 0.008 0.080 1.200 0.040 13.00 0.90 1.56 0.75 1.10 
3 74.30 0.008 0.080 1.200 0.040 13.00 0.90 1.56 0.75 1.10 





1 16.93 0.030 0.073 1.010 0.033 7.96 0.99 1.97 0.76 1.24 
2 16.93 0.030 0.073 1.010 0.033 7.96 0.99 1.97 0.76 1.24 
3 16.93 0.030 0.073 1.010 0.033 7.96 0.99 1.97 0.76 1.24 
4 12.70 0.030 0.073 1.010 0.033 5.97 0.74 1.97 0.76 1.24 
5 12.70 0.030 0.073 1.010 0.033 5.97 0.74 1.97 0.76 1.24 





1 9.44 0.025 0.049 1.010 0.019 2.70 0.36 1.84 0.71 1.29 
2 9.44 0.025 0.049 1.010 0.019 2.70 0.36 1.84 0.71 1.29 
3 7.08 0.025 0.049 1.010 0.019 2.03 0.27 1.84 0.71 1.29 




5.4.4. Distributed Knee-Brace (DKB) System 
The Distributed Knee-Brace (DKB) system was one of the retrofit strategies for the 
light frame wood buildings in the NEES-Soft Project. A series of the knee brace frames 
retrofits the existing studs and joists of the bearing shear walls in the soft story of a light frame 
wood building. As Figure 5.13 schematically shows the knee brace retrofit consisted of 
reinforcing the existing shear wall by adding extra studs beside the current studs, extra devices 
for stud to joist and foundation connections, and knee brace between the extra studs and joists. 
To evaluate this retrofit option numerically, a 20-ft frame configuration with three walls and 
two knee braces at each of the exterior walls were analyzed using 2D non-linear analyses.   
 




Using multiple distributed lines of knee brace causes the existing walls contributed in 
the lateral force resisting system which previously were not a part of this system, and also the 
diaphragm span and demands decreased.  Furthermore, the capacity of one set of knee brace 
system is predictable defining the load-displacement characteristics, and the designers can 
decide about the number and locations of the knee brace frames based on the demands in the 
buildings. A reverse cyclic test protocol was used to experiment the knee brace system at 
California State Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo. 
In order to simulate the knee brace tests at the Cal Poly SLO, a numerical model was 
created using Timber3D package to analyze the knee brace frame system. The actual tests 
consisted of four knee brace frames, but for the modeling purpose, one of these knee brace 
frame was numerically simulated.  
As seen in Figure 5.14, the knee brace model consisted of 12 degrees of freedom 
frame elements to simulate the wall studs, floor joists, and top plates, and 6 degrees of 
freedom link element to simulate the middle stud, knee brace connections, joist to top plate 
connections, stud to top plate connections, and base support connections. The gravity loads 
were applied to the two top end nods equivalently. 
The knee-braced model consisted of two types of elements: (1) 3D frame elements 
(FrameElement3D) and (2) link elements (F2F3D3dof, frame-to-frame link). The frame 
elements were used to model the wall studs, floor joists, knee-braces, and top plates while the 
link elements were used to model the knee-brace connections, joist–to-top plate connections, 
stud-to-top plate connection and base supports. A frame-to-frame element was used to model 
the middle stud (L6). The gravity load was applied to the model as equivalent loads at the two 
end nodes of the floor joists. 
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Two parallel springs (L5 and L4-B2-L3) were used to model H2A strap of the floor 
joist to wall stud connection. A compression-only link element was used to consider the 
bearing comparison resistance of the top plates (L5) while to model the shear slip due to uplift 
in the strap to stud and strap to floor joist connections two shear slip link elements were used 
(L3 and L4). B2 which was a beam element was utilized to model the double top plates and 
connected to l4 and L3 elements in series. The shear slip hysteresis parameters of six 8d 
common nails were utilized to calibrate the behavior of the L3 an L4 link elements. The 
MSTEW parameters obtained from cyclic nail tests of 8d common nails (Hassanzadeh Shirazi 
et al. 2012) were used for L3 and L4 link elements. The stud to bottom plate and ground 
connections were simulated with two link elements (L2 and L1) which L1 crate a pinned-
base behavior for the frame. The hysteresis loops used for L2 link element is also based on 
the MSTEW parameters obtained from cyclic nail tests of 8d common nails (Hassanzadeh 
Shirazi et al. 2012). Frame elements were utilized to model the knee brace elements (B4). 
 
Figure 5.14: 2D Knee-brace model for 20-ft frame. 
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A pushover analysis was performed on the described 2D model. Figure 5.15 shows 
the comparison between the hysteresis loop test results under CUREE-Caltech load protocol 
and the pushover backbone curve of the 2D model. As seen in Figure 5.15, there was a good 
agreement between the numerical model pushover curve and the hysteresis loops of the test 
data. The maximum force and the displacement at peak force of the model matches well with 
the test data, but the initial stiffness of the numerical model is slightly higher than that of 
experimental test data. As only one of the knee brace frames of the experimental tests was 
numerically modeled, the test forces were divided by four to make it comparable with the 
simulation results.  
 
Figure 5.15: 2D Knee-brace model for 20-ft frame 
The layout of the DKB elements and retrofit shear wall elements are shown in Figure 
5.16. As seen in Figure 5.16, some more wood shear wall elements were added to the first 
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story to complete satisfy the displacement limitations by FEMA P807 guideline. The 10 
modified Stewart (MSTEW) parameters were fitted to the hysteresis loops of the knee brace 
test data and link elements were used to simulate the knee brace frames with these fitted 
parameters. The fitted hysteresis loops and MSTEW parameters of the DKB and shear wall 
retrofits are shown in Figures 5.17 to 5.21.  
 
 
Figure 5.16:  DKB test Building Floor Plan. 
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Figure 5.17:  DKB test data and fitted hysteresis loops and parameters. 
 
Figure 5.18:  Shear wall element and hysteresis loops and MSTEW parameters in line 1. 

























r1   0.056
r2  -0.309
r3   1.397
r4   0.056
Fo  2.12
Fi   0.65
    4.95
    0.90






Figure 5.19:  Shear wall element and hysteresis loops and MSTEW parameters in line A. 
 
Figure 5.20:  Shear wall element and hysteresis loops and MSTEW parameters in line B. 
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Figure 5.21:  Shear wall element and hysteresis loops and MSTEW parameters in line C. 
5.4.5. Fluid Viscus Damper or Energy Dissipation Device (FVD) 
The purpose of the fluid viscus damper (FVD) application was to dissipate the energy 
to increase the damping capacity of the structure and reduce the structural deformations of 
the structure without a huge change in the modal properties of the dynamic behavior. The 
dampers should be installed using a steel framing system to transfer the displacement to the 
wood frame properly and generate an amplification, ƒ, in damper displacement by the 
geometric configuration of framing system (Sigaher and Constantinou 2003). The full 
displacement amplification factor could be achieved as this retrofit was a part of the numerical 
model and the implementation was not a significant concern. Thus the effective damping 
coefficient along a horizontal direction could be calculated using Equation 6.2 (Sigaher and 
Constantinou 2003): 
                                                   
2
0.effC f C                                                          (6.2)                                    
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where C0 is the damping coefficient of an individual damper.  
Figure 5.22 shows the damper retrofit designs of the soft story in the three story light 
frame wood building. Two dampers with an effective damping coefficient of 0.5 kip-sec/in 
were used in both x and y directions as can be seen in Figure 5.22. 
To model the dampers in the Timber3D package, the frame to frame elements were 
upgraded to consider the damping ratio instead of stiffness. These elements were utilized in 
the first floor (numerical section) in the hybrid testing. 
 
Figure 5.22:  Layout of supplemental damping devices in ground story. 
5.5.    Ground motion scaling and selection 
In order to scale the ground motions in the hybrid testing of the soft story wood 
building, ASCE 7-10 (2010) scaling methodology was utilized. 22 FEMA P-695 (2009) bi-
axial far-field ground motions with two components in X and Y direction were used to scale 
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the ground motions. The 5% damped response spectra of each pair of ground motion was 
generated and the square root of the sum of square (SRSS) of two components for each ground 
motion was calculated. Then the first modal periods of the unretrofitted model was calculated. 
Then each pair of ground motions was scaled in the way that the average of the SRSS spectra 
for all pairs of ground motions in the range from 0.2 times the period to 1.5 times the period 
was not less than the design spectrum in San Francisco Bay Area. The period range for this 
scaling was 0.06 sec and 0.45 sec. The spectral acceleration at short periods (Ss) and at period 
equal to 1 sec (S1) for the San Francisco Bay Area was assumed to be 1.8g and 1.2g, 
respectively. The MCE level (Sa = 1.8g) scaled factors of the 22 FEMA P-695 far filed ground 
motions are shown in Table 5.6. 
 Table 5.6 shows the set of 22 bi-axial FEMA P-695 along with the scale factor of 
MCE level (i.e., Sa= 1.8g) using ASCE 7-10 methodology. Since it was intended to compare 
the results of different retrofits, it was decided to scale all ground motions to the unretrofitted 












Table 5.6:  FEMA P-695 ground motions scaled to MCE level using ASCE 7-10 methodology 
EQ # EQ Name Station Name Year PGA(g) M Component 1 Component 2 
Ts=0.3s 
(0.06<T<0.45) 




1994 0.48 6.7 LOS000.AT2 LOS270.AT2 
1.485 
3 Duzce, Turkey Bolu 1999 0.82 7.1 BOL000.AT2 BOL090.AT2 1.070 
4 Hector Mine Hector 1999 0.34 7.1 NGA_no_1787_HEC000.AT2 NGA_no_1787_HEC090.AT2 2.303 
5 Imperial Valley Delta 1979 0.35 6.5 H-DLT262.AT2 H-DLT352.AT2 2.345 
6 Imperial Valley EI 1979 0.38 6.5 H-E11140.AT2 H-E11230.AT2 1.385 
7 Kobe, Japan Nishi-Akashi 1995 0.51 6.9 NIS000.AT2 NIS090.AT2 1.288 
8 Kobe, Japan Shin-Osaka 1995 0.24 6.9 SHI000.AT2 SHI090.AT2 3.424 
9 Kocaeli, Turkey Duzce 1999 0.36 7.5 DZC180.AT2 DZC270.AT2 1.776 
10 Kocaeli, Turkey Arcelik 1999 0.22 7.5 ARC000.AT2 ARC090.AT2 4.097 
11 Landers Yermo Fire 1992 0.24 7.3 YER270.AT2 YER360.AT2 3.530 
12 Landers Coolwater SCE 1992 0.42 7.3 CLW-LN.AT2 CLW-TR.AT2 1.679 
13 Loma Prieta Capitola 1989 0.53 6.9 CAP000.AT2 CAP090.AT2 1.186 
14 Loma Prieta Gilroy 1989 0.56 6.9 G03000.AT2 G03090.AT2 1.235 
15 Manjil, Iran Abbar 1990 0.51 7.4 ABBAR--L.AT2 ABBAR--T.AT2 1.111 
16 Superstition Hills El 1987 0.36 6.5 B-ICC000.AT2 B-ICC090.AT2 2.622 
17 Superstition Hills Poe 1987 0.45 6.5 B-POE270.AT2 B-POE360.AT2 1.980 
18 Cape Mendocino Rio 1992 0.55 7 RIO270.AT2 RIO360.AT2 1.323 
19 Chi-Chi, Taiwan CHY101 1999 0.44 7.6 CHY101-N.AT2 CHY101-W.AT2 2.194 
20 Chi-Chi, Taiwan TCU045 1999 0.51 7.6 TCU045-N.AT2 TCU045-W.AT2 1.621 
21 San Fernando LA 1971 0.21 6.6 PEL090.AT2 PEL180.AT2 2.945 
22 Friuli, Italy Tolmezzo 1976 0.35 6.5 A-TMZ000.AT2 A-TMZ270.AT2 2.006 
  
The ASCE 7-10 scaling methodology for MCE level can be seen in Figure 5.23. The 
grey lines in this Figure shows the scaled response spectra for the MCE level, the solid red 
line shows the mean SRSS of the scaled response spectra for 22 ground motions in two 
orthogonal directions, the solid line curve is the MCE design spectrum for the Bay Area, and 
two vertical blue lines shows the range period of this scaling illustrated above. 
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Figure 5.23:  Acceleration response spectra for the FEMA P-695 far field ground motions 
scaled to MCE level (scaled using ASCE 7-10 method). 
One of the most important steps in the hybrid testing was selecting the most suitable 
ground motions out of 22 FEMA P-695 ground motions. Two criteria were considered in 
ground motion selection. Firstly, the ground motions should have been selected from the 
ground motions which happened in the locations near San Francisco (California). Figure 5.24 
shows the location of the ground motions in FEMA P-695 which occurred in California. The 
numbers in this Figures show the line number in the FEMA P-695 list.  
Secondly, we intended to limit the non-exceedance probability in the range from 10% 
and 70% so that the building has visible displacement and does not have large displacement 
during the tests at the same time. Also, as most of hybrid tests were either in DBE or MCE 
levels, it was expected to get the close non-exceedance probability in both levels in the 
selected records.  
A fully numerical model was created for the unretrofitted building (three story model), 
and the model was analyzed under uniaxial 22 ground motions in two orthogonal directions 
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(totally 44 records) for MCE and DBE levels. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) 
curves for probability of exceedance in MCE and DBE levels are illustrated in Figure 5.25. 
Two levels of ground motions were selected for each retrofit and each of MCE and DBE 
levels; one close to 10% (low seismic) and another one close to 70% (High seismic) non-
exceedance probability for drift ratio. Figure 5.25 shows the selected ground motions for low 
and high seismic MCE and DBE levels schematically, and these ground motions are shown 
in Table 5.7 and the unscaled acceleration time history of these ground motions can be seen 
in Figure 5.26. Note that the final decision was made before each test using the fully numerical 
three-story retrofitted model.  
 
Figure 5.24:  FEMA P-695 far field ground motions in California area. 




















Figure 5.25:  Drift non-exceedance probability CDF curves in MCE and DBE levels for 3-
story fully numerical model and selected ground motions for hybrid testing. 
Table 5.7:  Selected ground motions for hybrid testing. 
Seismic 
Level 
Selected Ground Motions 





























Figure 5.26:  Acceleration time history of the selected ground motions. 
5.6.    Experimental Testing and Results 
5.6.1. Hybrid Testing Plan 
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The slow hybrid testing was done on the full scaled retrofitted soft-story three-story 
light-frame wood building at the NEES laboratory at University of Buffalo during summer 
and fall of 2013.  The testing program along with the seismic hazard level, ground motion 
record, and scaled peak ground motions (PGA) are illustrated in Table 5.8. 
Table 5.8:  NEES-Soft Hybrid Testing Schedule. 
Retrofit Test No. 
Ground Motion with 
Component 




Timber Rocking Walls 
(CLT) 
CLT01 Loma Prieta @ Capitola – 2 Low Percentile SRE 0.199 
CLT02 Loma Prieta @ Capitola - 2 Low Percentile DBE 0.453 
CLT03 Loma Prieta @ Gilroy - 1 High Percentile DBE 0.645 
CLT04 Loma Prieta @ Capitola - 2 Low Percentile MCE 0.68 
Cantilevered Column 
(CC) 
CC02 San Fernando @ LA – 2 High Percentile DBE 0.474 
CC03 Cape Mendocino @ Rio - 2 Low Percentile MCE 0.893 
CC04 Loma Prieta @ Gilroy - 1 High Percentile MCE 0.976 
Distributed Knee Brace 
(DKB) 
DKB01 Loma Prieta@ Gilroy – 2 Low Percentile DBE 0.427 
DKB02 Loma Prieta@ Gilroy – 1 High Percentile DBE 0.645 
DKB03 Loma Prieta@ Gilroy - 2 Low Percentile MCE 0.645 
Fluid Viscous Damper 
(FVD) 
FVD01 Loma Prieta@ Gilroy – 2 Low Percentile DBE 0.427 
FVD02 Loma Prieta@ Gilroy – 1 High Percentile DBE 0.645 
FVD03 Loma Prieta@ Gilroy – 2 Low Percentile MCE 0.645 
FVD04 Loma Prieta@ Gilroy - 1 High Percentile MCE 0.976 
Shape Memory Alloy 
Devices 
 (SMA) 
SMA01 Loma Prieta @ Gilroy – 2 Low Percentile MCE 0.645 
SMA02 San Fernando @ LA – 2 High Percentile MCE 0.687 
SMA03 Loma Prieta @ Gilroy – 1 High Percentile MCE 0.976 
SMA04 Loma Prieta @ Gilroy – 1 Low Percentile DBE 0.623 
SMA05 Loma Prieta @ Gilroy - 2 High Percentile DBE 0.427 
Steel Moment Frame 
(SMF) 
SMF01 Sinusoidal Load PGA=0.25*g 0.25 
SMF02 Sinusoidal Load PGA=0.50*g 0.5 
SMF03 Sinusoidal Load PGA=0.50*g 0.5 
SMF04 Sinusoidal Load PGA=0.25*g 0.25 
Collapse  
(COL) 
COL01 Loma Prieta @ Capitola – 2 MCE 0.68 
COL02 Loma Prieta @ Capitola – 2 MCE 0.68 
COL03 Loma Prieta @ Capitola – 2 2.5*DBE 1.13 
COL04 Loma Prieta @ Capitola – 2 3*DBE 1.36 
COL05 San Fernando @ LA - 2 2.5*DBE 1.19 
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5.6.2. System Identification  
In order to predict the building properties such as physical stiffness matrix and modal 
periods of the physical sub-structure, a system identification test (called system ID) was 
performed before each test. Figure 5.27 illustrates the system ID test displacement protocol. 
As seen in Figure 5.27 the system ID started with slowly moving the first actuator forward to 
0.1 in and backward to the same displacement. Then this was repeated for the other three 
actuators following by moving the two top actuators together and two bottom actuators 
together. Finally, all actuators moved together to finish the system ID test. Note that the 
maximum displacement for all movements was 0.1 in. The forces needed for each movement 
were calculated to be used in the preliminary numerical analysis of the full numerical structure 
and stability checking before each test, determine whether the previous test caused severe 
structural damages in the physical sub-structure, utilized in the first step of the actual hybrid 
testing. The stiffness matrix and first three modal periods of the structure could be calculated 
using the system ID results. The physical sub-structure stiffness matrix comparison of all 
NEES-Soft hybrid testing on the retrofitted soft-story three-story light-frame wood building 
at University of Buffalo is illustrated in Figure 5.28. The steady stiffness drops are seen in 
top left plot of Figure 5.28 as test proceed, and the rises are because of the repairs in the 
physical sub-structure. The comparison of the physical sub-structure first three modal periods 
of all NEES-Soft hybrid testing on the retrofitted soft-story three-story light-frame wood 
building at University at Buffalo is illustrated in Figure 5.29. The steady modal period rises 
are seen in Figure 5.29 as test proceed because of the softening of the building, and the drops 
in the modal period are mostly because of the repairs in the physical sub-structure. Comparing 
the stiffness matrix, modal periods, and the in site inspection are three methods of the 
evaluation of the building damages. 
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Figure 5.27:  Displacement Protocol for System ID testing. 
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Figure 5.29:  Period Comparison for First Three Modes for NEES-Soft tests at University at 
Buffalo. 
5.6.3. Pre-Test Analysis 
Prior to each hybrid test, a fully numerical model was created for the retrofitted 
building related to the test (three story model), and the model was analyzed under 3 selected 
uniaxial ground motions for the test level (MCE or DBE level) in the actuator direction. 
Depends on the level of non-exceedance that the test is being performed and stability of the 
numerical model, the ground motion for the test was selected and we made sure that the hybrid 
testing is stable to run. Figure 5.30 shows the fully numerical 3-story model. 
Figure 5.31 illustrates the maximum inter-story drift of all stories for DKB tests as an 
example. As seen in this Figure, The DKB model analyzed under the selected ground motions 
for two non-exceedance probability levels in MCE and DBE levels for totally four tests. 
Based on this CDF curve, the ground motions for this test was selected. 
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Figure 5.30:  Fully numerical 3-story model. 
 
Figure 5.31:  Maximum inter-story drift of all stories based on the fully numerically DKB 
model. 
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5.6.4. Seismic Retrofit Results and Discussion for Hybrid Testing 
According to the test plan and using the methodology that explained before, the tests 
were performed, and after each test, the building was investigated and repaired. Table 5.9 
shows the peak inter-story drift for each test. As seen in this Table, the maximum inter-story 
drift was occurred in one of the SMF model which was the very last test before collapse. 
Table 5.9:  Description of hybrid test peak inter-story drifts. 









CLT01 Low Percentile SRE 2.28% 
CLT02 Low Percentile DBE 1.60% 
CLT03 High Percentile DBE 1.51% 




CC02 High Percentile DBE 1.72% 








DKB01 Low Percentile DBE 1.30% 
DKB02 High Percentile DBE 3.00% 




FVD01 Low Percentile DBE 1.60% 
FVD02 High Percentile DBE 1.00% 





Shape Memory Alloy 
Devices 
(SMA) 









SMA04 Low Percentile DBE 1.70% 
SMA05 High Percentile DBE 1.70% 
Steel Moment Frame 
(SMF) 
SMF01 PGA=0.25*g 3.60% 
SMF02 PGA=0.50*g 5.37% 
SMF03 PGA=0.50*g 6.11% 
SMF04 PGA=0.25*g 3.32% 
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Figure 5.32 depicts the time history displacements of the center of mass in each floor 
for the hybrid testing with CLT retrofits. The target drifts for this retrofit design was 1.5% for 
50% non-exceedance probability and 4.0% for 80% non-exceedance probability in DBE level 
and MCE levels, respectively. The maximum inter-story drifts for low SRE test were 1.06%, 
0.43%, and 0.35%, respectively; the maximum inter-story drifts for low DBE test were 
1.76%, 0.82%, and 0.59%, respectively; the maximum inter-story drifts for high DBE test 
were 1.29%, 1.21%, and 0.78%, respectively; the maximum inter-story drifts for low MCE 
test were 2.37%, 2.67%, and 0.68%, respectively. It means that all drift values except the drift 
of low DBE case are less than target drifts.  
 
Figure 5.32:  Time history displacements of the center of mass in each floor for the hybrid 
testing with CLT retrofits. 






































































































Figure 5.33 depicts the time history displacements of the center of mass in each floor 
for the hybrid testing with CC retrofits. The target drifts for this retrofit design was 1.5% for 
50% non-exceedance probability and 4.0% for 80% non-exceedance probability in DBE level 
and MCE levels, respectively. The maximum inter-story drifts for low DBE test were 3.10%, 
0.82%, and 0.26%, respectively; the maximum inter-story drifts for high DBE test were 
1.87%, 0.99%, and 0.29%, respectively; the maximum inter-story drifts for low MCE test 
were 3.38%, 0.57%, and 0.52%, respectively; The maximum inter-story drifts for high MCE 
test were 2.50%, 1.79%, and 0.43%, respectively. It means that drift values of MCE cases are 
less than target drifts but the drift values of DBE cases are more than the target drifts.  
 
Figure 5.33:  Time history displacements of the center of mass in each floor for the hybrid 
testing with CC retrofits. 




































































































Figure 5.34 depicts the time history displacements of the center of mass in each floor 
for the hybrid testing with CLT retrofits. The target drifts for this retrofit design was 1.5% for 
50% non-exceedance probability and 4.0% for 80% non-exceedance probability in DBE level 
and MCE levels, respectively. The maximum inter-story drifts for low DBE test were 0.93%, 
0.93%, and 0.23%, respectively; the maximum inter-story drifts for high DBE test were 
1.47%, 1.27%, and 0.38%, respectively; It means that all drift values are less than target drifts.  
 
Figure 5.34: Time history displacements of the center of mass in each floor for the hybrid 
































































Figure 5.35 depicts the time history displacements of the center of mass in each floor 
for the hybrid testing with CLT retrofits. The target drifts for this retrofit design was 1.5% for 
50% non-exceedance probability and 4.0% for 80% non-exceedance probability in DBE level 
and MCE levels, respectively. The maximum inter-story drifts for low DBE test were 0.06%, 
1.84%, and 0.44%, respectively; the maximum inter-story drifts for high DBE test were 
0.16%, 1.82%, and 0.48%, respectively; the maximum inter-story drifts for low MCE test 
were 0.23%, 1.80%, and 0.50%, respectively.; the maximum inter-story drifts for first high 
MCE test were 0.31%, 2.41%, and 0.86%, respectively; the maximum inter-story drifts for 
second high MCE test were 0.17%, 2.07%, and 0.57%, respectively. It means that drift values 
of MCE cases are less than target drifts but the drift values of DBE cases are more than the 
target drifts. 
 
Figure 5.35:  Time history displacements of the center of mass in each floor for the hybrid 
testing with SMA retrofits. 































































































































Figure 5.36 depicts the time history displacements of the center of mass in each floor 
for the hybrid testing with CLT retrofits. The target drifts for this retrofit design was 1.5% for 
50% non-exceedance probability and 4.0% for 80% non-exceedance probability in DBE level 
and MCE levels, respectively. The maximum inter-story drifts for first PGA = 0.25g test were 
0.57%, 2.49%, and 0.71%, respectively; the maximum inter-story drifts for first PGA = 0.50g 
test were 1.58%, 2.94%, and 0.96%, respectively; the maximum inter-story drifts for second 
PGA = 0.25g test were 1.72%, 3.59%, and 1.04%, respectively; the maximum inter-story 
drifts for second PGA = 0.50g test were 0.60%, 2.25%, and 0.91%, respectively.  
 
Figure 5.36:  Time history displacements of the center of mass in each floor for the hybrid 











































































































5.6.5. Collapse Test Results and Discussion 
The old constructed and structurally deficient wood buildings with archaic material 
have uncertain traditional collapse limits. The numerical sub-structure of hybrid testing was 
over-retrofitted with one of the retrofit strategies (SMA devices) to shift the seismic demand 
to the un-retrofitted physical sub-structure and obtain the collapse limit of an old designed 
building with archaic building components. The ground motions and the record intensities 
were selected based on several pre-test analyses on the fully numerical model. Five high 
intensity open loop tests (see Table 5.10) were applied to the physical sub-structure and the 
last one which was Loma Prieta Capitola records scaled to 250% of design basis earthquake 
(167% of the MCE level) caused that the physical sub-structure collapsed at the second floor. 
It means that for the two story physical substructure the collapse would happen at about 125% 
to 150% MCE for this record if the first story of the two story building was over-retrofitted. 
During the fourth collapse test (COL04), the softening in the first and second floor of the 
physical sub-structure was observed and the building was near collapse. After the collapse 
test, the modal period of the building significantly increased, and the maximum of 6.7% 
residual drift was measured in the building, and many nail push-outs were observed. As the 
building was over-retrofitted in the numerical sub-structure, the damages and the seismic 
demands were shifted to the upper stories (physical sub-structure) even for low intensity level 
in COL02 test. Also it can be predicted that the complete collapse of the unretrofitted archaic 
upper two stories may happen at 8% lateral drift capacity. The first test that caused that the 
collapse occurred in the second story was COL03, and the investigations showed the first 
structural damages after this test. Table 5.10 also shows the maximum second story drift of 
the collapse tests. 
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Seismic Hazard Level 
Peak ISD 
Response  
in the 2nd 
Story 
Collapse (COL) 
COL01 MCE - 
COL02 MCE 3.13% 
COL03 2.5*DBE 9.84% 
COL04 3*DBE 10.80% 
COL05 2.5*DBE 11.40% 
 
5.7.     Conclusion 
Six different retrofits designed based on FEMA P-807 guideline were applied to the 
soft story of three-story light-frame wood building. The hybrid testing was applied against a 
range of seismic intensities to the ultimate level of MCE for San Francisco Bay Area (Sa = 
1.8g). The results showed that the maximum inter-story drift is less than 4% limitation of 
FEMA P-807 for all retrofit designs. The tests indicate the importance of the soft-story retrofit 
of the light frame wood building such that the damages are not transferred to the top stories 
and also the torsional responses are removed from the building. Note that these experiments 
just modeled and analyzed the lateral resistance of the retrofit elements in the soft story wood 
building, and the localized failure of those elements specially the CLT rocking walls should 
be analyzed separately. Five collapse tests also showed that the collapse shifted to the second 
story for very intense ground motion and Loma Prieta Capitola record at MCE level did not 
cause collapse at the second story. Furthermore, using the 167% MCE scaled for Loma Prieta 
Capitola result in the collapse in the second story. It means that for the two story physical 
substructure the collapse would happen at about 125% to 150% MCE for this record if the 




6. PARAMETRIC STUDY OF SHEAR WALL PLACEMENT SCHEMES IN MODERN 
MID-RISE WOOD CONSTRUCTION 
6.1.    Introduction 
There is a recent trend for the new 4-story and 5-story wood-frame buildings 
constructed with large perimeter openings (windows). With the presence of large perimeter 
openings, the over-turning forces in the narrow perimeter wall piers may exceed the capacity 
range of typical anchorage devices and tie-down systems. In response to issue arises due to 
large over-turning forces, many of these newer buildings are designed with longer-width 
shear walls located only along the corridors in the longitudinal direction of the buildings and 
without perimeter shear walls. This shear wall placement scheme is commonly known as the 
“core” shear wall scheme. Using this core shear wall scheme may reduce the seismic 
performance of the multi-story buildings. The design of these buildings is based upon the 
rigid diaphragms which collect the shear forces of the earthquake and distribute that to the 
core shear walls, but prediction of the diaphragm behavior is very important to determine the 
shear wall forces correctly. It means that finding the best way to simulate the behavior of 
these diaphragms which may have blocking or opening is very vital. 
In this chapter, the in-plane stiffnesses of structural panel wood diaphragms with 
various framing configurations were modeled. The diaphragms models of different 
construction parameters were analyzed and validated against the experimental results 
obtained from full-scale diaphragm tests. Then these validated diaphragms were utilized in 
3D numerical models using the Timber3D program to quantify the relative seismic 
performance of light-frame wood buildings designed with two different shear wall placement 
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schemes, namely, (1) the corridor-only or “core” scheme and (2) the traditional shear wall 
scheme with corridor and perimeter shear walls.   
6.2.    Diaphragm Modeling 
6.2.1. Test Diaphragm Description 
The full-scale diaphragms tested under the Consortium of Universities for Research 
in Earthquake Engineering (CUREE) Wood-frame Project were analyzed in this study. Six 
full-scale diaphragms were constructed and tested under the CUREE Wood-frame Project 
Task 1.4.2 at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Bott 2005). In these tests 
different parameters were investigated including opening, sheathing nail pattern, and chord, 
blocking, wall on the diaphragms, and foam adhesive existence. Three of these tests of the 
Task 1.4.2 were selected and analyzed in this study to validate the diaphragm modeling. These 
three models were called specimens 1, 2, and 3. Fifty models with different parameters were 
selected and analyzed. The overall configuration of the specimens 1 and 2, and also specimen 
3 are shown in Figures 6.1 and 7.2, respectively. As seen in these Figures, specimens 1 and 2 
were 16 x 20ft in dimensions and were loaded parallel to the direction of the joists. Specimen 




Figure 6.1: Base diaphragm configuration for Specimens 1 and 2 (Bott 2005). 
 
Figure 6.2: Base diaphragm configuration for Specimen 3 (Bott 2005). 
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All three diaphragm specimens were framed with 2x12 Douglas-fir joists spaced at 16 
inches on center and sheathed with 4 ft. x 8 ft. 23/32” thick plywood sheets in a staggered 
configuration. The plywood panels of the base specimens were nailed to the framing with 10d 
nails spaced at 6 inches around the perimeter and 12 inches in the interior supports of the 
panels. The diaphragms were supported in a pinned-pinned condition and a single point load 
of either parallel or perpendicular to the joists was applied at the mid-span. For each test, the 
diaphragm was loaded using a displacement-control loading protocol which consisted of five 
sinusoidal cycles with a predetermined maximum displacement of 0.25” for Specimens 1 
and 2, and 0.20” for Specimen 3. Opening in a diaphragm for stairways, atriums etc. may 
weaken the diaphragm and affect the stiffness. To investigate the effects of opening, the base 
diaphragm specimens were modified to include either a corner opening or a center opening.  
Walls on top of a diaphragm may have the same effect as designated chord members, as these 
walls will inevitably participate in resisting axial tension and compression forces and 
contribute additional flexural stiffness to the diaphragm. In the experiments by Bott (2005), 
two 4-ft tall walls oriented perpendicular to the loading direction were added to the top of the 
diaphragms for selected tests. 
The complete lists of test sequences and diaphragm configurations for Specimens 1 













Figure 6.3: Abbreviations for test and diaphragm model. 
6.2.2. Model Formulation 
For modeling purpose, the sub-assemblies of a diaphragm were grouped into three 
components: (1) framing members, (2) sheathing panels, and (3) connectors (i.e. sheathing 
and framing nails). The framing members, which include the floor joists, rim boards, wall 
Test No. Test Configuration Test No. Test Configuration Test No. Test Configuration
1 NC; NW; Corner; UB; NO 1 WC; NW; Full; B; NO 1 WC; NW; Full; B; NO
2 WC; NW; Corner; UB; NO 2 WC; WW; Full; B; NO 2 WC; WW; Full; B; NO
3 WC; WW; Corner; UB; NO 3 NC; WW; Full; B; NO 3 WC; WW; Corner; B; NO
4 NC; WW; Corner; UB; NO 4 NC; NW; Full; B; NO 4 WC; NW; Corner; B; NO
5 NC; WW; Full; UB; NO 5 NC; NW; Corner; B; NO 5 WC; NW; Center; B; NO
6 WC; WW; Full; UB; NO 6 WC; NW; Corner; B; NO 6 WC; WW; Center; B; NO
7 WC; NW; Full; UB; NO 7 WC; WW; Corner; B; NO 7 WC; NW; Full; B; 3-12
8 NC; NW; Full; UB; NO 8 NC; WW; Corner; B; NO 8 WC; WW; Full; B; 3-12
9 NC; NW; Center; UB; NO 9 NC; NW; Center; B; NO 9 WC; WW; Full; UB; 3-12
10 WC; NW; Center; UB; NO 10 WC; NW; Center; B; NO 10 WC; NW; Full; UB; 3-12
11 WC; WW; Center; UB; NO 11 WC; WW; Center; B; NO 11 WC; NW; Full; UB; NO
12 NC; WW; Center; UB; NO 12 NC; WW; Center; B; NO 12 WC; WW; Full; UB; NO
13 WC; NW; Full; UB; NO 13 WC; WW; Corner; UB; NO
14 WC; WW; Full; UB; NO 14 WC; NW; Corner; UB; NO
15 NC; WW; Full; UB; NO 15 WC; NW; Center; UB; NO
16 NC; NW; Full; UB; NO 16 WC; WW; Center; UB; NO
17 NC; NW; Corner; UB; NO
18 WC; NW; Corner; UB; NO
19 WC; WW; Corner; UB; NO
20 NC; WW; Corner; UB; NO
21 NC; NW; Center; UB; NO






















 WC, NW, Corner, B, NO 
WC = with chords 
NC = no chords 
NW = no walls 
WW= with walls 
Full = fully sheathed 
Corner = corner sheathing opening 
Center=center sheathing opening  
B = blocked 
UB = unblocked 
NO = nail-only (6/12” nail pattern) 
3-12 = nail-only (3/12” nail pattern) 
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studs and blocking, were analyzed using the two-node 3D frame elements (Frame3D). The 
sheathing panels were also modeled using the Frame3D elements as “flat beams”. The 
connections between the framing members and sheathing panels were modeled using the 3D 
frame-to-frame link elements (F2F). The F2F elements were used to model (1) the shear-slip 
behavior of sheathing nails, (2) the framing nails, (3) the bearing contact between the panel 
edges, and (4) the bearing contact between the framing members. One of the diaphragm 
models is shown in Figure 6.4. 
 
Figure 6.4: An example Timber3D diaphragm model. 
The panels of the test diaphragms were 23/32” thick OSB connected to the framing 
members using 10d nails. The sheathing nails are modeled using a modified Stewart 
hysteretic model (MSTEW) (Folz and Filiatrault 2001), which is modified from the original 
hysteretic model by Stewart (1987). The 10d nail MSTEW parameters which were obtained 








r1 r2 r3 r4 
Fo      
(kip) 







Average 8.87 0.04 -0.05 1.01 0.01 0.24 0.04 0.42 0.85 1.12 0.40 
 
6.2.3. Modeling Results 
The comparisons between the model and test stiffnesses are shown in Figures 6.5, 6.6, 
and 6.7. As seen in these Figures, the errors predicted by models are less than 30% except for 
3 cases. 
Figure 6.8 shows the model versus test scatter plot. Data points that fall along the 
diagonal line represent perfect matches between the model and test results. As can be 
observed from the scatter plot, the model and test stiffnesses are highly correlated with a 
correlation coefficient of 0.90. This high correlation coefficient further affirms that the model 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.8: Correlation coefficient of test and model stiffnesses. 
6.3.     Building Specifications 
The buildings which were utilized in this parametric study consisted of four different 
plans. As mentioned in the introduction, modeling group decided to numerically evaluate the 
relative performance of two shear wall placement schemes, (1) the “corridor-only” or “core” 
scheme and (2) the traditional shear wall scheme with corridor and perimeter shear walls.  A 
parametric study of a prototypical 5 story mid-rise structure was conducted. Two code-based 
designs were provided for the prototype that resembled common design approaches used by 
practicing engineers. Specifically, one design utilized corridor and perimeter shear walls, and 
the other design used corridor shear walls and utilized a blocked cantilever diaphragm. 
Commonly used assemblies for floors and roofs were assigned to the model. The floor plan 
of these models which are called Conventional and Core-only C-shape buildings is shown in 
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Figure 6.9. Note that the shear wall locations are different for these two schemes which will 
be shown in the next section. Then, one rectangular wing of each model was chosen, 
simulated, and analyzed individually to evaluate the torsional effect of the C-shape buildings 
in comparison with these rectangular buildings. The plans of these models are shaded in 
Figure 6.10. It means that a total of 4 numerical models were simulated to evaluate the relative 
performance of two shear wall schemes, (1) Conventional C-shape Building, (2) Core-only 
C-shape Building, (3) Conventional Rectangular Building, and (4) Core-only Rectangular 
Building. 
 
Figure 6.9: Floor plan view layout of the c-shape building. 





Table 6.3: Proposed assemblies for C-shape and conventional models. 
Roof Framing: 2x10 DF #2 Roof Joists at 16” o.c. with built-up roofing  
Floor Framing:   
Dwelling/Corridor: 2x10 D.F. #2 Floor Joists @ 16” o.c. max.   
Balcony: 
2x8 D.F. #2 Deck Joists with One layer of plywood at corridor and 
balcony. 
Floor Covering 
Material:   
Dwelling/Corridor: 1.25" Gypcrete topping over APA rated sheathing (OSB).  
Sheathing attached with  
Balcony: 3" maximum hardrock concrete, over rated sheathing (Plywood). 
Drywall at underside of assembly. 
Wall Framing:  
1-2x sole plate, typical throughout.                                                                                
1st-5th levels: Studs per schedule for 1 hr rated building, minimum 
2x4 at 16" o.c. (2x6 at exterior walls).                                                                             
9’-1” Plate height typical. 
Roof Sheathing: 15/32" APA  rated sheathing (PI 32/16). 
Floor Sheathing: 
23/32" APA rated floor sheathing, T&G, with 10d common nailed 
at 6” o.c. at supported edges, 12” o.c. in field. (PI 48/24).                                                         
Single  wood floor at corridors and decks. 
Unit Party Walls:  Double wood stud wall with airspace. Shearwall sheathing on both 
sides. Continuous floor/roof sheathing across air gap required.  
Wall Covering 
Material:    
Exterior Wall: 3 coat stucco. 
Interior Wall: 5/8" type X gyp. Board 
Shear Walls:  3/8 or 1/2” APA Rated Sheathing (OSB), as dictated by design and 
common practice.   
Hold Down 
System:  
Continuous Rod Tie-Down system with shrinkage control device at 
each floor. 
 
6.4.     Diaphragm simplification 
In order to capture the correct and accurate behavior of the diaphragms, the 
diaphragms with the proposed assemblies had to be simulated similar to the diaphragm 
validation section for whole plan of the building. Since analyses of the diaphragms for entire 
plan was super time consuming, it was decided to break down the diaphragms to several sub-
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diaphragms, run a pushover analysis for each of them, and utilize an equivalent beam element 
with modified Iy, Iz, J, A, Ay, and Az. The Iy, Iz, and J are the in-plane, out-of-plane, and 
torsional moment of inertia for the equivalent beam, respectively, and the A, Ay, and Az are 
the axial, y-directional shear, and z-directional shear area of the equivalent beam, 
respectively. The pushover analysis results and solid mechanic calculation was used to 
calculate the modified moment of inertia an area values. Figure 6.10 shows an example of 
actual diaphragm and equivalent beam for that. 
 
 
Figure 6.10: Example of an actual diaphragm and equivalent beam. 
To validate this simplification in the diaphragm models, two simple one-story four-
shear wall models with both detailed diaphragm and equivalent diaphragm beam were 




Figure 6.11: a) Model with actual detailed diaphragm, b) model with equivalent beam. 
For comparing the behavior of these two models, a pushover and a time history 
analysis were performed on both models. The comparison between the pushover curves for 
two different models can be seen in Figure 6.12. 
 
Figure 6.12: Comparison between pushover curves for actual and simplified diaphragms. 
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As we expected, the pushover curves for these two models are almost the same 
because the pushover behavior is mostly depending on the shear wall specifications. 
To compare the seismic results of these two models, the stronger component of Loma 
Prieta Capitola ground motion was picked from theP695 ground motion database, and the 
scale factor of 1.5 was applied, and both models were run under this scaled ground motion in 
East-West direction. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 depict the time history displacements of the south-
west corner of two models in x and y directions. 
 
Figure 6.13: Comparison between the x-directional time-history displacements of the south-
west corner in actual and simplified models. 
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Figure 6.14: Comparison between the y-directional time-history displacements of the south-
west corner in actual and simplified models. 
These time history analyses showed that the error for simplified model is less than 
10% for the peak displacements, and the equivalent beam could be used in the rest of this 
study to simulate the correct performance of the diaphragms. The floor and roof plans were 
broken down to the typical sections. These sections are shown in Figure 6.15. The modifiers 
for all of equivalent beams were calculated. These section modifiers can be seen in Tables 





Figure 6.15: Typical floor and roof plan with typical diaphragm segments. 
6.5.      Shear Wall Placement Schemes 
As mentioned before, there are two different shear wall placements in this study, (1) 
the corridor-only or “core” scheme and (2) the traditional (conventional) shear wall scheme 
with corridor and perimeter shear walls. These two schemes are shown in Figures 6.16 and 
6.17. The shear walls were classified to the typical shear walls, modeled using the Timber3D 
package, and the cyclic analysis was performed on each of them using CUREE protocol. Then 
the fitted MSTEW hysteresis parameters were calculated for each of them. These parameters 
used in the numerical model to simulate the shear wall behavior. Table 6.5 shows the fitted 
hysteresis parameters of the 1st story exterior OSB shear walls for one of the wings in the 



















Figure 6.16: Typical shear wall placement for conventional scheme (VanDorpe, 2015). 
 
Figure 6.17: Typical shear wall placement for core-only scheme (VanDorpe, 2015). 
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Table 6.6: Fitted MSTEW hysteresis parameters of the 1st story exterior OSB shear walls for 
one of the wings in the conventional building. 
Wall 
Ko 




(Kip) δ (in) α β 
O1 40.425 0.046 -0.095 1.017 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.612 0.840 1.074 
O2 56.595 0.047 -0.095 1.016 0.015 14.873 2.060 2.634 0.836 1.072 
O3 40.425 0.046 -0.095 1.013 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.612 0.843 1.074 
O4 44.468 0.046 -0.095 1.017 0.015 11.686 1.618 2.628 0.839 1.087 
O5 28.298 0.046 -0.095 1.017 0.015 7.436 1.030 2.636 0.837 1.081 
O6 60.638 0.046 -0.096 1.019 0.015 15.935 2.207 2.634 0.841 1.079 
O7 60.638 0.046 -0.096 1.014 0.015 15.935 2.207 2.634 0.841 1.082 
O8 48.510 0.046 -0.096 1.012 0.015 12.748 1.765 2.636 0.836 1.068 
O9 44.468 0.046 -0.096 1.008 0.015 11.686 1.618 2.641 0.844 1.073 
O10 52.553 0.047 -0.095 1.000 0.015 13.810 1.913 2.612 0.840 1.080 
O11 73.878 0.047 -0.096 1.011 0.015 31.870 4.414 2.620 0.835 1.077 
O12 115.742 0.046 -0.096 1.019 0.015 49.929 6.915 2.639 0.836 1.068 
O13 73.878 0.047 -0.096 1.007 0.015 31.870 4.414 2.634 0.845 1.077 
O14 115.742 0.046 -0.095 1.017 0.015 49.929 6.915 2.644 0.840 1.088 
O15 73.878 0.046 -0.095 1.020 0.015 31.870 4.414 2.612 0.844 1.072 
O16 44.468 0.046 -0.095 1.003 0.015 11.686 1.618 2.618 0.850 1.082 
O17 40.425 0.046 -0.095 1.012 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.644 0.834 1.075 
O18 40.425 0.046 -0.096 1.005 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.628 0.845 1.071 
O19 40.425 0.046 -0.096 1.017 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.657 0.835 1.087 
O20 40.425 0.046 -0.096 1.014 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.631 0.835 1.068 
O21 40.425 0.046 -0.096 1.013 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.631 0.843 1.082 
O22 48.510 0.046 -0.096 1.019 0.015 12.748 1.765 2.618 0.845 1.078 
O23 60.638 0.046 -0.095 1.004 0.015 15.935 2.207 2.628 0.845 1.077 
O24 28.298 0.046 -0.095 1.015 0.015 7.436 1.030 2.636 0.835 1.073 
O25 44.468 0.046 -0.096 1.010 0.015 11.686 1.618 2.639 0.837 1.075 
O26 40.425 0.046 -0.096 1.001 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.610 0.839 1.067 
O27 56.595 0.046 -0.096 1.010 0.015 14.873 2.060 2.631 0.845 1.086 
O28 40.425 0.046 -0.095 1.001 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.626 0.840 1.082 
O29 60.638 0.046 -0.095 1.001 0.015 15.935 2.207 2.634 0.834 1.080 
O30 48.510 0.046 -0.095 1.020 0.015 12.748 1.765 2.620 0.845 1.076 
O31 40.425 0.046 -0.096 1.009 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.639 0.838 1.078 
O32 40.425 0.046 -0.095 1.003 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.615 0.848 1.088 
O33 40.425 0.046 -0.095 1.006 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.620 0.840 1.086 
O34 40.425 0.046 -0.095 1.003 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.647 0.846 1.081 
O35 40.425 0.046 -0.096 1.017 0.015 10.623 1.471 2.655 0.838 1.080 
O36 28.298 0.046 -0.095 1.003 0.015 7.436 1.030 2.634 0.847 1.074 
 
 




         
6.6.    Modal Analysis 
Modal Analysis was performed on all 4 models. Three first modal shapes and periods 
are shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19 and Table 6.7, respectively. 
 
Figure 6.18: Three first mode shapes of the rectangular models. 
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Figure 6.19: Three first mode shapes of the c-shape models. 
As seen in these Figures the torsional and translational modes of conventional and 
core-only models happen in the same mode number, and the difference between the modal 
shapes is almost insignificant. 
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Table 6.7: Modal periods of the rectangular and C-shape conventional and core-only models. 
Model 
Modal Period (sec) 
1st Mode 2nd Mode  3rd Mode  
Rectangular 
Conventional 0.415 0.386 0.347 
Core-only 0.430 0.406 0.355 
C-shape 
Conventional 0.416 0.404 0.391 
Core-only 0.449 0.421 0.397 
 
Table 6.7 shows that the modal periods of the core-only model are a little bit larger 
than the conventional buildings. It means that the core-only buildings are softer than the 
conventional buildings, but this different is very tiny. 
6.7.    Ground Motion Scaling Procedure 
For scaling, 22 bi-axial far-field earthquake ground motion records of the FEMA P695 
were used. Each ground motion consisted of a pair of horizontal ground motions in x and y 
directions. A SRSS (square root of the sum of the squares) spectrum was constructed by 
taking the SRSS of the 5 percent-damped response spectra of two components of each pair of 
the horizontal ground motion components. Each pair of ground motions was scaled such that 
in the period range from 0.1*T sec to 1.5*T sec (which T is the fundamental period of the 
building), the average of the SRSS spectra of all pairs of components did not fall below the 
site design spectrum. For generating of the design spectrum of this study, the spectral 
response acceleration at short periods (Ss) and at a period of 1 sec (S1) were assumed to be 
1.75g and 0.67g, respectively. Table 6.8 shows the scale factors for all models for Design 










Year PGA(g) M 
DBE Scale Factor 















1994 0.48 6.7 1.113 1.099 1.113 1.081 
3 Duzce, Bolu 1999 0.82 7.1 0.837 0.837 0.837 0.842 








EI 1979 0.38 6.5 1.23 1.239 1.23 1.26 
7 Kobe, Japan 
Nishi-
Akashi 
1995 0.51 6.9 0.928 0.933 0.928 0.937 








Arcelik 1999 0.22 7.5 3.719 3.751 3.719 3.809 




1992 0.42 7.3 1.281 1.288 1.281 1.287 
13 Loma Prieta Capitola 1989 0.53 6.9 1.014 1.008 1.014 0.993 
14 Loma Prieta Gilroy 1989 0.56 6.9 1.088 1.097 1.088 1.115 




















TCU045 1999 0.51 7.6 1.203 1.199 1.203 1.198 
21 San Fernando LA 1971 0.21 6.6 2.656 2.677 2.656 2.721 
22 Friuli, Italy Tolmezzo 1976 0.35 6.5 1.536 1.527 1.536 1.512 
 
6.8.    Pushover Analysis 
A monotonic pushover analysis was performed on each model.  Figures 6.20 and 6.21 




Figure 6.20: Rectangular building pushover curves. 
 
Figure 6.21: C-shape building pushover curves. 
As seen in these Figures, the initial stiffness of the core-only buildings is a little bit 
smaller than of that for conventional buildings, but there are significant differences between 
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strength of the core-only and conventional buildings. The strength of the conventional 
buildings is larger than of that for core-only building. 
6.9.     IDA Analysis 
For IDA analysis, 5 different levels were selected, DBE, 1.2*DBE, 1.5DBE (MCE), 
1.9*DBE, and 2.2*DBE. The scale factors calculated for DBE level were multiplied with the 
level factor to generate the scale factors for other levels. As mentioned before, the FEMA 
P695 far-field ground motions record set was used and each record (i.e., 22 records, 2 
components each) was applied in the two orthogonal orientations relative to the axes of the 
model, i.e., an North-South (NS) – East-West (EW) orientation of records and a EW-NS 
orientation or records rotated 90 degrees in plan. The IDA analysis was performed for all 5 
levels on 4 models, and the collapse was simulated numerically in the models.  
Table 6.9 shows the collapse probability for five levels in four models. As clearly seen 
in this Table the collapse probabilities of the core-only models are larger than of that in the 
conventional models for all levels. The collapse probabilities for C-shape and rectangular 
models are very close. 
Table 6.9: Collapse probability for 4 different models. 
Model 
Collapse Probability 
DBE 1.2*DBE MCE 1.9*DBE 2.2*DBE 
Rectangular Building  
Conventional 0% 7% 30% 50% 70% 
Core-only 5% 9% 32% 57% 82% 
C-shape Building 
Conventional 0% 9% 27% 48% 72% 
Core-only 5% 11% 34% 59% 80% 
 
Using these collapse probability, the fragility curves for the rectangular and C-shape 
buildings based on FEMA P-695 were plotted. Also, for all models Collapse probability at 
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MCE level, Median SCT, CMR3D, SSF, and ACMR parameters were calculated using 
FEMA P-695. The fragility curves and the parameters are shown in Figures 6.22 and 6.23.  
 
Figure 6.22: Collapse fragility curves for conventional and core-only rectangular models. 
 
Figure 6.23: Collapse fragility curves for conventional and core-only c-shape models. 
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These two fragility Figures approve that the collapse probabilities, Median SCT, collapse 
margin ratio (CMR3D), and adjusted collapse margin ratio (ACMR) of the conventional 
models are larger than of that in the core-only models. 
Moreover, the 1st story drift CDF curves of the conventional and core-only rectangular 
and c-shape building for DBE and MCE levels are shown in Figures 6.24 to 6.27. 
 
Figure 6.24: First inter-story drift of rectangular buildings in the DBE level. 
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Figure 6.25: First inter-story drift of rectangular buildings in the MCE level. 
 
Figure 6.26: First inter-story drift of c-shape buildings in the DBE level. 
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Figure 6.27: First inter-story drift of c-shape buildings in the MCE level. 
 
6.10. Summary 
As investigated in this chapter, changing the shear wall schemes effects on the 
performance of the buildings. Although the stiffness and period of the building does not 
change too much when the shear wall placement schemes changes, the strength and collapse 
resistance of the buildings decrease replacing the core-only shear wall placements with the 
conventional shear wall placement. This study showed this behavior can be seen in both C-








7. PARAMETRIC STUDY OF SHORT PERIOD BUILDING PERFORMANCE 
7.1.    Introduction 
The majority of the low-rise buildings (less than 5 stories) have relatively short 
fundamental periods (about 0.5 second or less). The Minimum Design Loads for Buildings 
and Other Structures (ASCE/SEI 7-10), International Building Code (IBC), and the 
International Residential Code (IRC) are the reference codes for design of commercial short-
period and residential one- or two-story single family dwellings, respectively. Both 
aforementioned standard and code use the risk-targeted maximum considered earthquake 
(MCER) suggested by the Recommended Seismic Provisions for New Buildings and Other 
Structures (NEHRP) to provide the design seismic loads. The overarching goal of the current 
building codes and standards is to produce a uniform seismic risk for all buildings. 
The target performance level in terms of the risk of collapse is the criteria for 
evaluation of the seismic load in Quantification of Building Seismic Performance Factors 
(FEMA P-695). According to the FEMA P-695 study, the collapse risk of the short-period 
buildings is higher than that of the buildings with longer periods for different types of 
structural systems and materials although all of them were designed based on the same risk-
targeted maximum considered earthquake (MCER). In this study, short-period building is 
defined as building having its period equal or less than 0.5 second. However, the observations 
in recent earthquakes, for example, using the red tag data of buildings in the 1994 Northridge 
earthquake, did not show that the short-period buildings have a larger probability of collapse 
compared to buildings with longer periods. This raises a question that whether the nonlinear 
dynamic analyses procedures are reliable enough to predict the collapse rate of short-period 
buildings. The discrepancies between the analyses and the real seismic performance of the 
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short-period buildings could be due to many factors and assumptions used in the numerical 
models. 
The target collapse probability of code compliance Risk Category II structures is 10% 
for MCER ground motions (Table C.13.1B, ASCE 7-10). However, the collapse probability 
of the FEMA P-695 archetype models with periods less than 0.5 sec, which all were designed 
using ASCE 7-10, increases significantly as the fundamental period decreases and generally 
exceeds the code targeted collapse rate (10% at MCER earthquake). As mentioned, the high 
collapse rate predicted by the numerical models do not support the observations post 
earthquakes. For example, only a few short-period building collapsed in the 1994 Northridge 
earthquake. 
The work presented in this chapter was conducted as a part of the ATC 116 project. 
The objective of this study was to examine the various modeling assumptions that could 
influence of the analysis results and to improve the modeling for light-frame wood buildings 
in terms of having the model predicted MCER collapse rate to match the observation.  
Three different short-period light-frame wood building types were selected for this 
study including the archetype of commercial (COM), multi-family dwelling (MFD) and 
single-family dwelling (SFD) buildings. Twenty-eight baseline models with different height 
and different seismic design levels were designed for the three aforementioned building types. 
The COM and MFD archetypes had three height levels (1-story, 2-story and 4-story), and the 
SFD archetypes had two height levels (1-story and 2-story). Each archetype was designed for 
high seismic and very high seismic design levels. All archetypes were designed based on 
ASCE 7-10 however the some SFD archetypes designed based on prescriptive requirements 
for conventional construction as well. Five parametric studies were defined and conducted to 
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evaluate the influences of various modeling parameters on the predicated MCER collapse 
probability.  These five parametric studies are as follows: 
 Configuration:   
21 archetype buildings with variant building type (COM, MFD, and SFD), 
height (1-story, 2-story, and 4-story for COM and MFD and 1-story and 2-story for 
SFD), and seismic design level (high seismic and very high seismic) were designed 
as baseline buildings to be used in evaluation of the collapse performance and 
response values of the short period light frame wood buildings. This study attempted 
to investigate the preliminary collapse performance and response results of the short 
period wood buildings as a function of the periods for various typical wood building 
types (commercial, multi-family dwelling, and single-family dwelling buildings). 
This parametric study assumed a 30% residual post-capping strength value which is 
the best estimation for that. These analyses also incorporated the collapse 
displacement capacity of all structural and nonstructural elements for all interior and 
exterior walls, and assumed that all elements were fixed at boundaries and the 
foundation was rigidly supported. 
 Collapse Displacement Capacity:  
The residual post-capping strength is the strength at post-capping 
displacements greater than that corresponding to 0.8 Vmax. The influence of the 
residual post-capping strength in the collapse performance of the short period wood 
buildings were studied in this section. The post-capping strengths were assumed to 
vary from 0% to 60% of Vmax. The shake table tests of the full scale wood buildings 
showed that the drift ratio greater than 10 percent happened before collapse, but the 
past numerical analyses of the light frame wood buildings predicted 3 percent drift 
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ratio before the collapse. It was tried to investigate the relationship between the 
collapse performance and the post-capping displacement capacity. Six baseline 
archetypes (COM1B, COM2B, MFD1B, MFD2B, SFD1B, and SFD2B) were 
selected to apply a number of residual post-capping strength variant of 0, 10, 20, 40, 
50, and 60 percent of maximum strength to modify the models for this parametric 
study. A total of 27 modified archetypes were generated in this regard. These modeled 
were analyzed to investigate the effect of the period and post-capping ratio on the 
short period light frame wood building collapse performance and response values. 
 SSI/Foundation Flexibility:   
In this study, distributed nonlinear soil springs below the flexible foundation 
elements were utilized to investigate the influence of foundation flexibility and soil 
structure interaction on the collapse performance and response results of the short 
period wood buildings. The comparison of the results in this parametric study and the 
baseline models shows the effect of SSI and foundation flexibility on the collapse 
performance and response results of the short period light wood frame buildings. Two 
sets of nonlinear soil springs for two different site conditions were applied to six high 
seismic COM and MFD models (COM1B, COM2B, COM3B, MFD1B, MFD2B, and 
MFD3B) because it was predicted that the effect of SSI and foundation flexibility was 
more significant for the larger and heavier buildings. 12 (6 Archetypes x 2 soil types) 
were generated here as a compromise of the weight and period. 
 Exterior and Interior Finishes:   
The effect of removing the exterior and interior wall finishes in the short 
period light frame wood buildings on the collapse performance and response results 
of the building was investigated in this parametric study. The effect of the wall 
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finishes elements on the short period wood buildings can be provided caparisoning 
the collapse performance and response results of the models without nonstructural 
wall elements and that of the baseline models. Seven, high seismic, 1- and 2- story, 
baseline models (COM2B, COM3B, MFD2B, SFD1B, SFD2B, SFD1BC, and 
SFD2BC) were modified by removing the nonstructural wall finishes from the 
numerical models. The 4 SFD models also modified by replacing the stucco elements 
with siding panels. It means that 11 models in this parametric study were analyzed, 
and the results showed the importance effect of the nonstructural wall modeling in the 
collapse performance and response results of the short period light frame wood 
buildings. 
 Backbone Curve Shape:   
The mean or best estimates of the backbone curves of the test data were 
utilized to model the wood shear wall building blocks in the baseline parametric study. 
However, there was a huge uncertainty in the test backbone curve data because of the 
lack of enough number and also variety of the test results. This parametric study 
consisted of 12 archetypes applying two sets of alternative structural panel backbone 
curve data in the four story commercial model with nonstructural wall finishes 
(COM3B) and without nonstructural wall finishes (COM3B-NS). 
7.2.    Building Archetype Design Configurations and Properties 
7.2.1. Design Criteria 
Three occupancies were considered in this study, namely commercial, single-family 
and multi-family buildings. The designs for the three building types were carried out by Harris 
et al. (2015).  
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1) Commercial building.  
The building with open spaces and very few interior portions such as the 
retail stores and repair shops are considered as the commercial building. The shear 
walls in these buildings usually concentrated at the exterior perimeters. The wood 
roof building with concrete or masonry shear wall like the warehouses in 
California were not considered in this section.  
2) Multi-family (apartment) building.  
The larger single-family homes with more interior partitions and much 
larger footprint are considered as the multi-family dwelling buildings. This type 
of buildings could have even five and six stories nowadays, but a few of multi-
family dwelling wood buildings exceeded three stories in the past. The multi-
family dwelling wood buildings with more than four stories in the height have 
most probably larger fundamental period than 0.5sec, and were not considered in 
this study. The size of the designed archetypes was large enough to consider as 
several typical apartment units distributing the wall elements throughout the floor 
plan.   
3) Single family home.  
The single-family dwelling (SFD) buildings were designed to consider the 
small one or two story residential structures. The first floor of these buildings was 
either wood frame or slab-on-grade. For the floors over the basement and crawl 
space condition the wood frame construction was used. The cripple walls which 
are the short wood framed walls from the foundation to the first floor can cause 
the week story in the first floor, but this issue was not addressed in the design of 
single family dwelling buildings. 
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All exterior and interior and also structural and nonstructural wood walls were 
designed using the wood studs. The ½” gypsum wall boards (GWB) were used for the interior 
face of each wall, and the oriented standard board (OSB) elements were attached to one or 
two side of the walls if the seismic design needs more wall strength. The stucco was applied 
to the design for the exterior finish of the baseline models, but it was replaced by the 
horizontal siding boards in some parametric studies. Furthermore, the slab on grade was used 
for the foundation designs. 
Table 7.1 illustrates the dead and live loads utilized for the design of the building 
archetypes. The average of the wall weights (15 pound per square foot per story) except that 
for the exterior walls were considered in the load calculations, and for the seismic analysis, a 
portion of wall weights was applied to the roof. 
Table 7.1: Summary of gravity loads used for design of light-frame wood build archetypes. 
Occupancy Live load 
Floor/Roof dead load 
(includes partitions) 
Exterior wall dead load 
COM 50 psf 45 psf / 27 psf 16 psf 
MFD 40 psf 41 psf / 27 psf 16 psf 
SFD 40 psf 29 psf / 26 psf 16 psf 
 
Table 7.2 shows two different seismic design levels used to design the building 
archetypes. These levels were obtained from Section 5.2.2 of FEMA P695 using MCER 
ground motions in high and very high seismic area. 
Table 7.2: Summary of seismic criteria used for design of light-frame wood build archetypes. 















W1, W1A and W2 (ASCE 7-10) 
1.5 x SDC Dmax 0.9 2.25 1 2.25 1.5 0.231 
SDC Dmax 0.6 1.5 1 1.5 1 0.154 
W1 Conventional Construction 
(IRC) 
SDC E 0.9 2.25 1 2.25 1.5   
SDC D2 0.6 1.5 1 1.5 1   
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All building had symmetric lateral force-resisting system with rectangular footprint 
prepared for aforementioned two level of seismic design levels. The dimension of commercial 
and multi-family building was 48 ft by 96 ft, and the dimension of the single-family building 
was 32 ft by 48 ft.  
The shear wall building blocks were of 8 ft long in commercial building archetypes 
and 8 ft and 4 ft in the multi-family and single family building archetypes. As explained 
before, the slab on grade was utilized for the foundations, and the soil flexibility was 
considered in some archetypes as an additional parameter. In order to provide the overturning 
resisting for one and two story buildings, the conventional hold-down was utilized, and to 
satisfy the overturning resistance system for the four story buildings, the full scale steel 
anchorage system was used, the flexibility of these elements was included in the designs. 
7.2.2. Single-Family Home 
Figures 7.1 to 7.4 show the configurations of the single-family archetypes used in this 
study. As seen, the plan of the single-family dwelling buildings was a rectangular with 32 ft 
by 48 ft. The roof spanned to the exterior walls and were gable. The upper floor in the two 
story model was framed with manufactured wood “I” joists, a concrete slab on grade with 
thickened edged was used, and also the slab was thickened at the interior bearing walls. 
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Figure 7.1: Single family dwelling floor framing plans. 
 
Figure 7.2: Single family dwelling roof framing plans 
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Figure 7.3: Single family dwelling north-south elevation. 
 
Figure 7.4: Single family east-west elevation. 
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7.2.3. Multi-family Buildings  
Two plans were utilized in this study for the multi-family dwelling archetypes both 
with a 48 ft by 96 ft floor plan. Figure 7.5 and 7.6 show the configurations of the two story 
multi-family archetypes. The plan of this multi-family dwelling archetype was adopted for a 
set of four row houses. The structure was not considered as one building because two party 
walls were placed beside each other with a gap that was continued across the cavity for 
acoustic considerations. The parallel chord trusses of the floor framing were spanned to the 
part walls and the roof gable trusses were spanned to the long exterior walls. 
 
Figure 7.5: Two-story multi-family dwelling framing plans. 
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Figure 7.6:Two-story multi-family dwelling north-south elevation. 
Figure 7.7 to 7.10 show the configurations of the one and four story multi-family 
dwelling buildings. The plan was designed for apartment buildings with a double loaded 
central corridor. The corridors were made of the gypsum wall board at the corridor side and 
were attached to the resilient clips instead of studs for acoustic considerations so do not have 
any effect on the stiffness of the wood shear walls. The OSB elements were added and 
connected to the studs and covered with gypsum wall boards in case the design needed that. 
As seen in Figure 7.7, the corridor walls moved to the center of the plan for design and 




Figure 7.7: Four-story multi-family dwelling framing plans. 
 
Figure 7.8: Four-story multi-family dwelling north-south elevation. 
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Figure 7.9: Four-story multi-family dwelling east-west elevation. 
 
Figure 7.10: Four-story dwelling multi-family interior walls. 
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7.2.4. Commercial Buildings   
The commercial buildings represented the one story restaurants or retail stores and the 
two and four story office buildings. Figure 7.11 to 7.14 show the commercial building 
configurations. As seen in these Figures the dimension of the commercial buildings was the 
same as the Multi-family dwelling buildings while the structural shear walls were just in the 
perimeter of the buildings. It means that the diaphragms of the commercial buildings without 
any interior shear walls were not as rigid as two other archetypes due to 96 ft span in the long 
direction. The girders supported the trusses which are located on the exterior walls and were 
supported by them. These parallel chord trusses spanned parallel to the long direction of the 
building and formed the roof and structural floors. The effect of the nonstructural walls in the 
commercial buildings was much less than multi-family and single-family dwelling buildings.  
Note that the one story Commercial archetype was designed having no interior 
partitions, but there were some interior partitions in the design of the two and four story 
commercial buildings.  
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Figure 7.11: Commercial framing plan 
 
Figure 7.12: Commercial single story north-south elevation. 
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Figure 7.13: Commercial multi-story east-west elevation. 
 





7.3.    Modeling and Analysis Procedure for Wood Building Archetypes 
7.3.1. Modeling Overview 
The Matlab-based Timber3D analysis package was used to model the inelastic 
dynamic response and collapse performance of the short period light frame wood archetypes. 
The co-rotational and large displacement effects were considered in the modeling of these 
archetypes. The horizontal floors and diaphragms were modeled using two-node, 12 degrees 
of freedom co-rotational beam elements. The in-plane and out-of-plane motions of the 
diaphragms were satisfied having the co-rotational effect in the horizontal frame elements. 
The two-node 12 degrees of freedom elastic frame elements were used to model the elastic 
flexural and axial stiffness of the wood studs, and the 6 degrees of freedom frame to frame 
link elements were utilized to model the wall panel to framing assemblies. The lateral cyclic 
response of the structural and nonstructural shear walls was applied to one of six degrees of 
freedom in this link element.  
The modified Stewart hysteresis rule (Folz and Filiatrault 2001) was applied in this 
study for the nonlinear lateral cyclic behavior of the shear walls (Figure 7.15). As seen in this 
Figure, the loading force-displacement path is exponential, but all unloading and re-loading 
paths follow a linear force-displacement relationship.  The stiffness degradation and post-
capping decreasing strength can be captured with this hysteresis rule. 10 parameters shown 
in Figure 7.15 can produce the whole parts of this hysteresis rule. To have the option of 
changing the residual strength of the wood shear walls in this study, the modified Stewart rule 
was modified as seen in Figure 7.16. An S-shape curve anchored to the Dx displacement and 
converging to the residual strength in large displacement was utilized instead of the post-





Figure 7.15: Modified Stewart force-displacement rule and parameters. 
 
Figure 7.16: Modification of the modified Stewart hysteresis rule for modeling the residual 
strength. 
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7.3.2. Baseline Models and Elements 
The baseline models of the short period light frame wood buildings were generated 
using the Timber3D package. The configuration of a one-story baseline model (as an 
example) is shown in Figure 7.17. As explained before, the two-node, 12 degrees of freedom 
co-rotational elastic beams were used to model the horizontal roof diaphragm, and a number 
of building blocks were utilized to simulate the shear wall elements. The two –node, 12 
degrees of freedom frame elements were applied to model the sill plates and the concrete 
foundation. The stud to sill plate and sill plate to the foundation imperfect connectivity, the 
hold-down and anchor bolt devices, and nonlinear soil spring were simulated using the F2F 
link elements. Only the shear wall building blocks and horizontal diaphragm frames were 
activated in the baseline parametric study and other aforementioned elements were considered 
rigid. Some of these rigid elements were activated in the other parametric studies where 
needed.  
 
Figure 7.17: Schematic illustration of 1-story 3D “baseline” model configuration. 
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It should be noted that all shear wall elements assumed to be 4 ft long by 10 ft high or 
8 ft long by 10 ft high as shown in Figure 7.18. This assumption came up to avoid the 
unnecessary detailed modeling of the similar walls. The walls consisted of various sheathing 
and framing materials. As seen in Figure 7.18, each building block consisted of two frame 
elements with four nodes account for the wall studs and one F2F link element representing 
the nonlinear lateral resisting of the shear wall using the modified Stewart hysteresis rule.  
 
Figure 7.18: Wood shear wall building block. 
Nine different building blocks which were used in modeling of the shear walls in the 




Table 7.3: Definition of individual vertical wall building blocks. 
Building Block ID Definition 
OSB-Low 
7/16 in. OSB sheathing on Douglas Fir framing, single-row of 8d common nails 
@ 6 in. o.c. along all panel edges. 
OSB-Medium 
7/16 in. OSB sheathing on Douglas Fir framing, single-row of 8d common nails 
@ 3 in. o.c. along all panel edges. 
OSB-High 
19/32 in. OSB sheathing on Douglas Fir framing, triple-rows of 10d common 
nails @ 2 in. o.c. along all panel edges. 
OSB-Nonstruc 
Nonstructural OSB used to fill exterior walls, same as OSB-Low but with 
minimum nailing. 
Min Gyp 
1/2 in. Gyp on unblocked studs at 16 in. o.c., 5d cooler nails @ 7 in. o.c. along 
all panel edges. 
Max Gyp 
5/8 in. Gyp on unblocked studs at 16 in. o.c., 6d cooler nails @ 4 in. o.c. along 
all panel edges. 
Nonstruc Gyp 
Nonstructural gypsum walls, same as Min Gyp but with floating corner 
construction. 
Stucco New stucco construction. 
Siding Horizontal Wood siding. 
 
The 10 parameters of the modified Stewart hysteresis rules were obtained for two sets 
of 4 ft and 8 ft long building blocks defined in Table 7.3. The 10 parameters of the 4 ft and 8 
ft long building blocks are shown Tables 7.4 and 7.5, respectively, and the comparison 
between the backbone curves of those building blocks are depicted in Figures 7.19 and 7.20. 
It should be noted that except for the siding building blocks, a 30% residual strength based 



















r1 r2 r3 r4 α β 
OSB-Low 15.00 3.830 2.160 1.910 0.076 
-
0.028 
1.010 0.005 0.750 1.050 
OSB-
Medium 
15.00 8.120 2.500 1.920 0.076 
-
0.046 
1.060 0.005 0.750 1.040 
OSB-High 24.00 13.000 4.800 1.920 0.076 
-
0.046 
1.020 0.005 0.770 1.150 
OSB-
Nonstruc 
12.00 3.064 1.728 1.910 0.076 
-
0.028 
1.010 0.005 0.750 1.050 
Min Gyp 5.20 1.190 0.335 0.960 0.170 
-
0.053 
1.450 0.017 0.380 1.090 
Max Gyp 9.10 1.940 0.536 0.960 0.150 
-
0.049 
1.450 0.017 0.380 1.090 
Nonstruc 
Gyp 
2.50 1.260 0.335 0.960 0.460 
-
0.111 
1.450 0.017 0.380 1.090 
Stucco 25.00 4.000 1.347 1.200 0.134 
-
0.027 
1.450 0.005 0.380 1.090 
Siding 1.13 0.600 0.020 4.800 0.170 
-
0.037 
1.450 0.005 0.380 1.090 
 











r1 r2 r3 r4 α β 
OSB-Low 5.00 2.320 2.160 1.910 0.076 
-
0.042 
1.010 0.005 0.750 1.050 
OSB-
Medium 
5.00 4.990 2.500 1.920 0.092 
-
0.070 
1.060 0.005 0.750 1.040 
OSB-High 8.00 7.980 4.800 1.920 0.092 
-
0.070 
1.020 0.005 0.770 1.150 
OSB-
Nonstruc 
4.00 1.860 1.728 1.910 0.076 
-
0.042 
1.010 0.005 0.750 1.050 
Min Gyp 1.73 1.190 0.335 0.960 0.090 
-
0.080 
1.450 0.017 0.380 1.090 
Max Gyp 3.03 1.700 0.536 0.960 0.090 
-
0.073 
1.450 0.017 0.380 1.090 
Nonstruc 
Gyp 
1.25 0.630 0.168 0.960 0.460 
-
0.111 
1.450 0.005 0.380 1.090 
Stucco 8.33 2.530 1.347 1.200 0.155 
-
0.040 
1.450 0.005 0.380 1.090 
Siding 0.38 0.410 0.020 4.800 0.200 
-
0.056 




Figure 7.19: Modified Stewart backbone curves for 8-ft x 10-ft building blocks. 
 
Figure 7.20: Modified Stewart backbone curves for 4-ft x 10-ft building blocks. 
 





































































The building block combinations (combining multiple sheathing materials) the 
baseline short period light frame wood buildings are illustrated in Table 7.6 and the 
comparison between the backbone curves of the8 ft by 10 ft and 4 ft by 10 ft building blocks 
combinations are shown in Figures 7.21 and 7.22, respectively. 
Table 7.6: Definition of vertical wall building block combinations. 
Combo 
ID 
Wall Type Description 
Exterior-1 Exterior OSB-Low with stucco over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-2 Exterior OSB-Med with stucco over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-3 Exterior OSB-High with stucco over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-4 Exterior OSB-Nonstruc with stucco over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-5 Exterior OSB-Low with siding over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-6 Exterior OSB-Med with siding over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-7 Exterior OSB-High with siding over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-8 Exterior OSB-Nonstruc with siding over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-9 Exterior OSB-Low both sides with stucco over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-
10 
Exterior OSB-Med both sides with stucco over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-
11 
Exterior OSB-High both sides with stucco over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-
12 
Exterior OSB-Low both sides with siding over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-
13 
Exterior OSB-Med both sides with siding over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Exterior-
14 
Exterior OSB-High both sides with siding over it, nonstruc. gyp. on inside. 
Interior-1 Interior Min. Gyp. both sides. 
Interior-2 Interior Max. Gyp. both sides. 
Interior-3 Interior Nonstruc. Gyp. both sides. 
Interior-4 Interior OSB-Low one side, Nonstruc. Gyp. both sides. 
Interior-5 Interior OSB-Med one side, Nonstruc. Gyp. both sides. 
Interior-6 Interior OSB-High on one side, Nonstruc. Gyp. both sides. 
Interior-7 Interior OSB-Low one side, Min. Gyp. both sides. 
Interior-8 Interior OSB-Med one side, Min. Gyp. both sides. 
Interior-9 Interior OSB-High on one side, Min. Gyp. both sides. 
PartyCor-
1 
Party/corridor Min. Gyp. one side. 
PartyCor-
2 
Party/corridor Max. Gyp. one side. 
PartyCor-
3 
Party/corridor Nonstruc. Gyp. one side. 
PartyCor-
4 
Party/corridor OSB-Low with Nonstruc. Gyp. same side. 
PartyCor-
5 
Party/corridor OSB-Med with Nonstruc. Gyp. Same side. 
PartyCor-
6 
Party/corridor OSB-High with Nonstruc. Gyp. same side. 
PartyCor-
7 
Party/corridor OSB-Low with Min. Gyp. same side. 
PartyCor-
8 
Party/corridor OSB-Med with Min. Gyp. Same side. 
PartyCor-
9 




Figure 7.21: Modified Stewart backbone curves for 8-ft x 10-ft building block combinations. 
 
Figure 7.22: Modified Stewart backbone curves for 4-ft x 10-ft building block combinations. 
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7.3.3. Parametric Study Archetypes 
To evaluate the seismic behavior and collapse performance of the short period wood 
frame buildings 5 parametric studies were performed during this study including 19 baseline 
configuration model, 27 collapse displacement capacity models, 11 nonstructural wall 
finishes models, 12 soil-structure interaction (SSI) and foundation flexibility models, and 12 
backbone curve shape models. Table 7.7 is listed the archetypes used in these 5 parametric 
studies, and the key properties of the baseline model is shown in Table 7.8. 
As seen in Table 7.7 three typical types of structures were selected for the baseline 
configuration parametric study including the Commercial, Multi-family, and Single-family 
buildings of height of up to 4 stories for two different seismic design levels (i.e. high seismic 
and very high seismic regions). All baselined were modeled using the building blocks 
described before with post-capping strength of 30% of the peak strength, and all typical 
nonstructural elements were incorporated for them. 
The second columns of Table 7.7 shows that for the collapse displacement capacity, 
three high-seismic, two-story baseline models (COM2B, MFD2B, SFD2B) were modified to 
include six more residual post-capping strengths (0%, 10%, 20%, 40%, 50%, and 60%), and 
three high-seismic, one-story baseline models (COM1B, MFD1B, SFD1B) were modified to 
include three more residual post-capping strengths (0%, 10%, 20%). 
Seven, high seismic, 1- and 2- story, baseline models (COM2B, COM3B, MFD2B, 
SFD1B, SFD2B, SFD1BC, and SFD2BC) were modified by removing the nonstructural wall 
finishes from the numerical models. The 4 SFD models also modified by replacing the stucco 





Table 7.7: Chart of five parametric studies for short period light frame wood buildings. 
Parametric Study Archetype ID 
Number Baseline Collapse Exterior and SSI and Backbone 
of Configuration Displacement Interior Foundation Shape 
Archetypes   Capacity 
Wall 
Finishes 
Flexibility   
PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic 
6 COM1B COM1B-C(3) - COM1B-F(2) - 
10 COM2B COM2B-C(6) COM2B-NS COM2B-F(2) - 
16 COM3B - COM3B-NS COM3B-F(2) 
COM3B-
BS(12) 
PG-2 – Commercial Buildings -Very High Seismic 
1 COM4B - - - - 
1 COM5B - - - - 
1 COM6B - - - - 
PG-4 – Multi-Family Dwelling Buildings - High Seismic 
6 MFD1B MFD1B-C(3) - MFD1B-F(2) - 
10 MFD2B MFD2B-C(6) MFD2B-NS MFD2B-F(2) - 
3 MFD3B - - MFD3B-F(2) - 
PG-5 – Multi-Family Dwelling Buildings - Very High Seismic 
1 MFD4B - - - - 
1 MFD5B - - - - 
1 MFD6B - - - - 
PG-7 – Single-Family Dwelling Buildings - High Seismic 
















PG-8 – Single-Family Dwelling Buildings - Very High Seismic 
1 SFD3B - - - - 
1 SFD3BC - - - - 







Table 7.8: Structural design characteristics for baseline models. 
Baseline No. of W Key Archetype Design Criteria 
Archetype Stories (kips) Seismic Design Criteria SMT[T] 
ID 
  SDC R T (sec) Cs (g) 
Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic Regions 
COM1B 1 180 Dmax 6.5 0.25 0.154 1.5 
COM2B 2 488 Dmax 6.5 0.26 0.154 1.5 
COM3B 4 1106 Dmax 6.5 0.45 0.154 1.5 
Performance Group PG-2 – Commercial Buildings - Very High Seismic Regions 
COM4B 1 180 1.5×Dmax 6.5 0.25 0.231 2.25 
COM5B 2 488 1.5×Dmax 6.5 0.26 0.231 2.25 
COM6B 4 1106 1.5×Dmax 6.5 0.45 0.231 2.25 
Performance Group PG-4 – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Regions 
MFD1B 1 141 Dmax 6.5 0.25 0.154 1.5 
MFD2B 2 363 Dmax 6.5 0.26 0.154 1.5 
MFD3B 4 971 Dmax 6.5 0.45 0.154 1.5 
Performance Group PG-5 – Multi-Family Residential - Very High Seismic Regions 
MFD4B 1 141 1.5×Dmax 6.5 0.25 0.231 2.25 
MFD5B 2 363 1.5×Dmax 6.5 0.26 0.231 2.25 
MFD6B 4 971 1.5×Dmax 6.5 0.45 0.231 2.25 
Performance Group PG-7 – Single-Family Residential - High Seismic Regions 
SFD1B 1 52 SDC D2 6.5 0.25 0.154 1.5 
SFD1BC 1 52 SDC D2 6.5 0.25 0.154 1.5 
SFD2B 2 135 SDC D2 6.5 0.45 0.154 1.5 
SFD2BC 2 135 SDC D2 6.5 0.45 0.154 1.5 
Performance Group PG-8 – Single-Family Residential – Very High Seismic Regions 
SFD3B 1 52 SDC E 6.5 0.25 0.231 2.25 
SFD3BC 1 52 SDC E 6.5 0.25 0.231 2.25 
SFD4B 2 135 SDC E 6.5 0.45 0.231 2.25 
 
Two sets of nonlinear soil springs for two different site conditions were applied to six 
high seismic COM and MFD models (COM1B, COM2B, COM3B, MFD1B, MFD2B, and 
MFD3B) because it was predicted that the effect of SSI and foundation flexibility was more 
significant for the larger and heavier buildings. 
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As Figure 7.23 shows, the nonlinear soil springs were used to simulate the soil spring 
interaction between the foundation and the fixed basement. The 6 degrees of freedom F2F 
link elements were utilized for the soil interaction behavior which three degrees of freedom 
were activated accounted for two horizontal and one vertical direction, and the foundation 
elements were modeled by elastic beam element with high flexural stiffness. 
 
Figure 7.23: Schematic illustration of modeling of nonlinear soil springs. 
Two sites selected for the SSI/foundation flexibility parametric study including the 
near the boundary of D and E site class and near the boundary of C and D site class. The 
behavior of the soil spring was assumed to be linear with stiffness of KTss in the vertical 
direction and bilinear compression-only with compression stiffness of KCss and yield strength 
of FyCss in two orthogonal horizontal directions, and a post yield stiffness of 10% of pre-yield 
stiffness was applied for the compression part of the horizontal direction. The soil spring 
properties used in the SSI/foundation flexibility study are shown in Table 7.9. As the 
horizontal and vertical stiffness values are in units of stiffness per length, they were multiplied 
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by the tributary length to be used in the numerical analyses. Furthermore, the vertical 
compression capacity forces were in units of force/area, and they were multiplied by the 
footing area as well. 
Table 7.9: Nonlinear properties of the soil springs. 
    Soft Site Stiff Site 
Archetype Building Block Vertical Spring Vertical Spring 
ID Wall Configuration KCss FyCss KCss FyCss 
    (kip/in/ft) (kip/ft2) (kip/in/ft) (kip/ft2) 
COM1B-F All 40.4 4.5 462.7 23.5 
COM2B-F 
8-foot long 41.5 6.7 475.6 50 
4-foot long 40.4 4.5 462.8 23.5 
COM3B-F All 43.2 10.1 503.8 86.4 
MFD1B-F All 40.4 4.5 470.8 23.8 
MFD2B-F 
8-foot long Min- or Max-Gyp 42 8.4 483.9 71.4 
4-foot long Min-, Max- or Nonstruc-
Gyp, 40.3 4.5 462.7 23.5 
8-foot long OSB or OSB-Nonstruc 
4-foot long OSB 40.9 5.6 470.4 33.3 
MFD3B-F 
4-foot long ext 41 5.6 477.4 33.3 
8-foot long ext 40.3 4.5 470.8 23.5 
Corridor 43.8 11.2 510.3 103.6 
Party wall 43.2 10.1 503.8 86.3 
Interior wall    42.4 8.4 493.9 63.6 
 
The SSI model of one of the four story multi-family dwelling building is shown in 
Figure 7.24. As seen in this Figure, the soil springs were placed at every 2 ft along the concrete 
beam element. For the three translational degrees of freedom in the soil F2F links, an 
asymmetrical bilinear hysteresis spring was used in the vertical direction while two linear 
spring were used in two horizontal orthogonal directions. 
It should be noted that as the soil springs had zero stiffness in tension for the vertical 
direction, the building could not be supported against the uplift, and the model became 
unstable. To achieve convergence and stability in the analyses, a very small viscous damping 
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Figure 7.24: Four-story multi-family wood building archetype model used in the 
SSI/foundation flexibility and soil spring locations and models. 
The mean or best estimates of the backbone curves of the test data were utilized to 
model the wood shear wall building blocks in the baseline parametric study. However, there 
is a huge uncertainty in the test backbone curve data because of the lack of enough number 
and also variety of the test results. This parametric study consisted of 12 archetypes applying 
two sets of alternative structural panel backbone curve data in the four story commercial 
model with nonstructural wall finishes (COM3B) and without nonstructural wall finishes 
(COM3B-NS). These COM3B model had larger Vmax/W value compared to other structures 
and it was predicted to be more sensitive to the backbone curve changes. 
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The models were modified for three sets of wood structural panel backbone curves to 
investigate the influence of the backbone curve on the MCE collapse probability including 
the backbone curves created based on the average values of the key backbone curves provided 
in Table 4-2 and D-3 in FEMA P-795 (the baseline model backbone curves in this study), the 
R1 backbone curves obtained from the actual experimental tests such as Test Group K (19/32” 
sheathing, 10d common nails, and 2” / 12” spacing) in Line et al. (2008) for OSB High 
building block, and R2 backbone curves generated by scaling the R1 backbone curves to the 
mean overstrength ratio (i.e. 3.0). 
The comparison between the baseline, R1, and R2 model backbone curves for the 
OSB high building block is shown in Figure 7.25. The wood structural panel hysteresis 
parameters for all wood structural panels in backbone shape parametric study are listed in 
Table 7.10. 
 
Figure 7.25: Backbone curve comparison of 8’ by 10' high OSB building block used in the 
backbone curve parametric study. 
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Table 7.10: Hysteresis backbone parameters for the structural panels used in the backbone 
curve parametric study. 
  OSB 
Hysteresis Parameters 
Model Building 
Type Block Ko 
r1 r2 r3 r4 
Fx 




(kip/in) (kip) (in) 
Baseline Low 15 0.076 -0.031 1.01 0.005 6.79 0.565 0.127 0 6.3 0.75 1.05 
0% Medium 15 0.076 -0.051 1.06 0.005 11.29 0.719 0.089 0 6.3 0.75 1.04 
  High 24 0.076 -0.051 1.02 0.005 17.92 0.725 0.134 0 6.3 0.77 1.15 
Baseline Low 15 0.076 -0.031 1.01 0.005 6.79 0.565 0.127 0.3 6.3 0.75 1.05 
30% Medium 15 0.076 -0.051 1.06 0.005 11.29 0.719 0.089 0.3 6.3 0.75 1.04 
  High 24 0.076 -0.051 1.02 0.005 17.92 0.725 0.134 0.3 6.3 0.77 1.15 
Baseline Low 15 0.076 -0.031 1.01 0.005 6.79 0.565 0.127 0.6 6.3 0.75 1.05 
60% Medium 15 0.076 -0.051 1.06 0.005 11.29 0.719 0.089 0.6 6.3 0.75 1.04 
  High 24 0.076 -0.051 1.02 0.005 17.92 0.725 0.134 0.6 6.3 0.77 1.15 
R1 Low 16.69 0.02 -0.07 1.01 0.016 7.21 0.7 0.065 0 5.13 0.73 1.13 
0% Medium 18.6 0.047 -0.2 1.01 0.016 11.29 0.767 0.079 0 5.76 0.7 1.12 
  High 34.34 0.065 -0.1 1.01 0.016 17.61 0.582 0.079 0 6.36 0.59 1.15 
R1 Low 16.69 0.02 -0.07 1.01 0.016 7.28 0.693 0.081 0.3 4.17 0.73 1.13 
30% Medium 18.6 0.047 -0.08 1.01 0.016 12.04 0.72 0.09 0.3 5.55 0.7 1.12 
  High 34.34 0.065 -0.137 1.01 0.016 16.79 0.61 0.106 0.3 5.4 0.59 1.15 
R1 Low 16.69 0.02 -0.062 1.01 0.016 6.18 0.817 0.089 0.6 3.94 0.73 1.13 
60% Medium 18.6 0.047 -0.066 1.01 0.016 11.62 0.746 0.089 0.6 4.53 0.7 1.12 
  High 34.34 0.065 -0.075 1.01 0.016 16.87 0.607 0.111 0.6 4.86 0.59 1.15 
R2 Low 16.87 0.02 -0.07 1.01 0.016 7.29 0.7 0.065 0 5.13 0.73 1.13 
0% Medium 19.29 0.047 -0.2 1.01 0.016 11.7 0.767 0.079 0 5.76 0.7 1.12 
  High 42.41 0.065 -0.1 1.01 0.016 21.75 0.582 0.079 0 6.36 0.59 1.15 
R2 Low 16.87 0.02 -0.07 1.01 0.016 7.36 0.693 0.081 0.3 4.17 0.73 1.13 
30% Medium 19.29 0.047 -0.08 1.01 0.016 12.48 0.72 0.09 0.3 5.55 0.7 1.12 
  High 42.41 0.065 -0.137 1.01 0.016 20.73 0.61 0.106 0.3 5.4 0.59 1.15 
R2 Low 16.87 0.02 -0.062 1.01 0.016 6.25 0.817 0.089 0.6 3.94 0.73 1.13 
60% Medium 19.29 0.047 -0.066 1.01 0.016 12.04 0.746 0.089 0.6 4.53 0.7 1.12 







7.3.4. Analysis Process 
The analysis methods used in this study were modal analyses to evaluate elastic 
natural periods and mode shapes, nonlinear static pushover analyses, and nonlinear 
incremental dynamic analyses (IDAs) according to the FEMA P-695 methodology for a 
defined set of MCER ground motion intensities. To calculate the initial natural periods and 
mode shapes of the archetypes, eigenvalues and eigenvectors analyses were performed to 
make sure that the period of the archetype are in the short period range (i.e. T1<0.5sec). In 
order to predict the backbone base shear in terms of roof displacement and calculate the 
FEMA P-795 characteristic parameters, nonlinear static pushover analyses based on the first 
mode distribution of lateral force were performed on all archetypes. This pushover analysis 
considered the second order (P-Δ) effects. Timber3D analysis package was utilized to 
perform the Nonlinear Incremental Dynamic Analyses (IDAs) based on the FEMA P-695 
methodology on all archetypes for specific levels of ground motion intensities (intensity 
stripes). The 22 far-field bidirectional ground motions were scaled based on the median 
spectral intensity at the fundamental period to be used in the IDA analysis.  
The two components of the 22 FEMA P-695 far-field records were applied in two 
perpendicular orientations (NS- EW and EW-NS orientations) in each intensity stripe to 
generate 44 response value for each needed response data. Based on FEMA P-695 
methodology, the median collapse intensities were multiplied by 1.2 as the analysis were 3D 
IDA. The period based ductility factor (mT) used to obtain the spectral shape factor is 
unrealistically low because the displacement capacity of the building blocks used in this study 
are very larger from the assumed values in FEMA P-695 methodology. Thus the median 
collapse intensities were multiplied by spectral shape factor (SSF) based on the fundamental 
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period of each archetype. Furthermore, a dispersion factor of 0.5 was used to generate the 
adjusted collapse fragility curve to consider all type of uncertainty beyond record to record 
uncertainty. 
7.4.     Results of Short-Period Light-Frame Wood Building Parametric Studies 
7.4.1. Templeton Hospital 
This pre-parametric study was performed to validate the applicability the analysis 
method using wall building blocks to model real wood buildings. The north wing of the 
Templeton hospital, a one story, 335 ft by 277 ft, light-frame wood building constructed in 
1972 was selected for this purpose. Figure 7.26 shows the north wing of the building which 
was selected for this study. Figure 7.27 illustrates the seismic force resisting system of the 
north wing consisted of the perimeter shear walls and interior shear walls in east-west 
direction made of 2x6 studs at 16 in. o.c. sheathed by ½ in. plywood on the exterior face. 
Furthermore, the ½ in. plywood was used for the horizontal diaphragm was sheathings. A 
thick concrete slab on cast on top of shallow concrete footing was utilized for the foundation. 
 
Figure 7.26: The Templeton hospital North wing (Courtesy of John Lawson). 
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Figure 7.27: The shear wall elements of the north wing in the Templeton hospital. 
The COM1B (one-story commercial building) model was selected as the starting point 
for modeling of the north wing of Templeton hospital because it was the most similar ATC-
116 model to that. Since the shear walls of the COM1B were located in the perimeters of the 
plan, but the Templeton hospital had also an interior wall line (see Figure 7.27), the baseline 
COM1B model was modified to match the wall elements of the north wing in Templeton 
hospital. Figure 7.28 shows the original and modified COM1B models. For this purpose, two 
models were created one with light seismic load (COM1BT1) and another one with the heavy 
seismic load (COM1B) equal to the seismic loads of the original COM1B to investigate the 




Figure 7.28: Vertical wood shear wall elements of the original COM1B baseline model 
(top) and the modified COM1BT1 and COM1BT2 models (bottom). 
The modal, static pushover, and nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) 
analyses were done on all three models. Figure 7.29 shows the comparison of the pushover 
backbone curves in these models for north-south and east-west directions. The modal and 
FEMA P-795 pushover results of the COM1B, COM1BT1, and COM1BT2 models are 
summarized in Table 7.11. Furthermore, the FEMA P-695 values and responses for the static 





Figure 7.29: The pushover comparison between the COM1B (baseline model), and two 
modified COM1BT1 (Templeton model with light seismic load) and COM1BT2 (Templeton 
model with Heavy seismic load) in east-west and north-south directions. 
 
Table 7.11: The modal and FEMA P-795 pushover results of COM1B (baseline model), and 
two modified COM1BT1 (Templeton model with light seismic load) and COM1BT2 









U,80 U,max T1 
Vmax/W 
U,80 U,max
  (sec) (in/in) (in/in) (sec) (in/in) (in/in) 
COM1B 180 0.25 0.62 0.03 0.16 0.33 0.5 0.03 0.16 
COM1BT1 97 0.13 3.49 0.04 0.16 0.19 2.35 0.04 0.16 
COM1BT2 180 0.18 1.87 0.04 0.16 0.26 1.25 0.04 0.16 
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Table 7.12: FEMA P-695 static pushover and collapse results of COM1B (baseline model), 
and two modified COM1BT1 (Templeton model with light seismic load) and COM1BT2 




Pushover Analysis Collapse Analysis 
Vmax/W  T
SCT 




COM1B 0.56 3.64 >8 3.1 1.55 1.33 2.07 7.3 
COM1BT1 2.92 18.94 >8 5.52 2.77 1.33 3.68 0.5 
COM1BT2 1.56 10.12 >8 5.19 2.6 1.33 3.46 0.7 
 
Figure 7.30 shows the methodology used to extract the FEMA P-695 static pushover 
parameters. All the pushover values reported in Table 7.12 are the average of the values in 
east-west and south-east directions. FEMA P-695 states that the building collapses at 80 
percent of peak strength on the post-capping branch, but the point where the post-capping 
restoring force drops the zero is assumed as the collapse point in ATC 116 project. Assuming 
30% of Vmax for residual strength in this study caused the µT to be larger than 8. It should be 
noted that Table 9-4 and 9-5 in FEMA P-695 were used to extract the spectral shape factor 
(SSF) and the ductility factor (µT) according to the fundamental period and the seismic design 
category. 
The collapse fragility curves in accordance with FEMA P-695 methodology and the 
empirical collapse rates calculate in IDA analysis for the Templeton hospital case study are 
shown in Figure 7.31. It should be noted that according to FEMA P-695, as the analyses in 
this study was 3 dimensional, the SMT and collapse margin ratio (CMR) were multiplied by 
1.2 before factoring by spectral shape factor (SSF) to get the ACMR value. Then the ACMR 
value was used to determine the collapse probability at MCER level (P[COL|MCER]). The 3D 
label for the CMR in Table 7.12 shows this process. The 0.5 value of uncertainty and median 
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Figure 7.30: FEMA P-695 monotonic pushover parameters for archetype COM1B in east-




Figure 7.31: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for COM1B 
(baseline model), and two modified COM1BT1 (Templeton model with light seismic load) 
and COM1BT2 (Templeton model with Heavy seismic load). 
7.4.2. Parametric Study of the Baseline Model 
19 archetype buildings with variant building type (COM, MFD, and SFD), height (1-
story, 2-story, and 4-story for COM and MFD and 1-story and 2-story for SFD), and seismic 
design level (high seismic and very high seismic) were designed as baseline buildings to be 
used in evaluation of the collapse performance and response values of the short period light 
frame wood buildings. This study attempted to investigate the preliminary collapse 
performance and response results of the short period wood buildings as a function of the 
periods for various typical wood building types (commercial, multi-family dwelling, and 
single-family dwelling buildings).  
The response spectra of 22 FEMA P-695 far-filed ground motions scaled to respective 
MCE (MCER) level of high and very high seismic regions and median of the scaled response 
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spectra scaled to 1.5g and 2.25g at period of 0.25sec for high seismic and very high seismic 
regions are shown in Figure 7.32 
 
Figure 7.32: Acceleration response spectra for the FEMA P-695 far field ground motions 
scaled to MCER level for high seismic and very high seismic regions. 
The modal, static pushover, and nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) 
analyses were performed on the base line models in high seismic and very high seismic 
regions. Figures 7.33 to 7.35 show the comparison of the pushover backbone curves in these 
models for north-south and east-west directions. The collapse fragility curves in accordance 
with FEMA P-695 methodology and the empirical collapse rates calculate in IDA analysis 
for the configuration parametric study are shown in Figures 7.36 to 7.38. 
The modal and FEMA P-795 pushover results of the baseline models in the high seismic and 
very high seismic regions are summarized in Table 7.13. Furthermore, the FEMA P-695 
values and responses for the static pushover and IDA analysis of the baseline models are 
shown in Table 7.14. 
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Figure 7.33: The pushover comparison between the baseline commercial wood building 
archetype models in east-west and north-south directions. 
 
Figure 7.34: The pushover comparison between the baseline multi-family residential wood 
building archetype models in east-west and north-south directions. 
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Figure 7.35: The pushover comparison between the baseline single-family residential wood 
building archetype models in east-west and north-south directions. 
 
Figure 7.36: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for baseline 
commercial wood building archetype models. 
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Figure 7.37: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for baseline 
multi-family residential wood building archetype models. 
 
Figure 7.38: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for baseline 
single-family residential wood building archetype models. 
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North-South Direction East-West Direction 
T1 
Vmax/W 
U,80 U,max T1 
Vmax/W 
U,80 U,max
(sec) (in/in) (in/in) (sec) (in/in) (in/in) 
Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic Areas 
COM1B 0.25 0.62 0.03 0.16 0.33 0.5 0.03 0.16 
COM2B 0.33 0.53 0.02 0.08 0.39 0.43 0.02 0.07 
COM3B 0.54 0.32 0.01 0.03 0.62 0.3 0.01 0.03 
Performance Group PG-2 – Commercial Buildings - Very High Seismic Areas 
COM4B 0.27 0.67 0.03 0.16 0.29 0.67 0.03 0.16 
COM5B 0.32 0.61 0.02 0.08 0.37 0.5 0.02 0.08 
COM6B 0.49 0.46 0.01 0.04 0.54 0.41 0.01 0.03 
Performance Group PG-4 – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
MFD1B 0.18 1.39 0.03 0.16 0.19 1.22 0.03 0.16 
MFD2B 0.27 0.7 0.01 0.08 0.29 0.66 0.01 0.08 
MFD3B 0.51 0.39 0.01 0.03 0.51 0.35 0.01 0.03 
Performance Group PG-5 – Multi-Family Residential - Very High Seismic Areas 
MFD4B 0.18 1.48 0.03 0.16 0.16 1.34 0.03 0.16 
MFD5B 0.37 0.73 0.02 0.08 0.32 0.73 0.02 0.08 
MFD6B 0.54 0.44 0.01 0.04 0.55 0.44 0.01 0.04 
Performance Group PG-7 – Single-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
SFD1B 0.14 2.1 0.03 0.16 0.17 1.63 0.03 0.16 
SFD1BC 0.11 1.54 0.03 0.16 0.19 1.02 0.03 0.16 
SFD2B 0.24 0.9 0.02 0.08 0.28 0.64 0.01 0.08 
SFD2BC 0.21 0.96 0.02 0.08 0.29 0.56 0.02 0.08 
Performance Group PG-8 – Single-Family Residential – Very High Seismic Areas 
SFD3B 0.13 2.33 0.03 0.16 0.16 1.7 0.03 0.16 
SFD3BC 0.12 1.54 0.03 0.16 0.19 1.02 0.03 0.16 












Pushover Analysis Collapse Analysis 
Vmax/W  T
SCT 




Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic Areas 
COM1B 0.56 3.64 >8 3.1 1.55 1.33 2.07 7.3 
COM2B 0.48 3.13 >8 2.61 1.31 1.33 1.74 13.4 
COM3B 0.31 2 >8 2.33 1.15 1.35 1.55 19 
Performance Group PG-2 – Commercial Buildings - Very High Seismic 
Areas COM4B 0.67 4.35 >8 3.45 1.15 1.33 1.54 19 
COM5B 0.56 3.61 >8 2.93 0.98 1.33 1.3 29 
COM6B 0.44 2.84 >8 2.95 0.98 1.34 1.31 28.6 
Performance Group PG-4 – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
MFD1B 1.3 8.47 >8 4.84 2.43 1.33 3.23 1 
MFD2B 0.68 4.2 >8 3.33 1.67 1.33 2.22 5.5 
MFD3B 0.37 2.4 >8 2.41 1.2 1.33 1.6 17.2 
Performance Group PG-5 – Multi-Family Residential - Very High Seismic Areas   
MFD4B 1.41 9.18 >8 5.52 1.85 1.33 2.45 3.5 
MFD5B 0.73 4.73 >8 3.68 1.23 1.33 1.64 15.7 
MFD6B 0.44 2.84 >8 3.07 1.02 1.34 1.36 26 
Performance Group PG-7 – Single-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
SFD1B 1.86 12.1 >8 4.29 2.15 1.33 2.86 1.8 
SFD1BC 1.28 8.31 >8 4.4 2.21 1.33 2.93 1.6 
SFD2B 0.77 5 >8 3.97 1.99 1.33 2.65 2.6 
SFD2BC 0.76 4.93 >8 3.84 1.92 1.33 2.56 3 
Performance Group PG-8 – Single-Family Residential – Very High Seismic Areas 
SFD3B 2.01 13.08 >8 4.51 1.51 1.33 2 7.9 
SFD3BC 1.28 8.31 >8 4.4 1.47 1.33 1.96 8.6 
SFD4B 0.87 5.64 >8 4.44 1.48 1.33 1.97 8.4 
 
As seen in Table 7.14, the collapse probability increased with the increase in the 
number of stories for all three construction types (commercial, multi-family and single-family 
buildings) because of the P- effects. The P- effects also caused that the capacity of the 
building decreased for the taller building models compared to the shorter building models 
(see Figures 7.33 to 7.35). 
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The relation between the respected collapse probability (MCER) and the building 
capacity (Vmax/W) is shown in Figure 7.39. As seen, there was an inverse correlation between 
collapse probability at MCER and Vmax/W. This figure also illustrates that the Commercial 
buildings had the larger collapse probability of collapse at MCER and the single-family 
dwelling buildings had the smallest collapse probability at MCER because the single-family 
dwelling buildings had the relatively lowest seismic weights. Also as can be seen in Figure 
7.39, the collapse probability at MCER level was higher for the very high seismic building 
compared to the same building in the high seismic regions (e.g. compare MFD2 and MFD5B). 
This is due to different contribution of the nonstructural elements for the buildings located in 
high seismic and very high seismic regions. Figure 7.40 illustrates this effect. As seen, 
although the Vmax/W of the structural elements in the very high seismic models was more 
than that in the high seismic element, the Vmax/W contribution of the nonstructural elements 
was the same for both regions. Thus the capacity to demand ratio in the very high seismic 
regions was smaller in the very high seismic models compared to that in the high seismic 
models.  
 
Figure 7.39: The Correlation between MCER collapse probability and Vmax/W for the 
baseline wood building archetype models. 
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Figure 7.40: Vmax/W contributions of structural and non-structural elements for the baseline 
wood building archetype models high seismic and very high seismic regions. 
7.4.3. Parametric study of the Collapse Displacement Capacity 
The residual post-capping strength is the strength at post-capping displacements 
greater than that corresponding to 0.8 Vmax. The influence of the residual post-capping 
strength in the collapse performance of the short period wood buildings were studied in this 
section. The post-capping strengths were assumed to vary from 0% to 60% of Vmax. The shake 
table tests of the full scale wood buildings showed that the drift ratio greater than 10 percent 
happened before collapse, but the past numerical analyses of the light frame wood buildings 
predicted 3 percent drift ratio before the collapse. It was tried to investigate the relationship 
between the collapse performance and the post-capping displacement capacity. Six baseline 
archetypes (COM1B, COM2B, MFD1B, MFD2B, SFD1B, and SFD2B) were selected to 
apply a number of residual post-capping strength variant of 0, 10, 20, 40, 50, 60 percent of 
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maximum strength to modify the models for this parametric study. A total of 27 modified 
archetypes were generated in this regard. These modeled were analyzed to investigate the 
effect of the period and post-capping ratio on the short period light frame wood building 
collapse performance and response values. 
The key design properties and post-capping criteria of the one and two story high 
seismic baseline models (COM1B, COM2B, MFD1B, MFD2B, SFD1B, SFD2B) used in this 
parametric study are illustrated in Table 7.15. 
Table 7.15: The characteristics of the one and two story baseline models used in the collapse 
displacement capacity parametric study. 
      Key Archetype Modeling and Design Criteria 
Baseline No. of W Post-Capping Control Points SMT[T] 
Archetype Stories (kips) Drift Residual Strength Plateau (g) 
Model ID 
  
Ratio at Force Drift Ratio Range 
 
      0.8Vmax (% Vmax) Min % Max %   
Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic Areas 
COM1B-C0 1 180 4 0 NA NA 1.5 
COM1B-C1 1 180 4 0.1 10 15 1.5 
COM1B-C2 1 180 4 0.2 10 15 1.5 
COM1B 1 180 4 0.3 10 15 1.5 
COM2B-C0 2 488 4 0 NA NA 1.5 
COM2B-C1 2 488 4 0.1 10 15 1.5 
COM2B-C2 2 488 4 0.2 10 15 1.5 
COM2B 2 488 4 0.3 10 15 1.5 
COM2B-C4 2 488 4 0.4 10 15 1.5 
COM2B-C5 2 488 4 0.5 10 15 1.5 
COM2B-C6 2 488 4 0.6 10 15 1.5 
Performance Group PG-4 – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
MFD1B-C0 1 141 4 0 NA NA 1.5 
MFD1B-C1 1 141 4 0.1 10 15 1.5 
MFD1B-C2 1 141 4 0.2 10 15 1.5 
MFD1B 1 141 4 0.3 10 15 1.5 
MFD2B-C0 2 363 4 0 NA NA 1.5 
MFD2B-C1 2 363 4 0.1 10 15 1.5 
MFD2B-C2 2 363 4 0.2 10 15 1.5 
MFD2B 2 363 4 0.3 10 15 1.5 
MFD2B-C4 2 363 4 0.4 10 15 1.5 
MFD2B-C5 2 363 4 0.5 10 15 1.5 
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MFD2B-C6 2 363 4 0.6 10 15 1.5 
Performance Group PG-7 – Single-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
SFD1B-C0 1 52 4 0 NA NA 1.5 
SFD1B-C1 1 52 4 0.1 10 15 1.5 
SFD1B-C2 1 52 4 0.2 10 15 1.5 
SFD1B 1 52 4 0.3 10 15 1.5 
SFD2B-C0 2 135 4 0 NA NA 1.5 
SFD2B-C1 2 135 4 0.1 10 15 1.5 
SFD2B-C2 2 135 4 0.2 10 15 1.5 
SFD2B 2 135 4 0.3 10 15 1.5 
SFD2B-C4 2 135 4 0.4 10 15 1.5 
SFD2B-C5 2 135 4 0.5 10 15 1.5 
SFD2B-C6 2 135 4 0.6 10 15 1.5 
 
The modal, static pushover, and nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) 
analyses were performed on the models of the displacement capacity parametric study. Note 
that the pushover analysis was done on all 33 archetypes in Table 7.15, but 27 of them were 
selected for the IDA analysis. Because performing the pushover analysis on all models, it 
appears unnecessary to conduct the IDA analysis on all of them because of the lack of time. 
Figures 7.41 to 7.46 show the comparison of the pushover backbone curves in these models 
for north-south and east-west directions.  As seen the pushover curves are a little bit different 
for various residual strength due to use of artificial post-capping S-shape curve. The collapse 
fragility curves in accordance with FEMA P-695 methodology and the empirical collapse 
rates calculate in IDA analysis for the displacement capacity models are shown in Figures 
7.47 to 7.52. 
The modal and FEMA P-795 pushover results of the displacement capacity models 
are summarized in Table 7.16. Furthermore, the FEMA P-695 values and responses for the 




Figure 7.41: The pushover curves for collapse displacement capacity study of the baseline 1-
story commercial wood building archetype model. 
 
Figure 7.42: The pushover curves for collapse displacement capacity study of the baseline 2-




Figure 7.43: The pushover curves for collapse displacement capacity study of the baseline 
1-story multi-family wood building archetype model. 
 
Figure 7.44: The pushover curves for collapse displacement capacity study of the baseline 2-
story multi-family wood building archetype model. 
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Figure 7.45: The pushover curves for collapse displacement capacity study of the baseline 1-
story single-family wood building archetype model. 
 
Figure 7.46: The pushover curves for collapse displacement capacity study of the baseline 2-
story single-family wood building archetype model. 
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Figure 7.47: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for the 
baseline 1-story commercial wood building archetype models. 
 
Figure 7.48: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for the 
baseline 2-story commercial wood building archetype models. 
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Figure 7.49: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for the 
baseline 1-story multi-family wood building archetype models. 
 
Figure 7.50: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for the 
baseline 2-story multi-family wood building archetype models 
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Figure 7.51: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for the 
baseline 1-story single-family wood building archetype models. 
 
Figure 7.52: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for the 








North-South Direction East-West Direction 
T1 
Vmax/W 
U,80 U,max T1 
Vmax/W 
U,80 U,max
(sec) (in/in) (in/in) (sec) (in/in) (in/in) 
Performance Group PG-1C – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic Areas 
COM1B-C0 0.25 0.57 0.027 0.088 0.33 0.45 0.027 0.087 
COM1B-C1 0.25 0.58 0.029 0.104 0.33 0.47 0.029 0.1 
COM1B-C2 0.25 0.6 0.031 0.138 0.33 0.48 0.031 0.121 
COM1B 0.25 0.62 0.033 0.163 0.33 0.5 0.033 0.16 
COM2B-C0 0.33 0.48 0.014 0.043 0.39 0.39 0.014 0.042 
COM2B-C1 0.33 0.5 0.015 0.05 0.39 0.4 0.015 0.047 
COM2B-C2 0.33 0.52 0.016 0.063 0.39 0.42 0.016 0.056 
COM2B 0.33 0.53 0.017 0.081 0.39 0.43 0.017 0.072 
COM2B-C4 0.33 0.55 0.018 0.081 0.39 0.45 0.018 0.082 
COM2B-C5 0.33 0.56 0.02 0.081 0.39 0.46 0.02 0.082 
COM2B-C6 0.33 0.57 0.021 0.081 0.39 0.47 0.022 0.082 
Performance Group PG-4C – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
MFD1B-C0 0.18 1.27 0.023 0.096 0.19 1.13 0.023 0.094 
MFD1B-C1 0.18 1.31 0.025 0.156 0.19 1.16 0.025 0.142 
MFD1B-C2 0.18 1.35 0.025 0.165 0.19 1.19 0.025 0.165 
MFD1B 0.18 1.39 0.027 0.165 0.19 1.22 0.027 0.165 
MFD2B-C0 0.27 0.63 0.013 0.043 0.29 0.62 0.011 0.041 
MFD2B-C1 0.27 0.65 0.014 0.054 0.29 0.63 0.012 0.052 
MFD2B-C2 0.27 0.68 0.014 0.077 0.29 0.65 0.012 0.072 
MFD2B 0.27 0.7 0.018 0.081 0.29 0.66 0.016 0.082 
MFD2B-C4 0.27 0.71 0.016 0.082 0.29 0.68 0.015 0.082 
MFD2B-C5 0.27 0.73 0.018 0.082 0.29 0.69 0.016 0.082 
MFD2B-C6 0.27 0.75 0.02 0.082 0.29 0.7 0.017 0.082 
Performance Group PG-7C – Single-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
SFD1B-C0 0.14 1.93 0.023 0.106 0.17 1.51 0.025 0.098 
SFD1B-C1 0.14 1.99 0.025 0.163 0.17 1.55 0.025 0.163 
SFD1B-C2 0.14 2.05 0.027 0.163 0.17 1.59 0.027 0.163 
SFD1B 0.14 2.1 0.029 0.163 0.17 1.63 0.029 0.163 
SFD2B-C0 0.24 0.82 0.014 0.047 0.28 0.59 0.013 0.041 
SFD2B-C1 0.24 0.85 0.015 0.061 0.28 0.61 0.013 0.051 
SFD2B-C2 0.24 0.88 0.016 0.081 0.28 0.62 0.014 0.07 
SFD2B 0.24 0.9 0.017 0.081 0.28 0.64 0.015 0.081 
SFD2B-C4 0.24 0.93 0.019 0.081 0.28 0.65 0.016 0.081 
SFD2B-C5 0.24 0.95 0.02 0.081 0.28 0.67 0.017 0.081 
SFD2B-C6 0.24 0.97 0.023 0.081 0.28 0.68 0.019 0.081 
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Pushover Analysis Collapse Analysis 
Vmax/W  T
SCT 




Performance Group PG-1C – Commercial Building - High Seismic Areas 
COM1B-C0 0.51 3.32 >8 2.56 1.28 1.33 1.71 14.2 
COM1B-C1 0.53 3.42 >8 2.71 1.36 1.33 1.81 11.9 
COM1B-C2 0.54 3.53 >8 2.88 1.44 1.33 1.92 9.7 
COM1B 0.56 3.64 >8 3.1 1.55 1.33 2.07 7.3 
COM2B-C0 0.44 2.84 >8 2.17 1.09 1.33 1.45 22.9 
COM2B 0.48 3.13 >8 2.61 1.31 1.33 1.74 13.4 
COM2B-C4 0.5 3.22 >8 2.74 1.37 1.33 1.83 11.4 
COM2B-C6 0.52 3.36 >8 3.4 1.71 1.33 2.27 5.1 
Performance Group PG-4C – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
MFD1B-C0 1.2 7.78 >8 4.04 2.02 1.33 2.69 2.4 
MFD1B-C1 1.24 8.02 >8 4.54 2.28 1.33 3.03 1.3 
MFD1B-C2 1.27 8.23 >8 4.83 2.42 1.33 3.22 1 
MFD1B 1.3 8.47 >8 4.84 2.43 1.33 3.23 1 
MFD2B-C0 0.63 4.06 >8 2.63 1.32 1.33 1.75 13.1 
MFD2B 0.68 4.2 >8 3.33 1.67 1.33 2.22 5.5 
MFD2B-C4 0.69 4.51 >8 3.67 1.84 1.33 2.45 3.7 
MFD2B-C6 0.73 4.71 >8 4.68 2.35 1.33 3.12 1.1 
Performance Group PG-7C – Single-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
SFD1B-C0 1.72 11.17 >8 4.08 2.05 1.33 2.72 2.30% 
SFD1B-C1 1.77 11.51 >8 4.2 2.1 1.33 2.8 2.00% 
SFD1B-C2 1.82 11.82 >8 4.25 2.13 1.33 2.83 1.90% 
SFD1B 1.86 12.1 >8 4.29 2.15 1.33 2.86 1.80% 
SFD2B-C0 0.7 4.57 >8 2.84 1.42 1.33 1.89 10.10% 
SFD2B-C1 0.73 4.73 >8 3.14 1.58 1.33 2.1 7.00% 
SFD2B-C2 0.75 4.88 >8 3.43 1.72 1.33 2.28 4.90% 
SFD2B 0.77 5 >8 3.97 1.99 1.33 2.65 2.60% 
SFD2B-C4 0.79 5.13 >8 3.91 1.96 1.33 2.6 2.80% 
SFD2B-C6 0.82 5.36 >8 4.4 2.2 1.33 2.93 1.60% 
 
As seen in Table 7.17, the probability of collapse at respected MCE level (MCER) 
decreased by increasing the post-capping strength. The comparison between the maximum 
inter-story drift in the first story of the building in the IDA step right before collapse (incipient 
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collapse) and the residual strength in the displacement capacity models is shown in Figure 
7.53. This Figure shows that the displacement capacity of the models increased by increasing 
in the residual strength ratio except for the SFD1B model which has very high building 
capacity. It should be noted that the residual strength was applied to the models to consider 
the non-simulated sources like the stairwells which may cause larger incipient collapse in the 
buildings compared to the models without residual strength. 
 
Figure 7.53: Median first-story incipient collapse drift versus residual strength ratio for 
commercial, multi-family and single-family wood building archetype models. 
The relation between the collapse ratio in respected MCE (MCER) level and the 
residual strength is shown in Figure 7.54. This Figure shows an inverse correlation between 
the collapse probability at MCER level and residual strength ratio for all three types of 
construction (commercial, multi-family and single-family buildings). It appeared that the 
collapse probability at MCER level for the one story single-family dwelling building which 
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had very high capacity ratio (Vmax/W) did not changed very much when the residual strength 
increased. 
 
Figure 7.54: MCE collapse probability versus residual strength ratio for commercial, multi-
family and single-family wood building archetype models. 
7.4.4. Parametric study of the SSI/Foundation Flexibility 
In this case study, distributed nonlinear soil springs below the flexible foundation 
elements were utilized to investigate the influence of foundation flexibility and soil structure 
interaction on the collapse performance and response results of the short period wood 
buildings. The comparison of the results in this parametric study and the baseline models 
shows the effect of SSI and foundation flexibility on the collapse performance and response 
results of the short period light wood frame buildings. Two sets of nonlinear soil springs for 
two different site conditions were applied to six high seismic COM and MFD models 
(COM1B, COM2B, COM3B, MFD1B, MFD2B, and MFD3B) because it was predicted that 
the effect of SSI and foundation flexibility was more significant for the larger and heavier 
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buildings. 12 (6 Archetypes x 2 soil types) were generated here as a compromise of the weight 
and period. 
The key design properties and shear-wave velocity of each of the six selected baseline 
wood building archetype models for high seismic regions used in this parametric study are 
illustrated in Table 7.18. The modal, static pushover, and nonlinear incremental dynamic 
analysis (IDA) analyses were performed on the SSI/foundation flexibility models. Figure 7.55 
to Figure 7.56 show the comparison of the pushover backbone curves in these models for 
north-south and east-west directions. The collapse fragility curves in accordance with FEMA 
P-695 methodology and the empirical collapse rates calculate in IDA analysis for the 
SSI/foundation flexibility case study are shown in Figure 7.57 to Figure 7.58. The modal and 
FEMA P-795 pushover results of the SSI/foundation flexibility models in the high seismic 
region are summarized in Table 7.19. Furthermore, the FEMA P-695 values and responses 
for the static pushover and IDA analysis of the SSI/foundation flexibility models are shown 
in Table 7.20. 
Table 7.19 shows that the fundamental periods of the baseline models without 
SSI/foundation flexibility springs and the models with SSI/foundation flexibility springs were 
almost identical. Also, Figure 55 and Figure 56 illustrate that the pushover curves for the 
baseline models with and without SSI/foundation springs were nearly identical for each 
archetype. It means that the SSI/foundation springs did not influence on the dynamic 
responses of the structures because the horizontal stiffness of the soil springs are much larger 
than the shear wall stiffness. Looking at Table 7.20, it appeared that the difference between 




Table 7.18: The key properties of the models used in the SSI/foundation flexibility case study. 
      Key Archetype Design Criteria 
Baseline No. of W Seismic Design Criteria SMT[T] 





Model ID     (ft/sec) (sec)   
Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic Areas 
COM1B 1 180 Dmax 6.5 - 0.25 0.154 1.5 
COM1B-F-DE 1 180 Dmax 6.5 590 0.25 0.154 1.5 
COM1B-F-CD 1 180 Dmax 6.5 1180 0.25 0.154 1.5 
COM2B 2 488 Dmax 6.5 - 0.26 0.154 1.5 
COM2B-F-DE 2 488 Dmax 6.5 590 0.26 0.154 1.5 
COM2B-F-CD 2 488 Dmax 6.5 1180 0.26 0.154 1.5 
COM3B 4 1106 Dmax 6.5 - 0.45 0.154 1.5 
COM3B-F-DE 4 1106 Dmax 6.5 590 0.45 0.154 1.5 
COM3B-F-CD 4 1106 Dmax 6.5 1180 0.45 0.154 1.5 
Performance Group PG-4 – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
MFD1B 1 141 Dmax 6.5 - 0.25 0.154 1.5 
MFD1B-F-DE 1 141 Dmax 6.5 590 0.25 0.154 1.5 
MFD1B-F-CD 1 141 Dmax 6.5 1180 0.25 0.154 1.5 
MFD2B 2 363 Dmax 6.5 - 0.26 0.154 1.5 
MFD2B-F-DE 2 363 Dmax 6.5 590 0.26 0.154 1.5 
MFD2B-F-CD 2 363 Dmax 6.5 1180 0.26 0.154 1.5 
MFD3B 4 971 Dmax 6.5 - 0.45 0.154 1.5 
MFD3B-F-DE 4 971 Dmax 6.5 590 0.45 0.154 1.5 




Figure 7.55: The pushover comparison between the commercial buildings with 
SSI/foundation flexibility in high seismic region. 
 
 
Figure 7.56: The pushover comparison between the multi-family buildings with 
SSI/foundation flexibility in high seismic region. 
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Figure 7.57: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for the 
commercial buildings with SSI/foundation flexibility in high seismic region. 
.  
Figure 7.58: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for the 
commercial buildings with SSI/foundation flexibility in high seismic region. 
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Table 7.19: The modal and FEMA P-795 pushover results of the models of the SSI/foundation 
flexibility case study. 
Baseline Archetype 
Model ID 
North-South Direction East-West Direction 
T1 
Vmax/W 
U,80 U,max T1 
Vmax/W 
U,80 U,max
(sec) (in/in) (in/in) (sec) (in/in) (in/in) 
Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic Areas 
COM1B 0.25 0.62 0.03 0.16 0.33 0.5 0.03 0.16 
COM1B-F-DE 0.26 0.62 0.03 0.16 0.33 0.5 0.03 0.16 
COM1B-F-CD 0.25 0.62 0.03 0.16 0.33 0.5 0.03 0.16 
COM2B 0.33 0.53 0.02 0.08 0.39 0.53 0.02 0.08 
COM2B-F-DE 0.34 0.53 0.02 0.08 0.4 0.43 0.02 0.07 
COM2B-F-CD 0.33 0.53 0.02 0.08 0.39 0.43 0.02 0.07 
COM3B 0.54 0.32 0.01 0.03 0.62 0.3 0.01 0.03 
COM3B-F-DE 0.56 0.32 0.01 0.03 0.64 0.3 0.01 0.03 
COM3B-F-CD 0.54 0.32 0.01 0.03 0.62 0.3 0.01 0.03 
Performance Group PG-4 – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
MFD1B 0.18 1.39 0.03 0.16 0.19 1.21 0.03 0.16 
MFD1B-F-DE 0.18 1.38 0.03 0.16 0.19 1.21 0.03 0.16 
MFD1B-F-CD 0.18 1.38 0.03 0.16 0.19 1.21 0.03 0.16 
MFD2B 0.27 0.67 0.02 0.08 0.29 0.63 0.02 0.08 
MFD2B-F-DE 0.28 0.67 0.02 0.08 0.29 0.63 0.02 0.08 
MFD2B-F-CD 0.27 0.67 0.02 0.08 0.29 0.63 0.02 0.08 
MFD3B 0.51 0.37 0.01 0.03 0.51 0.34 0.01 0.03 
MFD3B-F-DE 0.51 0.37 0.01 0.03 0.51 0.34 0.01 0.03 









Table 7.20: FEMA P-695 static pushover and collapse results of the models of the 
SSI/foundation flexibility case study. 
Baseline Archetype 
Model ID 
Pushover Analysis Collapse Analysis 
Vmax/W  T
SCT 




Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic Areas 
COM1B 0.56 3.64 >8 3.18 1.59 1.33 2.12 6.7 
COM1B-F-DE 0.56 3.63 >8 3.14 1.57 1.33 2.09 7 
COM1B-F-CD 0.56 3.64 >8 3.16 1.58 1.33 2.11 6.8 
COM2B 0.53 3.46 >8 2.66 1.33 1.33 1.77 12.6 
COM2B-F-DE 0.48 3.13 >8 2.63 1.32 1.33 1.76 13 
COM2B-F-CD 0.48 3.14 >8 2.66 1.33 1.33 1.77 12.6 
COM3B 0.31 2 >8 2.34 1.15 1.35 1.56 18.8 
COM3B-F-DE 0.31 2 >8 2.31 1.15 1.34 1.54 19.4 
Performance Group PG-4 – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
MFD1B 1.3 8.44 >8 5.11 2.56 1.33 3.41 0.7 
MFD1B-F-DE 1.3 8.43 >8 5.15 2.58 1.33 3.43 0.7 
MFD1B-F-CD 1.3 8.44 >8 5.11 2.56 1.33 3.41 0.7 
MFD2B 0.65 4.2 >8 3.56 1.79 1.33 2.37 4.2 
MFD2B-F-DE 0.65 4.19 >8 3.53 1.77 1.33 2.35 4.3 
MFD2B-F-CD 0.65 4.2 >8 3.57 1.79 1.33 2.38 4.2 
MFD3B 0.36 2.33 >8 2.64 1.32 1.33 1.76 12.9 
MFD3B-F-DE 0.36 2.33 >8 2.64 1.32 1.33 1.76 12.9 
MFD3B-F-CD 0.36 2.33 >8 2.64 1.32 1.33 1.76 13 
 
In order to have a better understanding about the soil spring interaction forces, the 
maximum horizontal and vertical forces of the soil springs in the perimeter foundation on soft 
soil (DE) for the 1-story commercial building were extracted. These forces which were 
obtained for of the 22 far-field FEMA P-695 ground motions (Northridge Beverly Hills) at 
incipient collapse case (scaled to 1.9g) were converted to the stress forces and shown in Figure 
7.59. In this purpose, the spring forces were divided by (2B x soil spring spaces) where B was 
the foundation width equal to 8 in. and the spring space along the length of the foundation 
was 2 ft. As seen in Figure 7.59 the maximum vertical stress was around 4.8 ksi which was 
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very smaller than the soil spring bearing capacity (23.2ksi). The sum of all vertical forces in 
the soil springs was 208.56 kips which was around 1.15 times of the 1-story commercial 
building weight. 
The above calculations and what seen in Table 7.19 and 7.20 show that as the weight 
of the wood building was very low, activating of the soil springs did not influence on the 
overall static and dynamic responses of the short period wood frame buildings. 
 
Figure 7.59: Maximum foundation stresses of the COM1B-F-DE model subjected to the 
Northridge Beverly Hills ground motion scaled to ST (T=0.25sec) = 1.9 g. 
7.4.5. Parametric study of the Exterior and Interior Finishes 
The effect of removing the exterior and interior wall finishes in the short period light 
frame wood buildings on the collapse performance and response results of the building was 
investigated in this parametric study. The effect of the wall finishes elements on the short 
period wood buildings can be provided caparisoning the collapse performance and response 
results of the models without nonstructural wall elements and that of the baseline models. 
Seven, high seismic, 1- and 2- story, baseline models (COM2B, COM3B, MFD2B, SFD1B, 
SFD2B, SFD1BC, and SFD2BC) were modified by removing the nonstructural wall finishes 
from the numerical models. The 4 SFD models also modified by replacing the stucco elements 
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with siding panels. It means that 11 models in this parametric study were analyzed, and the 
results showed the importance effect of the nonstructural wall modeling in the collapse 
performance and response results of the short period light frame wood buildings. 
The key design properties and shear-wave velocity of each of the nonstructural 
parametric study building archetype models for high seismic regions used in this parametric 
study are illustrated in Table 7.21. Note that the models with ‘-NS’ in the name are those 
which were modified removing the all nonstructural panels, and the models with ‘-NSP’ in 
the name are the models which were modified replacing the exterior nonstructural stucco 
element with horizontal wood siding. 
 The modal, static pushover, and nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) 
analyses were performed on the nonstructural parametric study building archetype models. 
Figure 7.60 to Figure 7.63 show the comparison of the pushover backbone curves in these 
models for north-south and east-west directions. The collapse fragility curves in accordance 
with FEMA P-695 methodology and the empirical collapse rates calculate in IDA analysis 
for the nonstructural parametric case study are shown in Figure 7.64 to Figure 7.67. The 
modal and FEMA P-795 pushover results of the nonstructural parametric study building 
archetype models in the high seismic region are summarized in Table 7.22. Furthermore, the 
FEMA P-695 values and responses for the static pushover and IDA analysis of the 










  W Key Archetype Modeling and Design Criteria 
No. of (kips) 
Inclusion 
of 









      (sec)   
Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic Areas 
COM2B 2 488 Yes 6.5 0.26 0.154 1.5 
COM2B-NS 2 488 No 6.5 0.26 0.154 1.5 
Performance Group PG-4 – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
MFD2B 2 363 Yes 6.5 0.26 0.154 1.5 
MFD2B-NS 2 363 No 6.5 0.26 0.154 1.5 
Performance Group PG-7 – Single-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
SFD1B 1 52 Yes 6.5 0.25 0.154 1.5 
SFD1B-NS 1 52 No 6.5 0.25 0.154 1.5 




6.5 0.25 0.154 1.5 
SFD1BC 1 52 Yes 6.5 0.25 0.154 1.5 







6.5 0.25 0.154 1.5 
SFD2B 2 135 Yes 6.5 0.45 0.154 1.5 
SFD2B -NS 2 135 No 6.5 0.45 0.154 1.5 




6.5 0.45 0.154 1.5 
SFD2BC 2 135 Yes 6.5 0.45 0.154 1.5 







6.5 0.45 0.154 1.5 
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Figure 7.60: The pushover comparison between the COM2B archetype models used to 
investigate the contribution of non-structural finishes in east-west and north-south directions. 
 
Figure 7.61: The pushover comparison between the MFD2B archetype models used to 
investigate the contribution of non-structural finishes in east-west and north-south directions. 
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Figure 7.62: The pushover comparison between the SFD1B and SFD1BC archetype models 
used to investigate the contribution of non-structural finishes in east-west and north-south 
directions. 
 
Figure 7.63: The pushover comparison between the SFD2B and SFD2BC archetype models 




Figure 7.64: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for 2-story 
commercial wood model. 
 
Figure 7.65: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for 2-story 
multi-family wood model. 
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Figure 7.66: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for 1-story 
single-family residential wood models. 
 
Figure 7.67: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for 2-story 
single-family residential wood models. 
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Table 7.22: The modal and FEMA P-795 pushover results of the models used in the 




North-South Direction East-West Direction 
T1 
Vmax/W 
U,80 U,max T1 
Vmax/W 
U,80 U,max
(sec) (in/in) (in/in) (sec) (in/in) (in/in) 
Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic Areas 
COM2B 0.33 0.53 0.02 0.08 0.39 0.43 0.02 0.07 
COM2B-NS 0.58 0.23 0.02 0.05 0.57 0.24 0.02 0.05 
Performance Group PG-4 – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
MFD2B 0.27 0.7 0.02 0.08 0.29 0.66 0.02 0.08 
MFD2B-NS 0.71 0.23 0.02 0.05 0.44 0.25 0.02 0.05 
Performance Group PG-7 – Single-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
SFD1B 0.14 2.1 0.03 0.16 0.17 1.63 0.03 0.16 
SFD1B-NS 0.22 0.96 0.04 0.16 0.31 0.64 0.04 0.16 
SFD1B-NSP 0.19 1.51 0.04 0.16 0.2 1.18 0.03 0.16 
SFD1BC 0.11 1.54 0.03 0.16 0.19 1.02 0.03 0.16 
SFD1BC-NS 0.36 0.51 0.03 0.14 0.37 0.34 0.02 0.1 
SFD1BC-NSP 0.34 0.56 0.03 0.16 0.36 0.37 0.03 0.14 
SFD2B 0.24 0.9 0.02 0.08 0.28 0.64 0.01 0.08 
SFD2B-NS 0.42 0.43 0.03 0.07 0.51 0.25 0.02 0.05 
SFD2B-NSP 0.31 0.68 0.02 0.08 0.34 0.5 0.02 0.08 
SFD2BC 0.21 0.96 0.02 0.08 0.29 0.56 0.02 0.08 
SFD2BC-NS 0.41 0.52 0.01 0.07 0.44 0.34 0.01 0.05 










Table 7.23: FEMA P-695 static pushover and collapse results of the models used in the 
nonstructural element parametric study. 
Baseline Archetype 
Model ID 
Pushover Analysis Collapse Analysis 
Vmax/W  T
SCT 




Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic Areas 
COM2B 0.48 3.13 >8 2.61 1.31 1.33 1.74 13.40% 
COM2B-NS 0.24 1.53 >8 1.87 0.92 1.35 1.24 33.10% 
Performance Group PG-4 – Multi-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
MFD2B 0.68 4.2 >8 3.33 1.67 1.33 2.22 5.50% 
MFD2B-NS 0.24 1.55 >8 1.92 0.94 1.36 1.28 31.10% 
Performance Group PG-7 – Single-Family Residential - High Seismic Areas 
SFD1B 1.86 12.1 >8 4.29 2.15 1.33 2.86 1.80% 
SFD1B-NS 0.8 5.18 >8 3.87 1.94 1.33 2.58 2.90% 
SFD1B-NSP 1.34 8.73 >8 3.86 1.93 1.33 2.57 2.90% 
SFD1BC 1.28 8.31 >8 4.4 2.21 1.33 2.93 1.60% 
SFD1BC-NS 0.42 2.73 >8 3.94 1.97 1.33 2.63 2.70% 
SFD1BC-NSP 0.46 3.02 >8 4.03 2.02 1.33 2.69 2.40% 
SFD2B 0.77 5 >8 3.97 1.99 1.33 2.65 2.60% 
SFD2B-NS 0.34 2.22 >8 2.25 1.12 1.33 1.5 21.00% 
SFD2B-NSP 0.59 3.82 >8 3.11 1.56 1.33 2.07 7.20% 
SFD2BC 0.76 4.93 >8 3.84 1.92 1.33 2.56 3.00% 
SFD2BC-NS 0.43 2.79 >8 2.22 1.11 1.33 1.48 21.70% 
SFD2BC-NSP 0.49 3.21 >8 3.06 1.54 1.33 2.04 7.70% 
 
Table 7.22 and Figure 5.60 to Figure 63 show a very significant changes of stiffness 
and strength in the models modified on the interior and exterior nonstructural panels. The 
capacity of the buildings (Vmax/W) was reduced as much as 50% if the exterior and interior 
wall finishes were not taken in the account, and also the period of the buildings was doubled 
if the contribution of the exterior and interior wall finishes was ignored. 
The correlation between probability of collapse at MCER level and the building 
capacity is illustrated in Figure 7.68. The solid and hollow markers show the baseline and 
nonstructural models, respectively. As seen, The MCER collapse probability increased 
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dramatically when the exterior and interior walls were removed. This effect was less in the 1 
story single family dwelling building since the seismic load was relatively low.  
 
Figure 7.68: The correlation between the collapse probability at MCER level and Vmax/W ratio 
of the models used in the nonstructural panel parametric study. 
7.4.6. Backbone Curve Shape Parametric Study 
The mean or best estimates of the backbone curves of the test data were utilized to 
model the wood shear wall building blocks in the baseline parametric study. However, there 
was a huge uncertainty in the test backbone curve data because of the lack of enough number 
and also variety of the test results. This parametric study consisted of 12 archetypes applying 
two sets of alternative structural panel backbone curve data in the four story commercial 
model with nonstructural wall finishes (COM3B) and without nonstructural wall finishes 
(COM3B-NS) and with different post-peak residual strength ratios (0, 30, and 60 percent of 
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the peak strength). The relatively high MCER probability of collapse of the COM3B model 
in the baseline configuration study was the reason of this selection. 
The key design properties and model variables used in this parametric study are 
illustrated in Table 7.24. Note that the models with ‘-NS’ in the name are those which were 
modified removing the all nonstructural panels. Moreover, the ‘R1’ was added to the models 
which their backbone curves were obtained from the actual experimental tests such as Test 
Group K (19/32” sheathing, 10d common nails, and 2” / 12” spacing) in Line et al. (2008) for 
OSB High building block, and ‘R2’ was added to the models which their backbone curves 
were generated by scaling the R1 backbone curves to the mean overstrength ratio (i.e. 3.0). 
Furthermore, the C0 and C6 was utilized for the models with 0% and 60% residual strength, 
and where none of them was applied the residual strength was assumed 30% 
The modal, static pushover, and nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) 
analyses were performed on the models analyzed in the backbone curve parametric study. 
Figures 7.69 to 7.71 show the comparison of the pushover backbone curves in these models 
for north-south and east-west directions. The collapse fragility curves in accordance with 
FEMA P-695 methodology and the empirical collapse rates calculate in IDA analysis for the 
models analyzed in the backbone curve parametric study are shown in Figure 7.72 and Figure 
7.73. 
The modal and FEMA P-795 pushover results of t models analyzed in the backbone 
curve parametric study are summarized in Table 7.25. Furthermore, the FEMA P-695 values 
and responses for the static pushover and IDA analysis of the models analyzed in the 
backbone curve parametric study are shown in Table 7.26. 
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COM3B Baseline 30 Yes 
COM3B-BSR1 R1 30 Yes 
COM3B-BSR1-
NS 
R1 30 No 
COM3B-BSR2 R2 30 Yes 
COM3B-BSR2-
NS 
R2 30 No 
COM3B-BSR1-
C0 
R1 0 Yes 
COM3B-BSR1-
C0-NS 
R1 0 No 
COM3B-BSR2-
C0 
R2 0 Yes 
COM3B-BSR2-
C0-NS 
R2 0 No 
COM3B-BSR1-
C6 
R2 60 Yes 
COM3B-BSR1-
C6-NS 
R2 60 No 
COM3B-BSR2-
C6 
R2 60 Yes 
COM3B-BSR2-
C6-NS 
R2 60 No 
COM3BNS Baseline 30 No 
 
Figures 7.69 to 7.71 show that the largest peak strength was for the R2 models (the 
models in which the peak strength value was scaled to 3 x ASD values), and the peak strength 
of the R1 and the baseline models were almost identical, but the displacement at the maximum 
strength of the baseline model was smaller than that of the R1 and R2 models. As seen in 
Table 7.26, the MCER collapse probabilities of the baseline model and R1 model are almost 
the same because the strength capacity of them were nearly identical while this value was 
much less in the R2 model. This clearly shows the important effect of the overstrength ratio 
on the MCER collapse of the light frame wood buildings. 
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Figure 7.69: The pushover comparison between the four-story commercial wood light-frame 
building models with 30-percent residual strength used for backbone curve shape parametric 
study in east-west and north-south directions. 
 
Figure 7.70: The pushover comparison between the four-story commercial wood light-frame 
building models with 0-percent residual strength used for backbone curve shape parametric 
study in east-west and north-south directions. 
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Figure 7.71: The pushover comparison between the four-story commercial wood light-frame 
building models with 60-percent residual strength used for backbone curve shape parametric 
study in east-west and north-south directions. 
 
Figure 7.72: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for backbone 
curve shape parametric study of four-story commercial wood light-frame building models 
with R1 wood structural panel parameters. 
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Figure 7.73: Empirical collapse rates and FEMA P-695 collapse fragility curves for backbone 
curve shape parametric study of four-story commercial wood light-frame building models 











Table 7.25: The modal and FEMA P-795 pushover results of the COM3B models used for 




North-South Direction East-West Direction 
T1 
Vmax/W 
U,80 U,max T1 
Vmax/W 
U,80 U,max
(sec) (in/in) (in/in) (sec) (in/in) (in/in) 
Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic 
COM3B 0.54 0.32 0.01 0.03 0.62 0.3 0.01 0.03 
COM3B-BSR1 0.5 0.3 0.04 0.1 0.56 0.29 0.01 0.09 
COM3B-BSR1-NS 0.69 0.18 0.04 0.06 0.7 0.21 0.01 0.07 
COM3B-BSR2 0.47 0.35 0.04 0.11 0.53 0.34 0.01 0.11 
COM3B-BSR2-NS 0.63 0.23 0.04 0.07 0.65 0.27 0.01 0.08 
COM3B-BSR1-C0 0.5 0.3 0.04 0.07 0.56 0.29 0.04 0.07 
COM3B-BSR1-
C0-NS 
0.69 0.18 0.04 0.06 0.7 0.21 0.04 0.06 
COM3B-BSR2-C0 0.47 0.35 0.04 0.07 0.53 0.34 0.04 0.07 
COM3B-BSR2-
C0-NS 
0.63 0.23 0.04 0.06 0.65 0.27 0.04 0.06 
COM3B-BSR1-C6 0.5 0.3 0.04 0.16 0.56 0.29 0.04 0.16 
COM3B-BSR1-
C6-NS 
0.69 0.18 0.04 0.11 0.7 0.21 0.04 0.13 
COM3B-BSR2-C6 0.47 0.35 0.04 0.13 0.53 0.34 0.04 0.16 
COM3B-BSR2-
C6-NS 
0.63 0.23 0.04 0.14 0.65 0.27 0.04 0.16 












Table 7.26: FEMA P-695 static pushover and collapse results of the COM3B models used for 
the backbone shape study. 
Baseline Archetype 
Model ID 
Pushover Analysis Collapse Analysis 
Vmax/W  T
SCT 




Performance Group PG-1 – Commercial Buildings - High Seismic 
COM3B 0.31 2 >8 2.33 1.15 1.35 1.55 19 
COM3B-BSR1 0.3 1.9 >8 2.48 1.22 1.35 1.65 15.7 
COM3B-BSR1-NS 0.2 1.3 >8 2.03 1 1.35 1.36 27.1 
COM3B-BSR2 0.35 2.3 >8 2.97 1.46 1.35 1.98 8.6 
COM3B-BSR2-NS 0.25 1.6 >8 2.48 1.22 1.35 1.65 15.8 
COM3B-BSR1-C0 0.3 1.9 >8 2.32 1.16 1.34 1.55 19.1 
COM3B-BSR1-C0-NS 0.2 1.3 >8 2.03 0.98 1.38 1.35 27.2 
COM3B-BSR2-C0 0.35 2.3 >8 2.59 1.29 1.34 1.73 13.7 
COM3B-BSR2-C0-NS 0.25 1.6 >8 2.29 1.12 1.37 1.53 19.8 
COM3B-BSR1-C6 0.3 1.9 >8 3.66 1.82 1.34 2.44 3.7 
COM3B-BSR1-C6-NS 0.2 1.3 >8 2.36 1.14 1.38 1.57 18.3 
COM3B-BBSR2-C6 0.35 2.3 >8 5.09 2.54 1.34 3.39 0.7 
COM3B-BSR2-C6-NS 0.25 1.6 >8 3.53 1.72 1.37 2.35 4.4 
COM3B-NS 0.2 1.3 >8 2.18 1.03 1.41 1.45 22.7 
 
The correlation between the MCER collapse probability and the strength capacity of 
the buildings used in the backbone curve case study is shown in Figure 7.74. As seen there 
was an inverse relation between the MCER collapse probability and the strength capacity 
(Vmax/W) for all archetypes in this parametric study. The trend of the data for COM3B model 
with different backbone shapes in Figure 7.74 was the same as other baseline models. It means 
that the overstrength ratio play an important role in prediction of the MCER collapse 




Figure 7.74: The correlation between the collapse probability at MCER level and Vmax/W 
ratio of the models used in the backbone shape parametric study.      
7.5.     Summary 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the collapse probability and other response 
values of the short period light-frame wood buildings using an enhanced modeling technique, 
namely the Timber3D model. The light frame wood building with period less than 0.5 sec 
were analyzed. Five parametric studies were conducted to examine the influences of different 
modeling assumptions on the seismic performance and responses of short-period buildings. 
The results and findings of the five parametric studies are summarized in the next few 
paragraphs.  
The baseline parametric study showed that there was an inverse correlation between 
collapse probability at MCER and Vmax/W. Among buildings with the same height or number 
of stories, the commercial buildings had the largest probability of collapse at MCER, and the 
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single-family dwelling buildings had the smallest collapse probability at MCER. This is 
mainly attributed to the single-family dwelling buildings have relatively low seismic weights 
and more shear walls compared to commercial buildings. Furthermore, the collapse 
probability at MCER level was higher for the very high seismic building compared to the same 
building in the high seismic regions. 
The collapse displacement capacity parametric study showed that the probability of 
collapse at MCER decreased by increasing the post-capping strength, and the displacement 
capacity of the models increased by increasing in the residual strength ratio except for the 
SFD1B model which has very high building capacity. Moreover, there was an inverse 
relationship between the collapse probability at MCER and residual strength ratio for all three 
types of construction (commercial, multi-family and single-family buildings). The collapse 
probability at MCER level for the one story single-family dwelling building which had very 
high capacity ratio (Vmax/W) did not changed very much when the residual strength increased. 
The SSI/foundation flexibility parametric study showed that the fundamental periods 
of the baseline models without SSI/foundation flexibility springs and the models with 
SSI/foundation flexibility springs were almost identical. The pushover curves for the baseline 
models with and without the SSI/foundation springs were nearly identical for each archetype. 
Furthermore, the difference between the collapse probability of the models with and without 
SSI/foundation springs was very small. 
The exterior and interior finishes parametric study showed significant changes in the 
stiffness and strength of the models when the interior and exterior nonstructural finishes were 
not considered in the numerical models. The capacity of the buildings (Vmax/W) was reduced 
by as much as 50% if the exterior and interior wall finishes were not taken in account. The 
period of the buildings increased, and sometime doubled, if the contribution of the exterior 
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and interior wall finishes was ignored. Moreover, the MCER collapse probability increased 
dramatically when the exterior and interior wall finishes were removed. The influence of 
nonstructural finishes on the MCER collapse probability was less for the 1-story single-family 
dwelling model because the seismic load was relatively low or Vmax/W was high. 
The backbone shape parametric study showed that minor changes in the shape of the 
backbone curves of the shear walls had little effect on the MCER collapse probability, 
provided that the peak strengths were identical. The largest peak strength was for the R2 
models (the models in which the peak strength value was scaled to 3 x ASD values), and the 
peak strength of the R1 and the baseline models were almost identical, but the displacement 
at the maximum strength of the baseline model was smaller than that of the R1 and R2 models. 
Furthermore, the MCER collapse probabilities of the baseline model and R1 model were 
almost the same because the strengths of both models were nearly identical while the MCER 
collapse probabilities for the R2 models were noticeably lower than the counterpart baseline 











8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
8.1.    Summary 
This doctoral research consisted of four major tasks: (1) development of numerical 
model for seismic analysis of light-frame wood buildings; (2) modeling of soft-story wood-
frame buildings with and without retrofits using the new numerical model; (3) evaluation of 
the seismic collapse risk of two different shear wall placement schemes using the developed 
numerical model; and (4) modeling the seismic collapse risk of short-period wood buildings 
and identifying the key modeling parameters that are important to produce accurate 
estimation of the predicted collapse probability. The activities conducted in these tasks are 
briefly summarized in the following sections, followed by the findings for each task. 
In the North America, the most popular and common construction method for 
residential and low-rise commercial buildings is light-frame wood construction. Earthquake 
is one of the natural hazards that threaten the human life. Economic losses and fatalities during 
earthquakes are often due to structural deficiencies in the buildings. Although the modern 
building codes has been revised over the years to include design provisions that aim at 
improving the performance of the structures under earthquakes, there are many existing 
buildings built based on the outdated codes and these buildings may still be hazardous. The 
insufficient strength and stiffness of the seismic force resisting system in older buildings 
causes the buildings to have a higher risk of collapse or damage during earthquakes than 
buildings compliance to the modern codes. Moreover, in the moderate or high intensity 
earthquakes, vertical and torsional irregularities in buildings can lead to excessive 
deformation and even collapse of the buildings. 
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The soft story or weak story buildings, which is one of seismic deficiencies commonly 
observed in older buildings, have shown very poor performances under recent major U.S. 
earthquakes such as the 1989 Loma Prieta and the 1994 Northridge earthquakes in California. 
Many of these soft story buildings were designed prior to the modern design codes. In a soft 
story building, one of the stories (usually the first story) has significantly less stiffness and 
strength compared to the other stories.  Soft-story deficiency is commonly observed in 
residential wood-frame buildings with an open floor plan in the first story (e.g. parking space 
in the first floor).  In this study, a 3D numerical modeling package known as Timber3D was 
developed to model the seismic behavior of light-frame wood buildings, including those with 
structural deficiencies.    
There is a recent trend for the new 4-story and 5-story wood-frame buildings to be 
constructed with large perimeter window openings. With the presence of large perimeter 
openings, the over-turning forces in the narrow perimeter wall piers may exceed the capacity 
range of typical anchorage devices and tie-down systems. In response to issue arises due to 
large over-turning forces, many of these newer buildings are designed with longer-width 
shear walls located only along the corridors in the longitudinal direction of the buildings and 
without perimeter shear walls. This shear wall placement scheme is commonly known as the 
“core” shear wall scheme. Using this core shear wall scheme may reduce the seismic 
performance of the multi-story buildings. The Timber3D program was used to study the 
influence of shear wall placement scheme on the overall MCER collapse probability. 
The code targeted performance level in terms of the risk of collapse is the criteria for 
evaluation of the seismic load in Quantification of Building Seismic Performance Factors 
(FEMA P-695), a study that forms the basis of the R-factor in the current seismic codes. 
According to the FEMA P-695 study, the MCER collapse risk of the short-period buildings is 
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higher than that of the buildings with longer periods. However, the observations in recent 
earthquakes (red tag data in the 1994 Northridge earthquake) did not support the findings of 
the FEMA P-695 study, where the buildings with short-period were reported to have larger 
MCER collapse probabilities than the longer period buildings.  The improved numerical 
model, namely the Timber3D program, was utilized to numerically evaluate the MCER 
collapse probability of light-frame wood buildings and to investigate the influences of 
different modeling assumptions on the predicted collapse rate.  
8.2.    Conclusions and Findings 
The key findings and conclusions of this research are as follows: 
 Numerical model development 
1) The Timber3D package developed as a part of the NEES-Soft project can 
be used to model the collapse mechanism and dynamic responses of the 
light-frame wood buildings. The inclusion of co-rotational formulation, 
large displacement theory and P-delta effect is important to accurately 
model the collapse mechanism of light-frame wood buildings at large 
displacement.  
2) The Timber3D package can be used to model light-frame wood buildings 
and structures at multiple scales, specifically at three different levels: 
connection level, assembly level, and building level. In the connection level, 
the sheathing and framing nail tests are utilized to simulate the behavior of 
the connection using connection hysteresis models. The connection 
hysteresis parameters, which are generated in at the connection level, are 
used in the assembly level to simulate the shear behavior of the shear walls. 
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Finally, at the building level, the hysteresis parameters calculated in the 
assembly level along with the material properties are utilized to create the 
3D model of the whole building. It was found that multi-scale modeling 
approach can be used to provide a balance between modeling accuracy and 
computational demand. 
3) The Timber3D package can also be used for hybrid testing. In hybrid testing, 
the test building or structure is divided into two substructures: (1) physical 
or experimental substructure, and (2) numerical or computational 
substructure. The Timber3D program was utilized to develop the numerical 
substructure used in a series of slow hybrid tests conducted at the NEES 
laboratory at the University at Buffalo. 
4) The modified Stewart hysteresis rule can be used to model the hysteresis 
responses for various components in a wood building including nails, shear 
walls, structural and nonstructural walls. 
5) The Timber3D modeling methodology can be used to model the light-frame 
wood buildings with and without structural deficiencies. The Timber3D 
program was used to model the soft-story buildings, the distributed knee 
brace system, the irregular buildings with different shear wall placement 
schemes, and the short-period buildings. The comparison between the 
building responses and the test results showed that the models predicted the 





 NEES-Soft project 
1) Six different retrofits, designed based on the FEMA P-807 guideline, were 
applied to the soft-story of a full-scale three-story light-frame wood building 
tested using hybrid simulation methodology. The results showed that the 
maximum inter-story drift is less than the 4% limitation of FEMA P-807 for 
all retrofit designs considered in this study.  The test results showed that 
over-strengthening the first soft-story with retrofit could propagate the 
seismic demand and damage from the first story to the upper stories.  
2) A 2D model was created using the Timber3D program to analyze wood 
shear walls retrofitted with distributed diagonal knee braces. A good 
agreement was observed between the numerical model pushover curve and 
the hysteresis loops of the test data. 
 Core vs. conventional shear wall placement schemes 
The analysis results of the wood frame buildings with different shear wall 
placement schemes showed that the MCER collapse probability is not 
significantly affected for shear walls located along only the corridors (core-
only) or distributed along the perimeter walls, provided the shear capacity 
for both designs are the same and the diaphragms have adequate in-plane 
stiffness to transfer the shear demand from the perimeter to the shear walls 
in the core.  
 ATC-116 project 
1) The baseline parametric study conducted as part of the ATC-116 project 
showed that there was an inverse relationship between the MCER collapse 
probability and Vmax/W. The commercial buildings had the larger collapse 
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probability of collapse at MCER, and the single-family dwelling buildings 
had the smallest collapse probability at MCER because the single-family 
dwelling buildings had the lowest seismic weights. Furthermore, the 
collapse probability at MCER level was higher for the building designed for 
very high seismic compared to the same building in the high seismic region. 
2) The collapse displacement capacity parametric study showed that the 
probability of collapse at MCER decreases as the post-capping strength 
increases, and the displacement capacity of the model increases as the 
residual strength ratio increases, except for the SFD1B model, which has 
very high peak strength to weight ratio (Vmax/W). Moreover, there was an 
inverse relationship between the collapse probability at MCER and residual 
strength ratio for all three types of construction (commercial, multi-family 
and single-family buildings). The collapse probability at MCER level for the 
one story single-family dwelling building, which had very high strength to 
weight ratio (Vmax/W), did not changed very much when the residual 
strength was increased. 
3) The SSI/foundation flexibility parametric study showed that the 
fundamental periods of the baseline models without SSI/foundation 
flexibility springs and the models with SSI/foundation flexibility springs 
were almost identical. The pushover curves for the baseline models with and 
without the SSI/foundation springs were nearly identical for each archetype. 
Furthermore, the difference between the collapse probability of the models 
with and without SSI/foundation springs was very small. 
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4) The exterior and interior finishes parametric study showed significant 
changes in the stiffness and strength of the models when the interior and 
exterior nonstructural finishes were not considered in the numerical models. 
The capacity of the buildings (Vmax/W) was reduced by as much as 50% if 
the exterior and interior wall finishes were not taken in account. The period 
of the buildings increased, and sometime doubled, if the contribution of the 
exterior and interior wall finishes was ignored. Moreover, the MCER 
collapse probability increased dramatically when the exterior and interior 
wall finishes were removed. The influence of nonstructural finishes on the 
MCER collapse probability was less for the 1-story single-family dwelling 
model because the seismic load was relatively low or Vmax/W was high. 
5) The backbone shape parametric study showed that minor changes in the 
shape of the backbone curves of the shear walls had little effect on the MCER 
collapse probability, provided that the peak strengths were identical. The 
largest peak strength was for the R2 models (the models in which the peak 
strength value was scaled to 3 x ASD values), and the peak strength of the 
R1 and the baseline models were almost identical, but the displacement at 
the maximum strength of the baseline model was smaller than that of the R1 
and R2 models. Furthermore, the MCER collapse probabilities of the 
baseline model and R1 model were almost the same because the strengths 
of both models were nearly identical while the MCER collapse probabilities 
for the R2 models were noticeably lower than the counterpart baseline and 
R1 models. 
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8.3.    Suggestions and Recommendations for Future Work  
1) One of the most important parts of a numerical simulation for light-frame 
wood building is applying the right inputs and parameters for the elements 
(e.g. shear wall hysteresis). These properties can be obtained using 
experimental test data. In many cases, there are no experimental data for 
certain nail connections and shear walls, in particular, for wall configurations 
and finishes used in older buildings. It is recommended that full-scale tests of 
walls for older construction be conducted in future research study. 
2) The co-rotational formulation had a significant effect on the response of the 
wood building, especially the behavior at incipient collapse. The author 
suggests that this formulation be included in the model for future study that 
seek to numerically simulate the collapse of buildings. 
3) The diaphragm behavior of a light-frame wood building plays an important 
role in distributing the shear wall forces. A subassembly level analysis of the 
diaphragm should be conducted prior to creating the simulation model for the 
whole wood frame building. 
4) The residual post-capping strength of the wood shear walls has a significant 
influence on the collapse probability of the numerical models. Residual 
strength ratio is utilized to model components that are not explicitly considered 
in a numerical model (e.g. the contribution of stair well). There is a need to 
develop a logical approach to quantify residual strength ratio. 
5) The nonstructural walls and finishes have significant effect on the collapse 
probability and capacity of light frame wood buildings. Both structural and 
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nonstructural wall elements must be considered in order to properly model the 
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